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Terms:

AT

COUNSELOR St.,

Exchange St, Portland.

At 100

Eight

Dollars

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
50

pibllshed every Thursday Morning at $2
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

la

a

of

Lost.

Street.

now styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
which
new process we get rid of freckles
card, by
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
for
and judge
yourselves.

CASH

91oderate
may 20

J. H. HOOPER,

UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

Wanted.
PLEASANT room on Spring St.,

A furnished

W&SSt

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

HcDonough Patent Bed Lounges,
ameled Chairs, &c.

En-

WAII kinds ef repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’69T T&Stt
boxed and matted.

H. FOGG,

Law,

EXCHANGE ST.,

vicinity,

or

unfurnished, without board.
Address BOX 1336.

or

janlOtt

WING

DEALERS

j~EN GER,

(Successors

COUNSELLOR
has

&

SON’iS

LAW,

AT

Commissioner of deeds

for the several

kinds of

No.

tf

fbblO

WILLI AU HENRY CLIFFORD,

Counsellor at Law and in Patent

Repairing.

0

to

IV. C. COBB, No.. 28 and :iO Penrl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House aud Post Office, near the Market.

ST.,
d3m

marlO

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

Law,

‘•The Amer

P. SVMONDS, India St. Velvet Clank,
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Dye House, 24 Union Street.*

Prices Low for the

Law,

NO. 83 MIDDLE STREET,

(Opposite
G. W.

Canal

Furniture aud House Furnishing Goods.
cor. Exchange aud Fed-

WOG &

Street.

St., Portland.
15dtf

and Decorative

Orders left at Loring, Short &
immediate attention. Residence,

Up-

W. C.

CLARK,

FEDERAL

103

GAS

FIRST

S.

ME.

PIPING.
Gas and Water Pipe introduced into Houses, Halls,
Hotels and public buildings in a taitbful manner.
Also, Gas Fixtures, Images and Busts rebronzed and
made to look as good as new. Gas Rings and Jets
made to order.
Mr. C., who for several years past has been in the
employ of Mi. Kinsman, hopes by promptness and
strict attention to business to merit a fair share of
feb!8dtf

public patronage.

son

Masons and Builders.

316 CONGRESS STREET,
prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Pictures, Rembrnnt, Medallion,See., from
Retouched Negative.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckle., Jtlole* and other i*nperfectiau. of the Skin.
For all of which no
charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for yourselves.
mcbl8dtf

LOTHROP,DEVEN8 A CO., 61 Exhnnge

Plumbers.
Mll.liER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures ar-

Exchange

GEO. R. DAVIS A Co., No. 301 1-3 Congress Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
91. PEARSON, No. 99 Tempi. Si., Bear
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

upon receipt of stamp for return postage,
found at

Silver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 C»mm» Street.

Schools.

and

lineb.

$15.

Price of Machine,

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Congress Street.

Wheels which bevelled, double bevelled and round
face horn $3.12 to §7.35, according to thickness.
Heavier Machines $70 and $90, running Wheels up to 24 inches In diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANITE CO.,
StroudBhnrg, Monroe Co., Pa.

LIBBF.Lo. 959 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Drleno’s Rill.
G. Id. HOOPER A CO., Successors to
Iiittlefleid Ac Wilson, Cor. York A Hapie Streets.

SPECIAL NOTICE,
All ot the TANITF, CO.’S good are directly made by the Co., at their own Factory and'mnder
their own Patents and Processes.
It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest information on all poims connected with EMERY

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. A H. H. JRCDCFFKE, Cor. Riddle
A Union Sts.

the inhabitants of the Town ot Cape Elizabeth,
and ill persons liable to bo assessed therein. NoIs
he eby given that the subscribers will bo in
tice
session at the Town House in said Town, on the 9th,
10th, 11th, and 12th days of April Inst., from 10
o’clock in the forenoon, till 5 o’clock in the afternoon,
for tho purpose of receiving true and perfect lists of
the Polls and all theestates. real and personal, not by
law exempted from taxation, which such persons
were possessed of in said town of Cape Elizabeth on
tho 1st day of April inst; whi h lists they are required to make and bring in. and he prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomod in a tax accoiding to the laws
of the State, and be Larred of the right to make apany abateplication to the County Commissioners for was
unable
ment of his taxes unless he shows that he
to offer such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Assessors
THOS. B. HASKELL, )
of
NATHAN R. DtfER,
ELISHA A JORDAN,) Cape Elizabeth.
18T3.
March
aprldtd
29th,
Cape Elizabeth,

GEO. A. WHITNEY &
CO.,
and dealer in

FURNITURE!

NASH,

No.

NO. 172 AND 171 FORE STREET,

—

Druggists.

ap4dly

COPARTNERSHIP.

undersigned has this day admitted A. &
C. CHAPLIN, partners in the Ice Business.
THE
D. W.

UPHOLSTERING DONE TO ORDER,

»prl_tl

subscriber would respectfully announce that
he is already organized in another Mill and
to
ready fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the fire.

lm

A.

ap3dlw

1873.

CO.,

DEALERS IN ICE,
ICE

HOUSE, MARKET ST.,
—

GAS

j

AMD

ions in service
pipes, if left at the
Office in the
Morning will be attended to same
day; if lelt late in
the

day, they may

Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Attest;

City of Portland.
City Clerk's Office, March 20,1873.
Iu pursuance of the foregoing order, I hereby give
notice that on MONDAY, the seventh day of April
next, at seven and a half P. M., at the Aldermen’s
Room, in the City Building, the Mayor and Aldermen
will hear all parties interested in the assessments
above referred to and will thereafterwards establish
the same.
H. I. RuBINSON, City Clerk.
inch20
dtd

B. €. JORDAN.

—HAVING TAKEN

“WOOLENS
—

FOR

—

MEW AWD BOYS.

A

large variety of

CHOICE NEW DESIGNS

Eastman Brothers,
332

Congress Street.

meh22

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
wel nta d to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bl. of Fare shall be in keeping wi'b the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

Manufacturers’

and

Merchants’

RESTAURANT,
CITYBTJILDING, Pine Street,
LEWISTON, NUINE.
LEWIS C.

Jan21

JOHNSON,

JOSEPH

JOHNSON,
dlvnewe3m
A.

COTTON
SEED

_Jan31dtf

PIASTER.

dtf

breed

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
teb7

way?
Theology

is but a science of mind applied
As schools change, theology must
Truth is everlasting,
necessarily change.
but our ideas of truth are not. Theology is
but our idea of truth classified and arranged.
to God.

A Germantown family has a cat that
drinks tea and coffee. He is very fastidious
as to the quality of his young Hyson and Old
Government Java. He takes them both
“straight,” refusing anything in the shape of

Wr¥T
15,000 BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW CORN.
FOB SALE BY

inar26d2w

—

WEBB Ar PBINNEY,
108 Commercial direct,
Head of Merrill's Wharf

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

TAT
IT©
X-Ll
bs
05

SOUTHWARK CO’S English Writing,
Ink writes Black anil never fades. Sole
»*or U. 8.—Schekck Tag Co
_P®
Bookman 8t.,N. Y.
martdta

A Book of Epitaphs; Compiled by Charles
Nonhead.

This exceedingly curious little volume congreat number of quaint, singular, and
in many cases, comical epitaphs—copied from
actual tomb-stones in various localities. It
affords much room for thought to note the
different styles In which these epitaphs are
written; some expressing the egotism or misanthrophy of their writers, others expressing
in rude language the sincere feeling of sorrowing survivors, and others setting forth
with extreme candor the faults and failings of
their subject in unflattering terms. As the
tains a

compiler hints, in his preface, the perusal of
some of these epitaphs may lead to a more
thoughtful and appropriate selection of monumental sentences; and, with this view, a few
pages at the end of the volume contain
tastefully selected inscriptions.
Published by G. W. Carleton, N. Y.
sale by Loring, Short and Harmon,

some

For

liife of Samacl J. Bay.
This volume gives the history of the eminent philanthropist and clergyman, carefully

Thieves break in and steal in the Cincinnati
station house to such an extent that the po-

compiled by three of his especial Meads,
Messrs. George B. Emerson, Samuel May
and the authorities think of engaging a priand Thomas J. Mumford; to the latter of
vate watchman.
whom the literary part of the work is chiefly
due. A. part oi the book is an autobiography,
But one man has been arrested thus far on
and the remainder is largely made up of notes
of
the
murderer
of
suspicion
being Roscoe,
Charles Goodrich. A dozen men at the very from Mr. May’s diary, extracts from his let-

of
T1IOS. W. EATON,
mchUd&wlmBRUNSWICK.

Enquire

SAFE.

Ask for Whitney’s Patent St> in? Carrirge. Every
marked patented. All otnery are immitations.
These Carriages cannot be tipp -d over. Every Car-

riage

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet an'* is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nin.- genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.

A

watranted

Sale, or lease lor a term of years, the property belonging to the estate of Francis O. Libby,
and formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY,)
FRANK W. LIBBY,
f AUm r*'

FOR

tf

mar24

Exchange.

A superior Hay Farm in the town
of Deering, three and a half miles
from Portland.
This iarm contains about 65 acres
1
‘ofexcellent moving land, “cut 60
tons oi nay la^t season.” Good orchard near the
house.
Buildings consist of a two-story and a one-story
house, a new barn 40x80. with other out-buildings.
Also, farming tools. Part ot the purchase money
on a mortgage, or will be exchanged for a
can lay
house in the city, or a peii-e of a vessel.
For further particulars enquire of GEORGE
SMITH, No. 13 Boyd St.marlOtf

No. 45

is

one

€.

BAY, JR. & CO.,
94

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

HOUSE AND LOT NO. 76 STATE ST.,
contains 31,000 feet of land, with fine
den, cold, grapery, etc. Apply to
Lot

iult

gar-

*W‘

H. FESSENDEN,
215 Commercial Street.

marftf

RANDALL &
COAL

THE

by

House.

40

or

To Let,
St.

FOR SALE !
House No. 24 Emery St., head ol
Cushman Street.
house is one of the best locations on
the street; tine neighborhood. Consists of
two story framed House and ell. containing t<n
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 19.dtt

ESaid
on

FOR SALE!

TEBBETS" HOUSE,
SPRINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

owner

wants to go West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Jan31

OF

MAINE.
I

/

proposals, In writing, will be received at
this office, for furnishing for use of the Militia oi
this State, the following named arlicl. s, viz:
500 Uniform Coats for Inf entry.
100 Uniform Coats for Ar.illery.
500 pairs Pants for Infantry.
100 pa rs Pants for Arti lery.
500 Caps for Infantry.
100 Caps for Artillery.
1U0 Helmets for Light Artilery.
600 Overcoats, Cavaiery style.
The price of each article muBt be stated, and each
must he made according to sample at this office. A
right to accept a part of any proposal Is reserved.
The articles must bo delivered when called for, but
none will be accepted unless approved by the Inspect-

SEALED

General.
Envelopes containing proposals should he marked
on the outside, “Proposals tor furnishing Uniforms,”
aDd to be ontltled to consideration must be received
on or before the fifteenth day of April next.
B. B. MURRAY, .Te.,
ap2dlwActing Quartermaster General.

or

proposals will be received at this ofilet
until 12 o’clock
SEALED
of Saturday the 26th day ol
noon

April next, for supplying rations anil ship chandler!
the crews and vessels of the tlnitei:
Marine Service in this Collection Distnct, for the fiscal year ending 30th June. 1874.
Schedules of the articles of ship chandlery to bt
bid for will be furnished on application at this office.
The Government reserves the right to reject any oi
all bids.
mar316tI. WASHBURN, JR- Collector.

for the use of
State Reven e

ot Portland.
City Cluik’s Office, March 21,1873.
the petition of Sise & Nevens for permission to remove their stationary steam engine in
Btore No. 176 Fore street to store No. 178 Fore street
notice is hereby given that on MONDAY, the 7th daj
of April next, at 74 o’clock P. M., at the Aldermen'i
room in the
ity Building, a hearing will be had o
all parties interested in said petition.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dtd
roch22

City

UPON

office.
JOU

VIUVO

v/X

VIU1WUVO

iVILj

PBINTINO neatly executed

&

WOOD

RANDALL, McALLISTER & CO.,

Commercial

60

St.

They will settle all demands of the late firm of
Randall, McAllister A Co.
JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY, F. McALLISTER.
Poortland, March 27th, 1873.
mar29dtf

To

Steamship Builders.

Proposals for building a Steam
Propeller for the U. 8. Revenue
Marine.
Treasury Department,
1
D. C., March 29,1873. J

SEALED

Washington,
Proposals will

be received

by the

under-

signed until twelve o’clock M. of Utonda? the
19th day of May. 1873, for the construction of
a Steam Propeller for service in the United States
Revenue Marine.
Plans and specifications of the same,
together with
all other nece sary information, will be furnished to
bidders on api>lica>ion to the Collectors of Customs at
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and
Portland, Me.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids should
it be deemed for the interest of the Government so
to do.
WM. A. RICHARDSON,
Secretary qf the Treasury.

Steamship Builders.

Proposals for buildiug a Steam
Propeller for the V. S. Berenne
Marine.

I
Treasury Department.
Washington, D. C., March 29, 1873.)
Proposals will be received by tbe undersigned until twelve o’clock M. of Thursday,
the 15th day of May, 1873, tor the construction of a Steam Propeller for service in the United

at

tbl

Spates Revenue Marine.
Plans and specifications of the same, together with
all other necessary information, will be furnished to
biddei s on application to the Collectors of Customs
at Baltimore, Philadelphia. New York, Boston, and
Portland, Me.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids should
It be deemed for the interest of the Government so to

do.
WM. A. RICHARDSON,
Secretary of the Treasury.

2aw&may3&7

apr4

A. S'. LYMAW’S
The best and Only Reliable One In
the Market.
is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will

IT

Butchers
more than its cost overv Summer.
who use it, in its best form, will soon find tbeirmeats
recommended by their customers. The internal arIs kept
rangement is such that a current ot cold air
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
tne U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighBave

teen cases.
For LICENSE,

RIGHTS, «Stc., apply to
SCOTT D. JORDAN,
A«KNT FOB MAINE,
No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Kiddle St.,
to whf m all applications should be made, and who
power to settle infringements,

Notice.
purchased the Stock

in

mchleodtf

trado of

Covell
HAVING
Bros., 109 Oxford Street I shall kocp good supof Groceries and Provisions, which will
a

be sold at
wly
the lowest market prices. Hopsng for a com inuance
of the patronage heretofore bestowed on the above
firm. I pledge my honest endeavors to dea. fairly with
all who shall give me a call.

Portland, April 1st, 1873.

J’ F' NORTON-

Having sold our stock in trade at 109 Oxford
to J. F. Norton, we hereby reccomm nd him Street,
to our
former patrons and friends,
them at the
same time for their
anti hoping ourBucceapatronage
sor will receive the same.
We shall continue at the
above place for a tow weeks where we
request all indebted to ub to make immediate
payment, and all
bills against ns will be promptly sen
led.

thanking

i,
Portlana,
April lBt, 1873.
a,

a

a

The death is announced of the singer Isabella Fabbrica. She was bom at Milan, and
Donizetti and Mercadante, among others,
wrote several operas for her. This once celebrated prima donna died at Lisbon, where she
has resided for some years past.

COVELL BROS.
apr3U3t*

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
rbe three points of excellence which I claim,

are

1st, constant and thorough circulattou of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
inte mingling of odors; purity aud active air, the
elements of Its success. Call, or send foT circulars

Copartnership Notice.
FRANKLIN

FOX retires from tho
FLETCHER & O. this dav.
MR.
The
will

firm of

undersigned

6ame name as

April 1, 1873.

continue the business under
heretofore.
J H FLETCHER.
EDWARD TOMLINSON.

Boston's burnt district is to be rebuilt on a
plan peculiarly appropriate for the “Hub”,
namely, after the pattern of a wheel, with

Tuning.

Orders attended to personally by
UD. B. ROBINSON,
Piano Booms, 3 Cnhoou Block.
(Opposite City Hali.)
mar28-d3m.

WOOD l

WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. i3 Ids
Also Dry Edgings,

coin street.
HARD

book is done

Leslie’s New Cask Beak. A Com
Manaul of Dameslie Cookery is
■11 its kraackea. By Mi™ Leslie, aatkor
of “Tfce Ladies’ Guide lo True Politeness aad Perfect Mausers,” “Ml™ Leslie’s New Beceipts for Cooktop,” etc.
Pkiladelpkia; T. B. Peterson A Break-

Ml™

plete

Miss
near one

Leslie's New Cook Book contains
thousand receipts not published in

any of her other

works, and is accompanied
by a well-arranged index, by which any desired receipt may be turned to at once. The
receipts are tor cookiDg all kinds of meats,
they are tired.—Rochester Democrat.
p mltry, game, pies, vegetables, etc., with diA German printer named Conrad Lutz, rections for plain and fancy cakes, sweetnow living at Burlington, Iowa, has received
meats, desserts, pickles, preparations for the
official information that he has been drafted sick, and miscellaneous receipts. Miss Lesinto the Wurtemburg landwehr. Inasmuch lie has acquired great reputation among
as he left Germany when two years old, a
housekeepers for the excellence of her works
contemporary intimates that he intends re- on Cookery, and this volume will enhance it.
By its aid the young and inexperienced are
maining in the landwher he is.
brought nearly on a footing with those who
have seen service in the culinary depart“Chocolate has a nutty taste, but is heavy.
Coflee is heating, but has a fine, serious fla- ment, and by having it at hand are rendered
vor in it.
We used to prefer it at all times,
tolerably independent of help, which somebut tea has become preferable to the meditaThe best
times becomes very refractory.
tive state of our digestion. How the Chinese came to invent it, as Sancho would say,
regulated families are occasionally taken a
we do not know; but it is the most ingenious,
little by surprise, by the untimely stepping in
humane, and poetical of their discoveries. It of a friend to dinner—to
such, Miss Leslie’s
is their epic poem.”—Leigh Hunt
new cook book is a friend indeed, ready as it
is with instructions for the hasty production
Another Wisconsin man has fallen a victim
of various substitutes to serve in place of
to the law which allows a woman to procure
meals which require timely and elaborate
a policy of assurance on her husband’s life.
It is issued in a large duodeciThe companies remark that under the pres- preparation.
mo" volume of near 700 pages, bound in moent mixed condition of chemical expert testi
rocco cloth, full gilt back, and is sold by all
monv it would be throwing good money after
booksellers at the low price of $1.75; or copies
bad to dispute the claim, although they know
will be sent by mail, to any place, post-paid,
where she bought the strychnine.
by the publishers, on receipt of $1.75 in a let-

straight

streets

radiating

like

spokes

from a
centre, and a curved avenue at the
in
which fellows may circle till
periphery,

ter to them.

For take thv ballaunce, If thou be so wise,
And weigh the wind that under heaven doth blow,
Or weigh the light that in east doth rise;
Or weigh the thought that from man’s mind doth

Pav-Slar at Bnbel; aad OSn.-Br Baker*
Bur tan Rodaer* C, S. N.
The first composition in this volume, which

flow
But if the weight of these thou canst not show
but
one word which from thy lips doth tall;
Weigh
For how canst thou those greater secrets know.
That doest not know the least thing of them all?
Ill can he rule the great that cannot reach the small.

it its title, is apparently an egotistical
attempt to convey certain personalities in the
form of a very clumsy, veiled satire.
What
its point is—if indeed there be such—we confess we do not at all know. Perhaps the con-

gives

—Spenser.

The

Macoupin (111.) Inquirer

f'rnnn/a nnnnln

000.

ttAilvin

larlxr xrltA

says

refused to marry a

recently
thought she

because she

that a
ftQfl

ta

fnoirvn

clergyman

unfit to be the
wife ot a minister.
He then abandoned his
sacred calling, and proposed again. The second time she declined his offer, on the ground
that she was too good to marry a man who
would throw away his clerical robes to win a

any

WM. HUSE.

m

rtVi ♦

good dictionary.

ness, lack of ordinary

tlamaml

a

ananta.

Irreverence,
good sense,

coarse-

constant

of ignorance of the common rules of
prosody and accent, and the most arbitrary
and extraordinary use of language—are the

display

The late Henry Thomas Bucke, author of
“The History of Civilization,” made a point
of acquainting himself with the chief languages of Europe, but he could not have acTravquired much conversational facility.
elling once in a railway carriage in Holland,
he ventured to address a fellow traveller in
Dutch, who after a time explained that he
was sorry he did not understand Italian.

The most
characteristics of the volume.
charitable supposition that can be made Is
that the author—to quote his own words
was not “hatted from the solar singe,” and
that his lucubrations are the result of n ental
aberration, induced by a sunstroke. Haying given our verdict of “emotional Insanity”
we recommend the book to the mercy of the

The infant son of Mr. Charles Allen Perkins and the Princess Isabella de Bourbon,
niece of the ex-Queen of Spam, was baptised
in Paris on the 18th inst.
Queen Isabella
and Prince Alphonso, the sponsors, were represented by Count Gurowski, and the
gathering of Spanish noble3 and American soverThe infant is very
eigns was very large.
high-toned, and seemed very unhappy at the
font when “Perkins” was said by the officia-

public.
Published by D. Yan Nostrand, N. Y.
JI1RCELLANEOCS NOTICN.

|^“The American House, Boston, is one of
the largest and best hotels in the country, and
its extensive patronage by travellers from all
sections proves that its superior advantages are
widely kuown.__

ting clergyman.

Thb Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil

is Hazard S Caswell’s, made on the sea shore,
from fresh selected livers, by Caswell, Hazard
It is absolutely pure and
& Co., New York.

A wide white field, unbroken drifted mow,
The frequent printing of the rabbit’s foot
Its only spot; beside the twisted root
Or old gray willows, whose bare
Above a frozen stream, begin to

Patients who have once taken it prefer
suit to all others. Physicians have decided it
perior to any of the other oils in market

tweet.

boughs hang low

peer
The pale green blades of April’s earliest
grass
In sunny shelter of the tree, where
pass
wet
Already soft,
winds; and faint and clear
Coue’s the first robin’s call from
leafless sprays
Where a few scarlet berries
linger still;
And though the pinetrce,
standing on the hill,
Casts a long shade at noon,
yet lengthening days
And warmer sun gives promise of the
Spring.
Of glad green boughs, and brown buds
blossoming

mar21-4wt

What did rr?—is no longer the question
since the introduction of Centaur Liniment.
been
When we meet an old friend who has
manshelved with rheumatism, or see a person
restored to
gled underneath a rail car, and
it
and comeliness, we now kuow that
*or*the
does
the Centaur Liniment that
other article did perform such miracles,
no pain 1
is no swelling it will not soften,
cure.
not
will
it
not soothe, or lameness

shape

Recent Publications.
Van Nostrand’s for April includes between iti
flaming covers the usual amount of informa
tion interesting to the engineer.
As th(
name of this magazine
implies its contents
are eclectic,
consisting of articles selected ant

Pitchers
Children cby—for
stomach,
the
regulates
causes natural sleep

cures^

Engineerin'

I

Rigid Arches,

and Curved Structures” accompanied
by numerous diagrams. There are two artl
cles on Building Stones, the latter of which
Adoriginally published in the tfoston Daily
by
of
result
experiments
the
vertiser, gives
vathe writer on various natural and artificial

go

BCC

, „
is

great

®

^
for

_
the

and stlm
influence for toning
,vstem, of BmoliNDEb’Z
energy and fresh vigor .is

renewed

the whole nerve fabric,
blzdmaladies as affect the kidneys
and physical
„_d ci»nds, as well as mental
and fudiabetes, gravel, loss of vigor

.id throughout

Tsuch
.fhimv

made complaints
I

Cssto^

is

apr3-eodlw&wlt

castor oil.

Serial Publications of
Europe and America
together with original articles. This numbei
opens with a continuation of the
essay or
1 he Stresses of
Continuous

Beams,

frtn mmo

ponding confusion of ideas—but In a careful
reading of the book, we see no indications of
ideas at all. We might have been led to regard it as the chaotic elements of the English
vocabulary, except that some of the words
employed would scarcely find admittance into

was

matter condensed from all the

Piano

who were his friends.

ing the

A clergyman in Chicago, in discoursing on
capital punishment last Sunday, expressed
the opinion that if the gallows is so effective
in preparing criminals for heaven as it appears to be, it should be used with increased
vigor as a means of grace.

Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, betweeu Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.s Ice House. Portland, Me.
jeSdtf

the

The task of editwith taste, judgment
and solicitous affection.
Published by Roberts Bros. For sale by
Loring, Short & Harmon.
We have received, from Messrs. Loring,
Short and Harmon, “Mark Gildersleeve;’’
a novel by John S. Sauzade.
As a work of
fiction it has average interest and merit, and
is well hound and printed.
Published by G. W. Carletcn and Co., N.
Y.
men

woman’s hand.

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

has full

The veteran historian, Leopard Ranke of
announces as nearly ready for publication a selection of the correspondence between Bunsen and the late king of Prussia,
Frederick William IV.

Berlin,

ters, and of anecdotes illustrative of his sin-

gular wisdom, force and purity of character.
For the great anti-slavery cause—which was
crowned by the honored bands of President
Lincoln, when he signed bis noble and immortal Emancipation act—the zeal and energy of Mr. May were untiring. His memoirs also contain much that is of interest,
of a more personal kind, in connection with
his social relations, and the many prominent

common

SEALED

Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.

Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,
sepl3-tfNo. 31 Plum

McALISTER,

the old stand ot the late firm of

To

the unState Street, occupied
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built oi
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
sepl9-tf
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
on

copart-

and will continue the business of dealers in

For Sale.
house

HUJ

ers.
a

THE

House,”

Real Estate for Sale.

Copartnership.

fiereby given thrt the firm of RANMcALLISTER & CO., is hereby dismutual
consent.
by
JOHN F. RANDALL.
HENRY F. McALLISTER,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
Portland, March 27, 1873.

on

SALE-

of

eod3w

is

NOTICE
DALL,
solved

of North
of the best locations

The sno.-criber offers ror sale his Hotel
proj rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
,two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick, Me.
marl3dtf

Exchange St.

Dissolution

'at

street,
neighbourhood; consists of a two
story frame house and ell contains 12 rooms, confor
two
families
or noe, seven years old, two
venient
minuets walk from horse cars; will be sold at a very
within
reasonabi price
thirty days.
For particulars inquire at M. N. NEAL’S. 327
marl7ulm
Congress Street. Portland.

break.

At the Lowest Prices by

For Sale.
Melbourne Street, head

HOUSE
Street; said house
tine
the

not

Having been in the Baby Carriago business for the
past 18 a ears, we are confident that wo understand
our business, and know whoso carriages are the best.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

apr4

Beal Estate.

or

|-V1»»VVIJ

The Executive Mansion of Missouri is said
electricity that every one
who enters it is terribly shocked. The phenomenon is attributed to the over-charging of
the architect who built it.

one

FOR

••••>«

least should have been arrested and discharged by this time.

orchard in bearing, price.$3000
5000
1 Farm in Freeport, 100 acres, price.
1 Farm in Brunswick, 10 > acres, price.
3600
1 House with 3 acres land in Brunswick village,
1600

Vessels.

dtf

be

to be so filled with

Collectors Office, March 29,1873.

—FOR SALE BY—

J>Al>x CAKKlAljEJS

Exchange street.

furnishing Rations aud Shin
Chandlery lor fj. S. Revenue

2000 Bags Cotton Seed Meal

novel, “The
the Vosges,”

C. PROCTER.

For

necess

te

Irquire

PROPOSALS

MEAL!

mined it

ever

reason why the name “lapdog”
monopolized by any particular
of canines? Don’t they all drink that

should

New York.

frequently ob-

It is very justly as well as
served that if our nation be
must be by itself.—Addison.

“trimmings.”

of

Adjutant General’s Office,
Augusta, Mar. 29, 1873.

REST A.TJ

minuteness with which our English cousins
mapping out their little island.
D. Van Nostrand. Publisher, 23 Murray St.

in

—Beecher.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

TUB—

Just received

SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Plum St., is
500
in good condition with all
The
apparatus
ity
price by w.assK.aff.REp.s
the

or
business. Apply to the proprietor at No. 33
Newbury street or to J REED, Brown’s Block, cor.
Congress and Brown street.
m
eodtf

White Goods and Table Linen,
Napkins, Doylies, Towels, &c.

Farm in Harpswell, 60 acres, 400 cords wood,

L. C. JOHNSON & SON., STATE

not receive at-

Argus and Advertiser copy.
y

of land.

JOHN
93

inanv quanap3dtf

1
March 19, 1873.
J
That the City Clerk give notice by publication in two daily papers, as required by law, to all
parties interested in Sidewalks constructed the past
year, that this Boa d, at some time and place to be
fixed in said notice, will hear the parties aforesaid,
and will thereafterwards proceed te establish the assessments on said sidewalks, as follows, viz:
B ram hall street, East side;
Lewis street, East side;
Brackett street, Southeast of Pine stroot;
Pine street and Western Promenade.

tention till next day.
-_

acres

For Sale

ST.,

England

Is there any

—

A

—

Ordered,

NOTICE.

Orders for removal of obstruct-

three

St. Lawrence

City of Portland.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen,

For Sale.

EXCHANGE STREET,

IN

water, together

CLABK.

}

v28dtt_

KOSOTAN,
PORTLAND,

Exchange St.,

TIIE

WATER HXTURES
128

43 A

OUT OF THE FIRF.

GAS

No.

over

PORTLAND, MAINE.

POR.TLxk.NTX>, MAINE,
Having bom appointed Agents for one of the
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared t« offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to
th; trade at Bostm prices.
de28tf

J.

46, and

44

—

For Sale.
DESIRABLE residence at East

FOR

for ulceration and inflammation accompanies each
Pills. Price of Pills and Lotion, $1.25 per
box, or $6.00 a half dozen. Address all business lettors to Madam Healv, Box 337, Station A, Boston.
For sale by WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, and all

PORTLAND. ME.

AND

be

box of

Pure Ice supplied for all purposes, and
tity, at the lowest rates.

durable Machine—easily
CHEAP, simple,
operated and running wheels from 8x4 inches to 12

MATTRESSES, FEATHERS, &c.
tf

Special Bargains

Dcoring.
addition and stable,
A two story dwelling House,
soft
abundance of hard
with

LOTION,

Secured by mortgage on 6,000 acres of very valuable
Coal and Iron Lands.
Principal and Interest parable in GOLD COIV.
For sale at prices that will pay over 111 per cent, in
GOLD. Equal to 13 per cent, in currency.
Call or send for Pamphlets, with maps and full
particulars, that will satisfy the most cautious investTHOS. P. EtLJS & CO., Bankers,
ors.
mar22eod&wlm
14 Pine St., N. Y.

x

L. B.

-*

or can

two volume

a

are

Brothers Rantzan; A Story of
is just published abroad.

eod2w

mar29

The “Limerick

MADAM HE ALT’S

1st MORTGAGE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS.

A

—

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

a

Farm for Sale

Weeks & Potter's, 176 Tremont St.,

32 EXCHANGE

TO

DENNETT^
Counsellor ut Law,

ilie line of the horse R. R., can bo purchaslow figure, and on easy terms of payment.
Apply to GEO. R. DAviS & CO.,
Real Estate & Mortgage Brokers.

febl9tf

They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give tone to the
muscles, and lift the organ into its proper position,
and keep it there. They speedily cure Leucorhoea,
Dysmenorrhoea and Menorrhagia. They are a specific for Stangury, a diuretie in Gravel They promote sleep, allay nervous excitability. Remove sterility, and all female weaknesses. They are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, free from opiates and
all injiirlous properties. Madam Heal* ’s Pamphlet
for \YTomen is interesting and valuable. Sent free

d&wlm

Saw Glimmer & Sharpener.

WORKER.

janiO_
F. A C. B.

street.

r

llo Per Cent. Gold Interest.

(Street.

of

Charles Cowden Clarke has

work on “The Comic Writers of

1,______I.A

I

Healy’s Uterine Tonic Pills

ready f

manner.

Ileal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exrhauge

MANUFACTURERS

House at Morrill’s Corner, Ueering, for Sale.

ap2d3w

LADIES,

GENERAL AGENTS.

Assessors’ Notice.

personal

House.
For particulars enquire of Geo. R. Barston, on the
premises.
Also one House and lot at Point Village.
For particula s enquire mi the premises of
JEDDIAH LOVIETT.
apr4eodtf

our experience, and then we come
manly resolution of.acting in contradic-

A new Erckmann-Chatriau

IN VARIOUS QUALITIES,

mch29dlm

on iron industries, ineres ing
especially to mechanical engineers ;
arVcles on the
“Gunpowder problem” and
Heavy Guns at Sea,” and one on a
subject
that should receive more
attention, the
“Archilecture of Music Halls.” “Tlie
0rJ
nance Survey of Great Britain” shows
the

press.

Cashmere, Cretonne,
Thibet, Henrietta
and Coburg

Print,Cambric & Ginghams

ana

institute, of Technology.

Madam

WHEELS
AlKTO
HlTVLffiRYGRINDINGr MACHINERY wdl
be furnished by this Cempany.
feb8eod3m

All orders in the above line, and also for Whitening. Whitewashing and Coloring, will receive prompt
and
attention.
A large variety ot Centers,
Brackets, &c., constantly on hand, and at liberal prices.
Portland, March 25, 1873.
mar26dtm

25c. to 1.00.

For Sale.
Cape Elizabeth. House and land, from one to
five acres, to suit purchaser; situated on the road
between the North Congregational Church and Town

Ticket Agent, Grand Trunk Depot.

School!

D. W. CLARK &

STREET, NEW TORE,

moh26

Plasterer, Stucco
MASTIC

ng

Argus and Advertiser copy.

to

93 NASSAU

south street,
AND

No. 4

Portland, April 1,

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO., Bankers,

A. S. DAYIS A CO., N.. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAWSON, 132 Middle St., c.r. Cross.

(tatesherldan, Griffiths & Brackett,)

—

Brillianteen from 50c. to $1.50.
from

-Oa,coi3ne.
_

tion to it.—Burke.

BLACK GOODS!

Apply

LET.

TO

to

PORTLAND, ME.,

Srcet and 48 Market St.

cTaxn.es C. Sheridan,
no. 6

by mail,

HENRY M. PAYSON,

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

Stair Builder.

I«

or

MESSRS. SWAN & BARRETT,

R. P.

ARTIST,

of four

Parties desiring to invest in this choice security
should make Immediate application.
Interest 7 per cent, gold, payable April 1st and October 1st.
Fall particulars furnished, on application in per-

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

GEO. E. COLLINS,

issue

millions.

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

ranged and set up in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

City

fansles eft bcgnnno
At muslcke‘8 sacred sounds my
In tunes of
In concurdc8, discordes, notes and cliffes,

to a

Alpacca

secret”—her opinion of her

of
rletles
buiiding stone; he arrives
natthe conclusion that the best
Seneca brown-stone;
ural stone is the
this however is inferior to the Coignet an artificial stone, cognate but superior to th
Portland cement which stands next on the list
Narrow gauge railroads are discussed in an
article entitled
“Featiniog as a Type-’ giving
an
interesting description of this famous
Welch railroad.
There are five articles

at

We state

—

SPRING

about

Mass,

BONDS !

MORTGAGE

Only 8400,000 remaining of the total

lin Sts.

WATER

PHOTOGRAPHIC

RAILROAD COMPANY’S

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

5 Doors East of Temple St.,

AND

Chicago,

Danville & Yincennes

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

STREET.

PORTLAND,

ly

The

JAMES

No. 3, Anderson St.
*dlm

mar 15

SON,

mch20

or

Harmon’s roceive

ALSO

ARP. 5, 1878

anlsoDnc-

Furnace, Gas, Sebago water and all
modern conveniences. Parlors, Library and Hall elfrescoed.
All other room s well painted. Title
egantly
perfect. $2500 can remain on mortg go for a term of
R. D VVIS
to
GEO.
CO., Real Esyears.
tate and Morfgage Brokers, or to WM. DAVIS,

ed

the general public. The many who
have tried them will need no other notice. They are
an invalnabie remedy for

423 Broome St., New York.

Photographers.

Paper Hanger.

I^y

on

Entrance Examinations June 2 and 3, and Oct. 1
and 2. For catalogue, recent entrance examination
papers, or further inf rmation, apply to Prof. SAMUEL KNEELAND, Secretary, Boston, Mass.

Quality.

done to order.

in the best possible manner by
YOUNG & CO., No. 100 Fore St.
t Jan 2173

—

MOBMSG,

“The wife’
husband.

TO T £1E SEA-SOIST.

The 21 story Hou^e No. 103 Cumberland

Kitchen finished in bard wood, suite of Parlors and
Library finished in black walnut aud ash, highly polished (tw > marble mantles in Parlors), seven chambers, bath room finished in hard wood. House fur-

also.

All Uterine Diseases.

Post Office,

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

T. W. EMERSON,
Plain

be accommodated

charge Capt.
Farley.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Cant.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms: the use
and ag istment of Nautical Instruments; Lalitudo
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude bv Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desire 1.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustme it of instruments explained. Subjects collateral to uavigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.

eral Streets.

HOOPER Ac EATON, Old

N. E. BEDLON, 233 1-2 Congress St.

Snrgeon,
max

can

septlldtf

are now

BEN J. ADAMS,

dim

307 Congress
pposite the Park.

a

done to order.

Bank.)

and

n

become

lished, urnil such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send for
circular to

J. R. DURAN A CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

STOCKMAN. 91. D.,

Physici

quiet homo

a

with board at No. 4

large brick store in the Rackleft Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurcb streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

Responsible Agents wanted for unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet estab-

Carpet-Bags.

PORTLAND, ME.
marl 2

board at 119

ADAPTED

Cumberland Street Tor
Sale.

on

situated within five minutes*
jiL street,
pleasantly
walk or
Room and
Hall, containing Dlu

marlSdlm

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR.,

at

can

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

Hay’..

Done

d3m

Attorney

tf

BOSTON.

GEO. F. HOLMES.

STBOUT.

uIndependent'*
Piano has deservedly

Purchasers* testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

op.

Horse and Ox Shoeing

PORTLAND, MB).
feb3

single gentlemen

Farley,

H.

House

IN

at

very popular instrument.**

MEAN8, Pearl Street,

Dentists.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, over H.

CANAL BANK BUILDING,

A. A.

on

SCHOOL will be opened
No.
A NAVIGATION
15£ Exchange street, March 3d. to bo under
the
of
Edward Breen and C. H.

Form the

done to order.

STBOUT & HOLMES,

rooms

Navigation

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the eslebrated Piauist.
“I conscientiously believe that your Piano Is in
every respect a most magnijiceut instrument.**

WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID IV. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of VJphols cringand Repairing

Attends to all kinds of Patent business.

pleasant

Portland;

fenced,

EDUCATIONAL.

Street.

holstering

PORTLAND.

find

can

STORE

Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

Booksellers and Stationers.
DOVT.FOGGSc BREED,No.91 Middle

L. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street.

80 MIDDLE

NO.

Quiet Board.
GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing

DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.

Bakers.

Exchange

Causes,

To Let.
ploasant and desirable front rooms
Congress St., between High and Green Sts.
Terms reasonable. Apply at lb8 Fore Street.
very

FIRST PREMIUMS.

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of nil kinds

States.

^

ONE

A

DIRECTORyT The American Piano.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

NTO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nri door below Oanal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

To Let.

OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.
mar24tf

TWO

House and Ell
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
Wood-hou.se
and
Stable connected—all in
mantles,
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
contain
premises; grounds
15$ asres, excellent land,
well
30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
three
of water upon the place
wells
strawberries,
good
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
fine
cement
House,
bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf
-m

ni bed with

TWO
feb21tf

Dye-House.

removed to

WANTED

NEW DRESS WOODS

of West-

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Amiles
Depots, Post-office, go->d Schools and Churches,
fr
two stories

six

A

Carpenters and Builders.

O'DONNELL,

house containing six rooms, with or without the furniture, in the southwehterly part of the citv, in a good
neighborhood, ten minutes walk from the Boston
and Maiue Central Depots. Responsible persons de8itlng a tenement are invited to call at No. 1 Salem
Street, Portland, Me.
nprl-lm

in the Town

Monday, March 24th,

On

PBES S.

Gossip and Gleanings.

WILL OFFER

brook.

a

jan7

eod3iu

JAMES

TO LEI.—One half of

For Sale

SATURDAY

—

272 Middle St. All
Machines for sale and to let*

DYEB,

H.

posite Park.

febl3

A

Agency for Sewing Machines.
H

WHITNEl A

Orders in the city or country will receive prompt
attention. Address at U. S. Hotel, or 31 Temple bt.

To Let.
DESIRABLE Brick House, with French roof,
centrally located and arranged expressly lor
two families. Inquire of JOHN C. PROCTER, 83
ap2dlw
Exchange street.

~

PIANO-FORTE TUNER
REPAIRER.

three

d2w*

apr2

two

Street.

-AND-

Street.

connect ed furnished rooms with
Cumberland cor. of Franklin Sts.

PIANOS!

Book Binders.
tf

75 Free

To Let.

Sole agents in Maine for tlie sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Ham'Jictt Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
Vilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27

(Corner of Exchange and Federal Sts.,)
PORTLAND, MIS.

can
at No.

board

marl2

%

*d>27

tt

Rooms to Let.

179 Commercial 81., Portland.

BUSINESS

MANCFACTUBEB OF

every

Also Teams wanted to haul out wood.
Refers to W. H. Turner, Supt. P. & K. R R., Portland.
R. €. JORDAN,
fcblSdtfBar mills.

taking testimony on commission.

W HOLES ALE COAL

Wanted.

Saturday. Good boarding places near
and chance to camp out. Fare paid on railroad.

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

All the

Choppers

GOOD CHANCE—SI PER CORD.

Room 6 & ?, New
York.

he

at

Cord Wood

Broadway,

Experienced in
mar26

PORTLAND, NIK.
Copying and enlarging done to order.

1191-2

to

CITY HALL, on Friday evening, at the
Blues* Masquerade, part of a new Waterproof
Cloak, seams stayed with white tape. Auother was
left in place of the one taken, which the owner can
have by calling at 143 Middle street with the one taken through mistake.
feb25

Commissioner for Maine, and all the Stales,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

HOUSE

or

A T
XJL

LAWYER,
318

To Let,
No. 7 State Street, 10 rooms, rent $400 per
of
year. Inquire
Byron D. Terrill, or S. W.
Robinson, 49J Exchange Street.

gentlemen and their wives and two
TWO
be accomodated with pleassingle gentlemen
ant
and

House,

CHARLES H. SMITH, JR,,

LAMSON,

THE

T' H R

Brothers

Eastman

BULLETIN.
We are prepared to loan money in Hnmi
from 9100 to any amount desired, on firm
claa* mortngcH in Portland Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Peering. Parties desirous of building ran also beaccommoda
ted with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO„
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
tf
sep24

IN ADVANCE.

_TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM
MISCELLANEOUS.

Geo. R. Paris & Co ’§

__

_

New Boarding House.
Subscriber, having leased the new and commodion8 house, recently erected by Geo. R. Davis & Co., up«»n the “Blanchard property,” 30* High
St., takes pleasure in announcing to the jroblic that
lie will about the first of April epen it for a firstclass boarding house. Rooms can be seen and frill
particulars as to terms, &c., obtained, by calling at
the house from 10 A. M. to 12 M., and from 2 until 5
P. M.
upr3eodtf
S. 8. KNIGrlT.

rooms

BAKER and Cook at Alms House.

Hon. John P. Healey.
Hon. Isaac S. Morse.
Messrs. Tlios. Dana & Co.
Hon.
&
Co.
J. S. Abbott.
Harvey Scudder
Kemble & Hastings. Gen. J. S. Whitney.
&
Boynton.
Joseph Dix, Esq.
Utley
JohnP. Squires & Co. R. A. Ballou, Esq.
F. W. Pelton, Esq.
Sani’l B. Krogman, Esq.
feb8
eod&wtf

CLOUDMAN,

Attorney and Counsellor

167 MIDDLE STREET.

Apply
J. W. MERRILL,
A
mcli22dtiat Alms

A

REFERENCES:

|

to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
eod2w

ap3

Wanted

Fancuil Hall Nat. Bank.

14S ENCHANGK ST.
jap22tf

J.

mch31dlw

_

mch25dtf

Negotiate Lonna on Mortgage* and other
Securities.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

Parlor

ap2dlw

Office.

—

Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
ana O. M &' F. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
RSp^AII Orders promptly attended to.
jan25
_^

a*»

same

WANTED 1

COMMISSION

PORTuA 1ND, ME.

work
Aim to Please.

Amcli26

given at once. Apply

COAT MAKERS AT CHESLET’S,

ESTATE, I.AND, STOCKS,
*—ALSO

REAL

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.

KF^Motto-UMd

the

Found.

N*. 5 Pemberton square.BmIod,
Will Buy and Soil on

FRESCO PAINTERS,

Price*.

at the Press

can have

GOLD RING. The owner can hare the same
by calling at this office and proving ,>roi>erty.
tf

WM. L. SOUTHARD,

JOST & KEILER,

Ko. 152 Middle

owner

Worcester Mass.

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

BUSINESS CARDS.

J. II.

by calling

The

Wanted.
SITUATION in the city of Portland, by a comof 8 years experience.
APOTHECARY
petent
Address, L.E. CONNER; Caro J. E. WESSON,

(IiAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

G.

A

MARKS

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

^Advertisements

J.

M.

SAFE KEY.

A

mcb29

Found.

Book, Card & Job Printer A

cehts^per

J1

Portland.

octll-ti

WM.

Advertising: One inch of space,
eng h of column, constitutes a “square.
$. 50 per square daily first week; W
w elc after; three insertions, or lees,■
50 cents.
ng every other day after first week,
i5 cents, one
Half square, three insertions or less,
after
week. SI 00; 50 cents per week additional.
Spfpiai Notices, one third
00 pet square
Coder held of “Amusmements,” *2
or less $1 50.
ocr week; three insertions
inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (wli'.ch lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

Kates

A

LAW,

Washington.

Store to let.
SMALL STOKE in a good business location can
be secured for *-'50 per annum. Possession

Wanted.

1873.

APRIL 5,

REAL ESTATE.

TO LEI.

SITUATION to do general house work by a
Protestant Scotch girl haying good recomend ation.
Enquire for Miss B. Brown Commercial
House,
apr3*lw

No. 30 Exchange
Formerly of the U. S. Treasure Department anti
in the District of olumbia,
Attorney in all the courts
will attend to the prosecution of lairas telure the
and
the
Claims
various departments at
of
Court

Year in advance.

a

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

BUSINESS CARDS.

PRESS

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

MORNING,

SATURDAY

12.__PORTLAND,

VOL.

are

promptly expelled by thiz
aprl-eodlw

“liable vegetable medicine.

the press.
SATURDAY MORNING, APR

5,1873

regular attache of the Piiess is furnished
wii u n card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and bote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of everv person claiming to represent our
Jour.ml, as we have information that several “bumEv.iRY

mers”

seeking courtesies in the
we have no disposition to be,

name

are

Press, and
8 vely, a party

to shell

\Vl do not read

catkins.

I ke

and communi
anonymous letters
writer are

ami adilresa of the
for
ab e, not necessarily

name

eases

pa*

even

fraud.

iudisM
failli.
guaranty of good
to return
tV cannot undertake
use..
luuuicanonn that are not
all

but

of tho

in

publication

a. a

OF

STA'i’H
BY TI*E
PROC

A.

or

j

re

erve

eora-

MAINE.

GOVERNOR,

LAMAT ION.

In the Dominion Parliament on Thursday,
of a treaty
a deba'e took place on the subject
States. AH parUnite!
the
of reciprocity with
be
a measure was ol
ties agreed that such
to the prospe.ity of iht

STATE

importance
in very pointer
Dominion. The opposition
that the present Premier ant
terms declared
Government had thrown away every chatict
of obtaining such a measure, in its concession:
in connection with the treaty of Washington
One speaker said that the duty of
twenty pe
cent, on the products of the
Dominion, wa ,
an insurmountable obstacle in
the way of th] >
prosperity of Canada, and more than all othe r
causes impeded
provincial immigration.
utmost

1

Tue election in Connecticut for State offi
cers, congressmen and a legislature take
place on Monday. The canvass if a canvas:
it can be ..ailed, has been one of the most qui
et ever known in that State. The parties ir
that State are very evenly balanced and the
ol
result cannot be predicted with any degree
the
last
April
certainty. At the election

vote stood: Jewell, Republican, 46,563;
humble recognition of our dependence
upon
Democrat, 44,562; Gillett. Temperance,
Almighty God, who h s bo graciously remembered us bard,
and scattering
Harrison, Labor Reform
In the abundance of His
loving kindness and tender 1549;
In 187L
28.
was
mercies. I do, with the advice of the Executive Coun424; Jewell's majority
while in 1870, Engcil, appednt Thursday, the Seventeenth DAY OF Jewell’s majority was 100
elected Governor by 842
April Next, as a day of public
Fasting, Humilia- liili, Democrat was
tion and Prayer, and recommend its
last
the
obCongress the delegation
In
appropriate
majority.
servance by all the people of the State. Consecratwas composed of three Republicans and oik
ing the day to prayer and supplication, that we may
Democrat. In 1871, Mr. Kellogg, Republican
be strengthened in all upright purposes and every
had but 26 majority in the second district am
noblo endeavor, and mindful of those whom misforas be runs against ex-Gov. English a populai
tune and sorrow have made deserving our kindly
sympathies, let us not forget those acts of charity and man, his election is very doubtful. Then
good will which give to life its highest joy, and lift can hardly be a doubt respecting the re-electhe thoughts in holy communication with the Gical
tion of Gen. Hawley in the first district anc
Giver of all good.
to loose
Mr. Starkweather in the third.
‘‘Is not
that I have chosen?

The President of the Penobscot Bay and
Company announces that negotiations have been made, wai 'h assures the
speedy construction of the proposed road.
River Railroad

King Lunalilo of the Sandwich Islands,
during his visit to the United States, will attire himse f acc irding to the American custom, and having become an adept in drinking
the villainous fire-water of his kingdom, will
take American whiskey straight.
A Washington despatch says that the
President has no intention of breaking up the
system of competitive examination tor, and
retention in

office,

thority that

the rules

and asserts on the best

adopted

au-

will be carried

gratulation,

___

Gold ran up to 118J yesterday, and closed
at 118f. It is said that London telegrams

laige outflow of spestating
cie from the Bauk of England, and an advance
in the rate of discount, contributed not a little to the rise in gold here.
that there was a

public documents printed in 1871, cost
the government $2,436 052.49. In view of
the fact that only a small part of these docuTnE

ments are of any value, and that the much
gieater part g > unread to the paper mill, what
a blessing
lege will

franking priviprevents this reckless

the abolition of the
prove if it

waste of money.

“Once

Week” is the

a

name

of a

new

literary paper in Lewiston,edited and published by women. It is a handsome eight page
paper, and i's first number issued this week
makes a very creditable appearance. We extend a cordial greeting to the new venture and
wish it success.

S. Getchell

are

Sue W. Sanfoid and Mrs. E.
the editors and

proprietors.

Undoubtedly the free high school law is
ol the most

important educational measures ever passed by our legislature; but its
god-fathers are wasting a good deal of valuable newspaper room to explain what the act
really grants, or what they intended it should
grant. We are opposed to the creation of new
offices as a general principle, but if a member
ct the General Court, we should vote for a
one

bill to create an officer who could draw a bill

clear and explicit, that there could be no
doubt as to its meaning. It would b : a fine
art.

so

The Farmer's Convention held in Springfield Illinois the present week gives an idea
of the powerful organization the producers of
that State are

!

that Scott's

Hon. Neal Dow lectured in Rockland Thursday of last week.
(Thimaston Correspondence.)
The State Prison is to have a new steam fire-

OXFORD COUNTY

David Guney of Norway, has 38 hens that
laid 1253 eggs since the first of
January.
We learn from the Norway Advertirer that
Prof. Thwing has been lecturing at the Academy of Music, Providence, Yale College aid
elsewhere to enthusiastic audiences, giving his
“Summer Tour in Scotland.”
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Ice on Moosebead Lake is said to be rotten,
full of holes and covered with water, so that
the teams on the further side of the lake arc
prevented from crossing.
Mr. S. W. Hall of Foxeroft, has sold his
trotting horse “Honest Judd” to Mr. J. L.
Fessenden for 8800.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

T. Frank Ladd, formerly of Augusta, has
hceu appointed postmaster at Starks, vice \V.

Greeuleaf, resigned.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The “Lubcc Lime Burning Company,” that
have been exempted from laxatiou for a period
of five years, are making extensive preparations for burning lime the coming season.
A
large quantity of rock has been quarried. Exit
if
perts prouounce
equal not superior to the
Rockland article. Should the weather prove
favorable a cargo ot lime will be ready for market by the 1st of May.

Thoniglitfiil Phys cinn
Docs not regard spring as a healthy season. Its suddeu transition of temperature, searching winds and
chilling ruins are provocative of rheumatism and
neuralgia, and where there is a predisposition to dys
popsia or bilious colic, or chills and fever, such variations of the weather are apt to superinduce a visitation of one or other of those complaints. By toning
and regulating the system with Hostetter'e Stomach
Bittern at this season, these evils may, however, be
warded off. The direct ettect of the Standard Vegetable Specific is to invigorate the body and renovate
the constitution, while it indirectly oj>erates as a preventive of disease by purifying the animal fluids
The

from any acid particles they may contain, and regulating the functions upon which health mainly depends—notably those of digestion, secretion and evac-

point.

uation.

al
Uniform.— Adjuta
au order definiug what
shall hereafter constitute the uniform of the
organized militia of the State:
The uniforms, equipments and drrss of all
General, Staff, Field and Line officers and of
the enlisted men of the Militia of this State,
shall be the same as prescribed for the Army of
the Uuited States by General Order No. 92,
dated War Department, Adjutant General’s
Office, October 2lj,lS72, with the following modifications and alterations:
Buttons shall hear the seal of the State of
Maiue, and shall be according to patterns in the
Adjutant General’s Office at Augusta.
Caps of the same pattern as for lufantry will
be furnished for Light Artillery, instead of helmets.
The uniform coat of enlisted men shall have
three rows of buttons upon the breast, and
samsix buttons upon the skirt, according to
The quality and shade of cloth shall
ple.
be according to pattern in Adjutant General’s
Office.
The pants for the officers shall he a dark
blue cloth, and for enlisted men the same, with
stripes one and one-quarter inches wide, according to pattern.
For Infantry,the trimmings shall be sky blue,
and red for Artillery, as per sample.
All belt plates, cartridge box platen, letters,
devices and badges, to be worn by officers and
soldiers of the Militia, will be according to patterns in the Adjutant General’s Office.
All u iforms will he furnished by the State
and issued to the Militia in lieu of commutation, and no greater number of uniforms will
be issued to any company than the Governor is
satisfied can be filled with good soldiers, and
the number so issued shall in no case exceed
two-thirds of the maximum number allowed
by law.
Liue officers of the State Militia will be allowed one year from the 1st of April, 1873,
within which to provide themselves with the
new regulation side
arms, equipments and
shoulder knots.
No officer or soldier of the Militia shall wear
any other than the prescribed uniform when on
duty, with the insignia of the rank under the
law" of this State,
Military

Bowdoin College.—The last lecture of the

“’73 course" was delivered at Brunswick last
evening by Prof. C. F. Brackett. The subject

Enquires.—Lest

the

suspension

correct the mistake so far

ed,

our

contradiction

week ago respecting
of the Enquirer shall fail to
a

as

we are concern-

pleasure in announcing as a matter of justice to the publishers, that the circulation ot that paper was never so large,
and that its financial standing was never so
sat'sfactory to its proprietors as at the present
time. The delay was one beyond the control
ot tue publishers and not
resulting from any
we

take

financial embarrassments. As to the paper
itself, we have no hesitation in saying that it
has never been so worthy of generous support
as at the present time.
The Press is not its
rival in any respect and if it
were, we should
scor

to t ike a course so

unj ust as

to

publish

report respecting its ability to fulfill its
tracts with its patrons.
a

con-

It ii reported from Zanzibar that the mission of Sir Bartle Frere to the sultan for the
suppression of the East African slave trade

has failed.

The sultan refuses to do anyincited to a refusal by
the Arab chiefs who profit by it, and seeming
to regard it as a mere sentimental notion of
the English. He is likely to be very soon undeceived, for the English spunk is up about
it. A fleet of war steamers will no doubt be
stationed off the coast, and force will be used
to stop tile nefarious traffic which, as Dr.
Livingstone says, has already devastated and

thing about it, being

depopulated

some

of the

fairest

and

most

The
prosperous portions of the interior.
Banyan merchants are British subjects, and
they are the outside instigators of the vile
and cruel commerce. The English journals
say they cannot go so far as to insist upon
emancipation in Zanzibar, and some of them
don’t believe in any emancipation, looking

is likely to be the next Democratic candidate
for Governor of Virginia.
Charles Dwyer, Patsy Mahony and W. B.

Costello, car inspectors at Hinsdale, weie
caught tapping liquor casks in a freight car of
the Boston and Albany Railroad.
They were
fined, one S28 and the others §18 each, and discharged from the company s employ.
The Cleveland Leader says the vote of censure

passed

upon Gen.

Garfield

by

the Re-

publicans of Trumbull County. Ohio, was the
work of a political clique which has long been
hostile to tbe General, and that tbe request to

resign

is not the wish of

a

majority

of his

con-

stituents

Brooklynites celebrated

day by transpeaceful looking of

all-fools’

forming tbe more staid and
the citizens into labelled “Goodrich murderers.” Along Fulton street, the most fashionable promenade of the city, every five minutes some one bearing upon his back the attractive placard, “The Goodrich murderer,” came,

It has often been a common remark with those
haye used 1 r. Morse’s Inhalations that Lis Inhaling Remedies should be kept by every family in
New England, to prevent and cure co ds, to remove
hoarseuess, spitting of blood, catarrha affections,
asthma, bronchial trouble, difficult breathing, to expand the lungs and chest, and ward off a.1 disposition to pulmonary diiease.
The attention of thousands of sufferers may also
be called to Dr. Morse’s ‘Uterine Tonic,” an invaluable remedy, that never fails ;o do go id and fully
satisfy those who avail themselves of its benefit*'.
All woo are suffering horn weakness or irregularities
can have just the remedy they need
by sending lor
this “Tonic.”
C. MORSE, M. D.,
73 Free Street, Portland, Me.
mch!5sxlawS3m

by a long and very merry cortege of
laughing, shouting and generally hilarious funlovers, chiefly of the newsboy, boot-black and

FOB FAMILY USE.

Every invalid Bhou d see him, no matter what their
complaint may bo,
20,000 Patients have been Treated by him within the
last ten years, wi'h Wonderful Success.
Beat! the followin'; Wonderful Cure* in
Maine t
Dr. Urann, who has made so many wonderful cures
in this town and others, will remain iu town but a
short t ime louger. He has had good success. The
case of Mr. J. B. Redman, Attorney at Law iu this
town, is truly a wonderful one, when Dr. Urann was
called to see him a week agjo F. iday, he was not able
to turn himself in bed; be is now able to walk the
street and is daily gaining strength.—[Ellsworth
American.
The above statement, so far as I am concerned, is
but the simple truth, and I cheerfully endorse it as
an act of justice to Dr. Urann, and earnestly recommend all person-* afflicted with Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or other kindrod complaints, whether acute or
chronic, to give him a call, being sanguine that he
will cure them.
JOHN B. REDMAN.

Ellsworth, Jan. 7,1873.

This will certify that 1 was troubled with Sciatic
Rheumatism and suffered great pain, was unable to
sleep without taking morphine, could not walk. 1
was carried to Dr. Urann’s office, at the DeWitt
House, and after one treatment was free from pain,
and have been able to work ever since.
A. W. BAILEY.

Auburn, May 7,1869.

Lewiston, May 7, 1869.
This will certify that I had lost the use of my lower
limbs and was unable to walk or even stand, hao
several physicians who pronounced my case incurable. He tring of Dr. Urann’s Wonderful Cures, I
sent for him. Iu less than a week war? able to walk
in ihe streets, and can now walk two miles daily.
.TAMES F. BRADBURY.
To

^iaIaSWORTH, Oct. 8, 1867.
Machi\s Repuulican.—Gents:—As Dr

the

muii, w

*» duuui

liuowu,

viMuug juur piace, auu a
stranger in these parts, I kn vr very well, like most
he will be looked upon with susphysicians
as his cures look miraculous.
I
had been
to walk on crutches for one year,
and for nine months was not ab e to put my foot to
the floor.
and arm were also so lame as to
disable me. I could not dress or undress myor
oft
the
bed
wituout
He treated my
self,
get

traveling,

picion, particularly
obliged

My spine

nearly
case

help.

last Friday morning, and in less than an hour
was able to walk home, a distance of nearly
a mile, up hill, without cru ches, and have been

after I

half

gaining ever

JORDAN,
formerly Deputy Sheriff.

since.

J. K.

racli26sntf

BANK OF PORTLAND.
un Jersigned will carrj
Banking business, at tbe Banking

On, and after this date, the

on a strictly
Rooms now occupied

by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
j un23newit then su tf

RENtT”

STORE

Splendid Chamber room
water

with water

and every convenience.

closet, Sebago

Enquire of

mch20LUFKIN & CO.

FOR MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES
And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is reliable and harmless Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y. mar22sn6m

DON’T NEGLECT IT.
a

bottle

now

in

use.

AND

LEICESTERSHIRE

Any Desired Shade

Prepared for

T-A-B-L-E

S-A-U-C-E-

or

Immediate Application.

SOLD By TH© GALLON ONLY

Tbe best Sauce and Relish
DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.
itladc iu any Part ot tbe

World

D. M.
General
83

—FOB—

se28-eodtf

F-A.-M-I-L-Y

Commercial St. Portland.

_sn

Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

Pint*

......

[no Cent*.

in fact, clogging the action of the very
that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thhds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the
side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose,
tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling som imes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These
symptoms usually originate trom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

organs

inovli ahlo roenlr

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any onium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dlssi v the food, mixes

with the gastric juice of the sto acli, digests easily,
nourishes the s}'Btem, and creatt a healthy circulation of the blood. When the
>\ els are costive, skin
a
shallow, and the patient la «
billious habit,

Scbeock’8 Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Noitheast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York.
For sale by Druggisisgenerally.
seni3sno

Bills,
—

450 Tons nice Hampshire Cumb,
Just arrived per Sch. II. II.

COMMERCIAL
a
a

STREET.

cargo of Iresh mined Hampshire Cumfirst class article for Steam or Forge

purjio.se*.

_dlwsn

AND

—

GOLD AND SILVER COIN.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
feb25

sneodtf

“Buy J?Ie and I’ll do yon Goo«l.”-DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTETS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nolhingbut
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thorough wort.

Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion,&c.,

as

so

founding of disease, and absolutely
all Humors. Liver and Bilious Diseases, Jaun

to rea^.h the

cure

di e.

compounded

Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Scrofula,

and all diffliseased siomaeh or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO.
C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
mar6
snood 16 w

uliies arising from

a

SAMUEL PORTER, is admitted as
member of our firm, to date from March 21th, 1873.

aprlsnlw_ORIN

HAWKES ,<r CO..

MEMORANDA.
Barque Adelaide Norris, Dobois, trom Rio Janeiro
for St Thomas, put into Bahia Feb 12 for more ballast.
The master advertised for £400 on bottomry to pay
expenses. She proceeded 22d.
Barque R A Allen, from Matanzas for Boston, and
the schr Mary B Reeves, from Boston for Calais, got
in collision 3d and both vessels pat into Gloucester.

Cardenas.
Cld 28ih, sch Nellie Chase, Dalling, Shieldsboro.
Old 20th. sch Wm Fisher. Lyman, Ruatan
JACKSONV LLLE— Cld 27th, sch Saarbruck Clark

Martinique.

28th, sch Osprey, Dyer, Boston.
WILMINGTON—Ar 31st, sch Louisa Smith, Web

C d

Amelia

Hyriron,

A. Davis.

Hi Uuckport, March 13, Orrin L. Carr and Mrs.
Oriville M. Ott.
in Prospect. March 15. Edward F. Avery of Prospect and Mary P. Kellocli of So. Tliomaston.

DIED.
In this city, April 3. of consumption. Margaret Ellen. wife of Luke V. Whalen, aged 25 years 5 days.
[Funeral services at 2£ o’clock this afternoon, at No
9 South street.
In this citv, April 4. Jesse Ralph Clifton York, aged
2 months 14 days,—son of Jesse II. and Julia A.
York.
In Durham, March 29, Mrs. Hannah, wife of the
late John Bradbury, aged 86 vears 18 days. [Massachusetts papers please copy.]
In Saco, March 29, Mrs. Matilda Lewis, aged 91
years 8 months.
In Saco, March 30, Mrs. William Tuttle, aged 61
years 4 months.
In Sumner, March 24, Mrs. Erving Robinson, aged
69 years.
In Searsport, March 21, Mr. Jacob Gary, aged 58
years.

In Eden, March 18, Mr. Warren Salisbury, aged
years.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME
DAT'
FROM
FOR
Moravian
.Portland... Liverpool.Apl
City of Montreal—New York.. Liverpool.Apl

5
5
5
5
5
5

Aguadilla

18

Of entirely

Patent plain washable
of every

Fresco

Tints,

FOREION PORT*.
Cld at Liverpool 19th ult, ship Ilermon, Minott
San Francisco.
Cld 1st inst, barque Amity, Buker, San Francisco.
Ar at Bahia Feb 12, barque Adelaide Norris, Reed
Rio Janeiro for St Thomas, (and sailed 22d.)
At East Harbor, IT, 18th ult. barque Zephyrine,
(Br) Johnson, for Portland, or Gloucester.

[Latest by European steamers.!
Ar at Liverpool 18th. Mississippi, (s) Portland.
Cld 10th. Hermon, Shaw, Bombay; Neptune, Spencer. New York.
Ent out 18th, Caroline Lament, Bowker, Portland;
Southern Cross, tor San Francisco; Mississippi, (s) for
Boston and Portland; Intrepid, Simmons, Cardiff
and Panama; Scandinavian, (s) for Portland.
Sid fm Penarth 14th ult, Robert Morrison, Seavey,
lor St Jago.
4r at Barrow 18th ult, Savannah, Knowlton, from
Sid 18th ult. Kalos, Bartlett, for Portland.
Ar at Carditt 18th ult, Moses ± ay, Woodworth,
Havre, (and ent out for Kong Kong.)

S-d 18th, Chandos, Emery, Coquimbo; Union, CotHavana.
Off Deal 18th, Peru, from New York for Bremen;
Franklin, Hassel, from New Orleans for Reval; Ironsides, Berry, from do for do.
Returned 17th. Alice M Minott, Lowell, lrom San
Francisco for Hull.
Ar at Galway 19th ult, Eric the Red, Small. Callao.
Ar at Calcutta 18th ult, Lizzie H, Spring, from
Swansea
Ar at Gibraltar 8*li inst, Clytie, Dow, Messina, (and
cld toe Boston.)
Sid fm Havre 16th, HoseaRich, Pierce, Cardiff and
Havana; 17th, Pacific, Foss, Tvbee.
Cld 17th, Augustine Kobbe, Carver, for Matauzas;
Maggie McNeil, Smith, New Orleans.
Sid fm Liverpool 21st, Western Empire,Grozler,for
Rio Janeiro via Cardiff.
Ent tor Idg 20th, L B Gilchrist, Emerson, for Boston; Harvest Home, Dickey, tor Buenos Ayres via
Glasgow; Thos Lord, Whittemore, Rio Janeiro via

Caidiff.
Sid fm Middlesboro 20th, Dirigo, Mallett, Havana.
Cld at Cardiff 20th, Geo M Adams, for Hong Kong.
Sid fm Cochin Feb 23. Phiueas Pendleton, Pendleton, Loudon via Colombo.
Sid fm Bombay Feb 26. Alice Buck. Sr.ow, Akyab.
Sid fm Messina lOih, Alaska, Potter, New York;
Rochester, Clough, New Orleans.
Sid fm Cuxhavan 18th ult, C M Davis, Thompson,

SPOKEN.
March 14, lat 39 40, Ion 58 33, barque McGilvery,
from Boston for Marseilles.
March 22, lat 24 25. Ion 50 25, brig Harry Stewart,
from

Pascagoula

for Montevideo.

March 28, no lat, &c, brig Ernestine, from Matanfor

zas

Philadelphia.

March 30, lat 39 40, Ion 72, sch Magnet, steering
South.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamboat
Co.

ftnngor, Rif. Desert

and

Rlachiati.

CITY

OF

and

CALL AND EXAMINE.

HALL. JL.
53

c

Unsettled accounts will be adjusted by either
member of the tirra.
R. GRKELY,
E. N. GREELY.

1873.

aprS.ilm*

Removal.
Genoral

Agency Office of the Continental Life
Ins. Co., of N. Y.. for the State of Maine, will
THE
be removed
f
April 3, om 42J Exchange St.. Portland,
toNo.2 Phoguix Block, Auburn, Me. All remittances
and communications should hereafter be addressed
to Auburn, as above.
D. E. HALL, General Ag’t.
apr5
*(llw
Wanted.
SMALL

A

tor

HOUSE

family

tenement of 5 or 6 rooms,
Address with location and

or

of two.

price BOX 1739.

aprndlw

ah >ve, the most at-

as

displayed. Embracing

2000 Bags Western Timothy Seed
“
“
**
Canada
1500
“
“
1000
Bed Top
“
“
500
Michigan Clover
“
“
“
200
Ohio
“
“
400
Mo. Mew York “
“
“
“
lOO
Pea Vine,
“
*•
“
150
Alsike
“
“
lOO
millet
“
“
100
Hungarian Grass
“
“
lOO
Orchard

have ever

we

all the novelties

of the New York and Boston

Markets,

and at prices greatly reduced from what

they have
Special

been selling tn this market.
attention is invited to

line

our

of BLACK SILKS, which exceed any that
we have ever

offered.

“ONE PRICE ONLY,”

FOB SALE AT THE

BROS.,

TURNER

Lowest Gash Price.

KENDALL & WHITNEY. Cor. Congress and Elm Sts,
n_

Railroad Wliarf every THURSDAY

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

NOTICE
heretofore existing under the firm

name

of Sam-

& Sons, is this day dissolved by mutua
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

THE

in Coal & Wood, at the old stand of
& Sons, No. 36 Commercial Street.
They will settle all demands ot

Samuel Rounds.
the laic firm of

wL6,1

CABBYIKQ

FOB THE

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

HAS GOT HIS

OF THE

mrniLmm

It is not a physic which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few do es. but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies. but it is a most powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Dr.- Wells

FOR THE

—

MORAVIAN, Capt. Graham,
Will leave this port for Liverpool

Immediately ufter the arrival of the Train of th
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).870 to 880
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

—

& Summer of 1873.

Spring

on

SATURDAY, April Sib,

Goods

Style

He has exercised his usual excellent judgment, and
has selected the

BEST

STOCK

H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

Extract of Jurubeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
Km there want of ac»?on in your Liver Sc
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches,
Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jnrnbeba to cleanse,
and restore
purify
the vitiat ed blood to healthy action.

Have you

New

London,

to

Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

Dyspepstic Stomach ? unless
is promptly aided the
digestion
system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood,
Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.

For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tot
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
*
*

Ever yet Exhibited in this City by Him.
THE ASSORTMENT INCLUDES

No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Nov. 19tb, 18T2.

nov20tf

COATINGS,

BONDS
FOR

SALE,

Ol

German, French and EugUsli
manufacture, In Straights, Diagonals. Hair Lines, Basket

a

Have you weabness of the Intestines?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
tendency to

inflam ations.
Klav, yon wcakneM* ol the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Firally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases,
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the united States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular

Portland City
“

Bangor

St. Louis

Secured by mortgag *. on 6,000 acres of very valuable
Coal and Iron LANDS.
BONDS of WOOD CO., W1S., due in from 11 to 20

years.

KANSAS REGISTERED County and School Bonds
10 P R CENT. NEBR4 SKA S :HOOL BONDS.
All payable m N. Y. City, and for sale at prices
that will pay ovir 12 per cent, on the inve-tment.
Call or seud for pamphlets with maps and full
particulars that will satisfy the most eau i us investors.
THOS. P. ELLIS <& CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.,
N. Y. City.

apr5t4w

$10 A

DAY !

Easily made by an Agency of

6’s
6’s

_

“

and Diamond Goods, &c.
_

(i’s

N. J.,
Elizabeth, “

7’s
Cleveland
7>s
“
...
Toledo
8’s
Cook County, 111..
7’s
•
Marion County, Ind.,
8’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Gold 7’s
Northern Pacific R. R. Gold
7-80’s
Chicago, Dau. & Yin. R. R. Gold
7’s

PAST

•

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.
Stock and Dcf. Rent Scrip

In

Swan

&

Barrett,

can

SUIT

EVERYBODY.

WHOLE
Embraces

some

of the Nobbiest Designs
duced.

intro-

ever

|^*The«fi Go«d> will be made up in
laaaltlem all ye and in a perfect manner.

Campaign

W. H.

FOR 1873.
Come and

SUITINGS

In full confidence that he can suit all ta«tes, and
forms, he spreads these goods op* n to the inspection of all.

eodtf

Bleaching

ASSORTMENT OF

HIS

all

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

feb24_

GOODS.

this Department, If anywhere, Kohling thinks he

BOUGHT BY

aPr5_4wt
FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING
FUND GOLD BONDS.

what a variety ot
have tor the season.
Shapes
We are now prepared to remodel
old Hats and Bonnets in the highest style of the art at
see

a

KOHLING,

99 EXCHANGE STREET.
ap3

lm

we

YKUItSTON i.' admitted
with the undertiigned from thia date.
GEO.
F.

a

partner

PAYSON.

H. M.

April 2, 1873.

lw

“Our Own Family Doctor.” Sweetser’s Bleachery,

Best medical work extant. Everybody buys that sees
it. Unusual inducements to Agents. Sena for circulars and terms to HURST & CO., 746 Broadway, N. Y.
jaT’An easy and sure way to make money.
t4w
ap5
FIRE!

FIRE!!

FIGHTING

AGENTS

342 Congress Street.
eod3w

ap2

FIRE

!

WANTED For the grandest book

of the year, now selling with astonishing rapidity. Tells of the causes ol Fire; Safes; Fire-proof
Buildings; Conquering Fire with Water, Steam and
Gas; Insurance—Is it safe? Its History, Basis,
Management, How to Insure, &c.; Vhid accounts of

the Great Fires of History. Agents send for circulars. You will not regret it. Sent free. Address
Dustin, Gilman & Co., Hartford, Ct.
apr5t4w

■

Patentee,

ap5t4w

mouse

caught

resets the trap for anotli r I Six sent by express for $3.
Sample
by mail prepaid, 75 cts.
For sale by the t rade.
R. E. DIETZ,
!■,
54 aud 56 Fulton St., Ne.v York.

ever

Portland,

PORTLAND, ME.
A

J

masonic,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
havo this

Craig,
lor

(Club.

CHAPEAUS,

®"At the Lowest PriRPH-/El
Samples sent on application, and all orders tilled at
short noice.
aprltf
the

request of manv of onr patrons we have
arrangement to laundry Gent’s CollarBanl
Cutts. Every article will be finished in the same
shape, and made to look precisely as when it was
first new. The prices are as follows:
36 Cenln.
74 Cents.

these prices are only about ono half the usual
of the poorest work, we shall only receive and
Oliver them at our store, and no package will be delivered until paid for The name of the owner

most be in indelible ink on each article.
Citizens of Portland, we otter you the opportunity
to indulge in the luxury of always
wearing a new and
perfectly laundried collar, and at a price that must
commend itself.

CHARLES CC8TIS Or CO.,
493 Congress Street.

_apl_dtf
CROASDAIE’S

SUPERPHOSPHATE
Ammonia and Fhosphoric
EJfRichcr
in lh«
Acids Ihnn Any Other Fertilizer
in

—

153 Commercial Street. Portland.

THE

Maine State Agricultural Societj
hold Its
11TH, EXHIBITION AT BANGOR,
will

September

for
OLD

culars.

STATES.

Books bought, sold,
exchanged, or loaned
one cent per day. Send three cents for ciror

Agents wanted.
41.BERT COLBY & SO NS,
st Portland, Mass.,
ana 156 Baltimore St.,
Md.

Baltimore,

f<,ll2(i_d&wttw9
For

Sale.

M.

Or

—

mar26il

_185

&

SON,

Commercial Street.

TO BE LET,

AND CHAMBERS Nos. 136 and 13S Fonth
side Commercial street, near-head widcery’s
Wharf. Apple to
H,N. JOSE,
191 Foce street.

QTORE

'.|p4tJ3wis^^

33

Bonds,

Bank Stoeks

Bought

and Sold.

Exchange Street,

X'UXt'X AjAIS IX
ap3(lit

BONDS.
Portland City
tt’t
Rockland City.6’s
•

Bath

City.6’s
6’s
bangor City
St. Louis City
6’a
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 6’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7’s
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
7’s
Wayue County, Illinois,
....

oflered.
d6m

•

Iowa Central, Gold..
7.80’s
Toledo, Ohio,
1.80’s
Northern Pacific Gold,
7’s
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.
Stock and Defered Rent
•

Script Bought.
FOB

Win. B.

.ALB

BY

WOOD, Ag’t,

Sept 7-dtfb67 Exchange Pit

A.*

committees,
reports
Association, corner of Congress ana
at
Temple streets, on Tuesday evening, April s, I87J.

rooms

71

Sons,

of the

0p'c‘?ZrScrm-

P°"a

Recording Secretary.

OYSTER HOUSE.

NEW

BANKERS,

°PJAMkIf’hAWKES,

aprldtd

No. 40 exchange St.,

T. S. HATCH
liU friends and the public that
he has leased and titled up In good shape Btore No
Congress
aoy
Street, nearly opposite Brown
street. A full supply ot fresh
cooked in
every style, and for sale by the quart or gallon rnn-

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Rcspcclfully Informs

Oysters,

stautly on hand. Hatch’s celebrated Ice
plied to parties on call.

Business the same as an Incor
Bank.
Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.

?keam Sup- porated
mchetr

BONDS.
Sedalia Water Bonds and other first class 10
Municipal Bonds for sale.

Investment Securities constant-

per cent.

CHARLES

M. HA WEES,

ly

on hand.
JlL.29_

28 EXCHANGE STREET.

For Sale.
TRIMMING and Fancy Goods Store, with a
small well selected Stock, with steady increas-

A

ing trade,
apr4

of the best locations in the citv.
Address “BUSINESS,” THIS OFFICE.

in

one

d2w*

Portland Dispensary.
annual meeting will be held at the Dispensary, 122 Federal Street, on Monday, April 7th,

THE five o’clock in the af

1873,

at

ernoon.

FREDERICK HENRY

GERRISH, Sec’y.

_<Ut
Announcement.

Ml!.

JAMES L. FOGG Is admitted
firm from this dav.

as a

member of

our

J, B. MATHEWS & CO.

Portland, April 1, 1873.tf

For Philadelphia.
J. W. MAY, all under deck. For

Schooner
FINE
freight.apply.«»

hjXMtf

CAAN.

..

H. ORUB ft CD.

l«tl

BONDS.

mch29d3w

—

THO«. LAVGHLIN

....

and Gold

7-30’s

Annual Meeting of the Mercantile Library
J. B. Brown &
THE
Association, for the election of officers and the
will be held at the
annual
of

WAGON,(new)

FOR SALE CnEAP

are

L.

ap4

,.

nEAVY EXPRESS

17,18 & 19,
^6^
premiums

33^0ver $6000, in
mar 22

•

•

AND PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.
No Ripping required. Warranted not to crock.
AT FOSTER’S DVR HOUSE.
raar21TT&St:
34 Union St.

_da&-w3wl«

Cheapest Book Stores

—

Dyed Brown, Black, Blue-Black
and Blue,

CONANT & BAND,
AGENTS FOR MAIIv E.

OB

•

...

Government

JACKSON,

SAMUEL H. BRACKETT.
19,1873.
mch20eodlm

Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED,

__

IN THE UNITED

the

and Mastic

CHARLES
March

•

Northern Pa ifle R. R. Gold

All orders for Whitening, Whitewashing and Coloring will bo promptly and fukhtully executed. A liberal share of public patronage reepectfdly solicited.
JOSEPH CRAIG.

GENUINE

ap3

on

NO) 29 PLEASANT STREET,

Portland,

8'g
7’s
7’s

Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
7’s
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes It. R.,

business in all its branches, and have taken tbe stand

Srice

Mnrkct.

partner-

Brackett,

the purpose of carrying

THE FINEST LAUNDRY WORK.

Collars per dozen
•
Caffs per dozen pairs

a

.....
st Louis
St Louis County
«
«
Cook County

Gold.7’s

Jackson &

Plastering, Stucco

LAri5j|,rtM|,

MADE TO ORDER,

AT

day formed

8’

....

•

tf

under the style of
THEshipundersigned

City

Bangor.6’

7’s
8’s
Columbus, Ohio
8’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmington R.R., guaranteed ft's

HAMBURGS!
jan24

Portland

Chicago

COVELL & COMPART.

ff>£! j Bnne Ball,

HATS, CAPS AND

prices that defy competition

121-2c, 2©c, 25c, 50c.

f Firemen’s,

I

OFFER EOR SALE

(formerlu occupied ba Jenninas A Sort.)

Byron Greenongh
Co.,
140 Middle Street,
Army,

and at

GREAT BARGAINS AT

FSTART.TSHFn 18»1

&

Brokers,

one

Great Dis-

A MECHANICAL CURIOSITY.

Bankers and

of the largest and best
open this day
WElineshall
of Edges and Insert ion
opened in

CA MPHORI N E.
PAIN! PAIN! PAIN!—The

covery for the relief of pain aud a sure and immediate cure for Rheumatism, chronic and acute, Sprain*,
&c. It has a pleasant and refreshing odor, and will
not grease or stain the most delicate fabric, which
makes it a luxury in every family. Price 25 cents,
per bottle. For sale by ail druggists.
REUBEN HOYT, Prop’r, New York.
ap5t4w

H.M. PAYSON & CO.,

HAMBURGS!

FIRE!!!

As

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Rounds, Sargent & Co., and will continue the business of dealers

KOHLING

Canadian and United State. Mail..

Navy,

Evening at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Isle, .Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
1 naing. For further particulars
inquire of Ross &
Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Ag’t.
Portland, April 5, 1873.
apr5-tf

J^offlc©.

We shall open

tractive lines of goods, that

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

JORDAN,

_r.

d2w

USDKB COKTUAOT

Grand

Wednesday,

rit&tS****.**-*fi&»

mar28

April l»t, and ‘id.

Allan_Line.

Military,

__

etftt'SprtBjt

Paper

Wednesday,

and

Tuesday

Anri

o’clock, commencing Wednesday,

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

edB(“m^ia"rt,Ft;rll'v,nri?y

Hotel,

GRASS^SEED.
E.

BROS.

TURNER

MB. T. W. EMEBSON, an experienced
can l>c found at our Store.

Copartnership.
con-

Portland, April 1,

Falmoutli

lm

Is hereby given that the firm of R. &
NOTICE
N. Greelv, is hereby dissolved by mutual
sent.

o’clock P. M.

_

SHAWLS.

Hanger

St.

Exchange

Dissolution of

Under

DjAVIS,

apr5

FRIDAY

Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoluville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Wlnterport and Hampdeu.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at

S-t-i*l-l-i-n-g-i-a

and Ottoman

Cashmere

Bronze,

Leaf,

LORING, SHORT HARMON,

prices.

RICHMOND,

NESDAY

MARINE NEWa

Paisley,

—AT—

Every variety In fact, from the best tothe cheapest
paper made, all of which will be sold at low

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

uel Rounds
consent.

SILKS,

Satins, &c. chd^sE!^??
have ‘he advantage of a
ea.r'y
cancer selection, than
those later in the season,

Every

Will leave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WED-

Will leave

styles and designs, consisting

GOODS,

of

Panel and Plain Tints.

New Patterns of
Hall Decorations,

The Steamer

5

new

Gold

shade,

Borders,

days.

Sid 3d. sch Ida S Burgess, Cottrell. Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch o Whitehouse, Fainham,
Providence for Baltimore.
Sid 2d, schs Kelpie. Bryant,Machias for New York;
Freddie Walter, Smith, Portland lor Newcastle, Del;
Carrie 0 Miles, for Virginia.
In port 2d, schs Abbott Lawrenoe, Griffin, Portland for Baltimore; Suliote, Soule, do for New York;
Sami Nash, Hart, fm Rockporr for do; Maggie Bell,
Gregory, do for do; Alpine, Marshall, Providence do;
Ella Frances, Bulger, Fall River for do; Cygnus,
Small. Caibarien for Pori land; It S Hodgdon, Hall,
and Equal, Kellar, Rockland for New York; Henry
Castotf, Dumont, do for do; G W Rawley, Rawley,
Rockport for Norfolk.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs B F Waite, Ell wood, Pascagoula; Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Elizabethport; HG
Bird, Blackmgton, Hoboken; Frances Ellen, WarCongress, damage, Bristol; Silver Lake,
ifn,ii0ri
Reed, Boolhbav.
Ar 4tb, sch James S Pike,
Dow, Calais; Sassanoa,
VV eeks, and Orizon, Oliver,
Bath; Emma A Cutting,
6
Preble, do.
Cld 4th, Br schs Maggie Quinn, Foster, Portland,
Lizzie K, Waters, and Martha A, Maloney,do, to load
for St John, NB; Pointer, Tat ton, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 2d, schs Sami Gilman, Kelley, Portland tor New York; Fred Fish, Davis, do for Cardeuas; Willie M rtin, Blake, do tor Newark.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 2d, schs Ganges, Jordan, and
J C Roker,
Taylor. Portland for Boston; M C Sproul,
Sproul, Bristol tor do.

A

i

Bronze,

DRESS

—

and Borders.

Papers

Stamped Gold,

PROVIDENCE-Ar 2d, sch Sinaloa, Sawyer, from

Farm in Saco for $1350 ! !

arid

styles.

Machias.

PATENT AGENTS,

THE

new

Sid 2d, brig Neliie Husieed, for Galveston.
HAVEN—Ar 2d, brig Machias, Bartlett, lm

Samuel Rounds & Sons.
Lagos....New York..St Thomas... .Apl
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
St Laurient.New York.. Havre.Apl
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
Canada.New York.. Liverpool.Apl
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
Hccla.Boston.Liverpool
Apl
»Pr5
dtf
Rising Star.New York. .Aspin wall. ...Apl 5
aud evening.
.New York. .Glasgow.Apl 5
Anglia
upon that in America as an economic bluti
apr3»n;w
Rev. B. F. Rattray, pastor of the Second
j MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.Apl 8
SCRIBNER &
der. hut thev all condemn the
I Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.Apl 9
man-stealing Parish Chnrch of Rockland, baptized six conHouse lor Sale.
I Algeria.New York. .Liverpool.Apl 9
'I
he
ordinance
was
Sunda
adminison the East coast.
last
verts
I
AT GORHAM, ME., a
large handsome two story Olympia.New York. .Glasgow. Apl 9
tered in the baptistry ofthecnurcb. A large
house, rooms ol both stories ot good size and height Holsatia.New York. .Hamburg.Apl 10
A sermon was
was
present.
congregation
City of Bristol.New York. Liverpool.Apl 10
on a fine loi. having 271 ro Is front on
74 MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
South St.T a
Gov. Washburn of
on the occasion by the Rev. Dr. RickCity of Mexico.New York.. Hav<Nc V Cruz A pi 10
short distance from Church, PoBt-oflice and Dci*>t.
Massachusetts, in his preached
recent proclamation for
A
number
more
have
rebeen
The Choice Situation in
PORTLAND, MAINE.
..Liverpool.Apl 12
Gorham; besides Sarmatian.Portland.
the annual fast, drop- er of Augusta.
Crescent City.New York. Havana.Apl 15
numerous and flue shade trees, flower beds aud
ceived as candidates for baptism. The revival
ped the usual term “humilation,”
to
hejges, there are nearly a hundred fruit trees, apple, ity of Havana.New York. .Havana.Apl 17 I SPECIAL
interest is still in progress. Upwards of thirty
always
ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECTbe found in that State
crab-apple, pear, peach and cherry, ten grape viues, Scandinavian.Portland..
.Liverpool.Apl 19
have professed a saving hope in Christ.
A die du Havre.New York.
paper, and in doing so,
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and a good garden containing many currant bushes,
.Havre.Apl 19
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Polynesian
Portland
be
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with
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meeting
Freeman Clarke, of
.Liverpool_Apl
gooseberry bushes, strawberry
asparagus beds
B-'otist Church in Springvale, April 9.h and
line pieplant, A-c
There are about 33 acres of laud,
Btstoma text for his fast
day sermon, which 10th.
affording pasturage an t many choice house lots.
NIiaiaiure Alinnunc. April 5.
was, “Why should the word humiliation have
Inquire of JOHN VV, PERKINS. Portland, or Rev. Sun
Rev. Henrv Shepard of New York, who has
rises.5.35 I Moon sets.2.25 AN.
A. Perkins, on the premises.
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Geo.
been omitted by the Governor in
his proc'a
accepted a call to the pastorate of theUnuersalSun sets.6.311 High water.5.45 P'»1
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8900 cash anti balance on mortgage. Apply
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CO
H ANNAH
Inquire
Brokers.
ior auuMier year, ana It is honed thee
an open falsehood.”
As to tlie term humilii._
No. 90 Commercial St.
DAVIS * CO., Real Estate and Mortgage
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PORT OF PORTLAND.
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W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.
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ation, he deems that there is abundant reason
sei»t12sntf
j3p”Argus copy._
on the part of Massachusetts to feel humiliFriday* April 4.
D R.
HENDRICK’S
ARRIVED.
For Baltimore on
a‘cd, in view of the facts that It furnished the
Brig George, (Br) Barrett. Cienfuegos—407 blids 53
Packet Schooner H. H. FISK, Capt.
A very interesting anarterto maa(!n/»
1_1.1
tes molasses, to E Churchill & Co.
Congressman, who was the head and front of
Nixon. For freight apply lo
E-l-i-x-i-r of
Brig Chief. (Br)-, Cardenas—435 hhds 80 boxes
tlie Credit Mobilier fraud, and another who
sugar, to order.
AMD IRON,
J, NICKERSON,
engineered the salary swindle
Brig George Amos, Noves, Salem.
through ConSch Delia Hodgkins, Bernard. Tangier—oysters to
COMMERCIAL STREET.
12S
gress, and now aspires to be Governor of the
3t
The Best Blood Purifier Known. J Freeman.
Sch Babe’ H Irons, Hubbard, Newcastle, Del-corn
ap5____
Commonwealth. On tlie other hand, Rev.
to Geo W True & Co.
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Mow is tbe time to take it. Sold
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Water
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also a contract from the Portland
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The finder may keep the money by rei. valuable.
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Wanted.

An active intelligent man with
ability for the busiUC8S,. wanted to take an agency for Portland aud
vicinity, of one of he most popular Life Insurance
Lonpanics in this country. For information, address
P.O.Box 739.

Also daily receiving all

OF

—

NEW

For

In
March 2, Appleton Haskell and Mary
Ellen Pike.
In Lewiston, March 22. Frank W. Norris and Miss
Cynthia M. Davis.
In Auburn, March 22, Benj. C. Braley and Augelia

ROOM PAPERS

e.iuiii»,

evening, at 10
April 9.

married.

—OF—

carton, iviaianzas; Emma L
Hall, Fowler, Key West; Onulaska. Wheeler, Cadiz;
schs C S Rogers, Mayo, Boston; Annie Bliss, Simmons, Cardenas; G L Bradley. Chapin, Jacksonville.
uiias

^PJENINcT

WE ARE NOW RECEIVING A VERY FINE LINE

TO BE FOUND IN THE CITY

ber. New York.

NORFOLK—Ar 31st ult, sch Morelight, Hill, from
Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, brig Rachel Coney, Coney,
Mayaguez; schs Wm Stevens, Elwell, Belfast; Nellie
S Jewell, Jewell, Cardeuas.
Ar 2d. sch Fannie Pike, Robbins. Calais.
Cld 2a, sch Wm Flint, Pendleton, Boston.
Ar 3d, schs Howard. Wooster, and Anita, from
Ponce; Abbie Pitman, lombard, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, brigs Ella Maria, Boyd,
Cardenas; Anna M Knight, Davis,Sagua; Keystone,
Barter do; Marskall Dutch,.-Turner, Feruandina;
schs Carrie Bonnell, Pink ham, Baracoa; Mary Patten, Cummings. Matanzas; Wm Bui man, Carver,
Pensacola; Adeliza, Huntley. Femaudina.
Cld 1st, sch Wm H Andrews, Avery, Portland.
Cld 2d, brig Loch Lomond, Gilchrist, for Caibarien;
schs Alzeua. Boynton. Matanzas.
Below 3d, brigs D R Stockwell, Harding, from Messina; L H Kimball, Lunt,from Sagua; sen J C Nash,
trom Charleston.
Passed down, brig Tbos Owen, for Caibarien.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Sandusky. Norton, from
Havre: brigs Abbie C Titcomb, Hall,Matanzas 11 ds;
Tubal Cain. Stone, Cardenas 11 ds; schs Florida, Gilmore, Jacksonville 4 davs; Damon, Johnson, Provideuce.
Cld 2d, sch8 Frank Howard. Anderson, for
Para;
Harry White, Hopkins, Laguayra; J M Rilev, Coffin,
Havana.
Ar 3d, sch E K Dresser, Reed, Baracoa 8 days.
Cld 3d, barque Helen Sauds, Woodside, Alicante:

_miscellaneous.

One of the largest assortments of

reported.

DOMESTIC ports.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 24th ult, ship King Phillip. Daley, San Francisco.
PORTLAND, O—Sid 24th nit, barque Penang, Patten. Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th, sch Cora
Nash, Coffin,

BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east.
Private
property as well as public rea lied. Debts very small
m proportion to property aud therefore
easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonus. L ws and Decisions of the courts
upon Bueh
securities and will find them very safe. Tnere Is
nothing better.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
.,
febfisntf
28 Exchange st., Portland.

40

not

_miscellaneous.

~R00M PAPERS.

STOCK!

The wreck or barque Josenbine was sold at auction
2d inst to parties iu Scituate tor $385. She is to be
broken up.

Portland and

Announcement.
MR.

a

Jackson.
Sch J K Howard, (Br) Howard, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch L & D Pisk, Baker, Baltimore—Clias Sawyer.
Sch Jus Ponder, Hudson, Philadelphia—E Freeman
Sch P L Smith. Upton, New York—Bunker Bros.
Sch J P Bent, Foster, Boston—Bunker Bros.
Sch W T Emerson, Dorr, Boston—E Freeman.
Sch Geo Savage, Nye, Vinalhaven, to load for New
York—Cbas Sawyer.
SAILED—Barque Horace Beals.

Inside line between

bonds!

IW

&

Valparaiso.

Bankers, 40 Exchange Street,

CUMBERLAND COAL!

opr4

YEOMANS,
Eastern Agent,

WANTED.

TT-S-EJ.

Brig Brido, (Br) Brooks, Matanzas— Polnnev
J

ter,

Color,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Lord

Liverpool.

WHITE!

PUREST

Catawamteak, lord,

CLEARED,
Pomo“°.r Glend0D’(Br> Suli9' St John, NB—John
g Garr*e E 1'lckorin®' Torrey, Havana-John D

Damage

Few Weeks.

a

Averill Chemical Paint Co.,

H A L F O Bt D

UyTliis is
berland Coal,

left by will to the Maine
Missionary Society, the income of one share
(par value 8500). in tbe Pepperell Manufacturing Co., Biddeford. He did not leave anything
the A B C. F. M., as has been stated in a
Bostou paper.
A grand temperance meeting is to be held at
Rruoswick, on Fast Day. Gov. Perham has received an invitation, and will be present if posible. Hon T. H. Hubbard and others will address tbe m e’ing. An In'er 'stirr o casion is
anticipated, and.the meeting will hold afternoon

the

Manufacturers of

308

Thornton,Esq.,

Anil will Remain

THE

Religious Intelligence.

J. B.

over

of Mason*8 Cough Syrup, It is the
You will feel the good effects
from it in a few hours. Price 33c., 50c. and $1.00.
The largest l ottles are the cheapest. Prepared and
sold by EDWARD MASON, Apothecary, Middle
mcb29eod6t
Street, Portland.

JAMES A WILLIAMS,

8370.25.

BOSTON,

PREBLE HOUSE,

Get

general loafer order.

wore

URANN,

Who has made bo many Wonderful Cures all
New England States, is at the

best

Fisk, and for sale by

The receipts into the treasury of the Maine
Missionary Society during the month of March,

!

CURE YOUR COUGH.

Coal.

followed

A T
lyrs s

who

follows, and,

News and Other Items.
Major Ben Perley Poore has become managing editor of the Washington Daily Chronicle.
Robert E .Lee, Jr., son of the late Gen. Lee,

BATCHELOR, Prop.,

DR.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Murray has just issued

—

TnE

CHAS.

_

KNOX COUNTY'.

perfecting to fight the outra
Half Plata
30 Cents.
geous railroad monopoly that is crippling of the lecture was “Modern Researches in Astheir energies. Seventy-two countie:, where
tronomy.” The Athenian and Peucinian SoFOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.
organizations have been completed were rep- cieties have elected disputants for the St. Croix
resented by 207 delegates and the balance of
prize debate, which is to take place on May 5th.
The former society is represented by A. W.
the S'ale was represented by 200 delegates.
The attempt to bring into the Convention
Chapman, G. E. Hughes and E. O. Merrill;
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
the latter by L. F. Berry, A. P. Wiswell and
matters foreign to its mission was frustrated
C.
M.
SCHENCK’g PULMONIC SYRUP,
“Rich.”
Furgusou.
and nothing but the great questiou at hand
was considered.
HCHENCK-9 SEAWEED TONIC,
It gives evidence that the
Lubec Town Officers.
C. J. Staples,
intelligent producers of the West are firmly Moderator; John Thayer, clerk; P. Gillise, B.
SCHENCK’0 MANDRAKE PILLS,
resolved to insist on their rights and
F, Coggins, Cyrus Fickett, selectmen; H. Com- Are the
only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
resist the attempts of corrupt and
stock, D. Tucker, A. Leightsn, assessors; D. consumption.
powSometimes
medicines that will stop a cough will oferful corporations to reduce them to a con- P.ke, J. W. Allen, overseers; W. H. Hunter,
ten occasion the death of tbe patient. It locks up the
treasurer; H. Harmon, agent.
dition hardly better than absolute serfdom.
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
of the report publ shed

anil Instantaneous; noiiisappointmem; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies (lie ill effect* of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black on Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed
W A
6
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.

OF

School Committee.

has been

monopoly

in the world.
Tills splendid Hair Dye is
The onlv True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
the best

building promises

D J. Starchosen to till the vacancies in the

Treasurer. W.

UAIB DYE,

BATCHELOR’S

the teachers and pupils.

v

W. Steele. Some years ago when Camden
and Amboy ruled the State, a law was passed
by which railroad property iu cities was practically free of taxation. The result in Jersey
City and other cities was that the great railroad monopoly bought and rented the most
valuable property in the city thus rendering
the taxation on other property excessive.
The legislature has repealed that statute and
passed a bill fixing the rate of taxation on
railroad property at one per cent. The people of New Jersey are ecstatic over their deliverauoe and it is a matter for general conbroken at a vital

out.

Garsnn

a’ld

Sck Budabedcc, Lord, Rockland for
Now York

“L’", WONDERFUL~CURES

Treasurer,
lmgham. Iiev. C. M. Emery aud
rett were

Tom Scott is evidently th woughiy beater
in New Jersey. The Legislature, to its great
credit, has passed and the Governor signed ;
general railroad law. Within ten minute!
after the hill received the executive signatun
a company in opposition to the
monopoly
was organized and its articles of
organizatior
and surveys filed with the Secretary of State.
The name adopted by the new organizatior
is Ihe National Railroad Company and it!
officers are: President, Samuel K. Wilson:
Seeretarv. RobertR

Lewiston are to be issued at once.
Auburn shipped 2,082 cases of shoes last
Week. The shipment would have been larger
but for an accident to the engine of a leading
factory, says the Journal.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
ten students
Upwards of one hundred and
are in attendance on the 8Prl"2
school
new
The
School.
Castinc
Normal
to meet the expectations of

LeyenselerWaterman
!,nCiUn'
pawford,Charles
and B. “ir
K. Kelloch;
Enward Dil-

this the Fast

thy house?”
<-ivcn at tho Council Chamber, in Augusta, this
twenty-fifth day of March, in the year of our
Loid, one thousand eight hundred and seventythree, and of the Independence «,f the United
States of America the ninety-seventh.
SIDNEY PERIIAM.
By the Governor.
G.
George
Stacy, Secretary of State.

ANDR08C0GGIN COUNTY.
Lewiston is to have the Black Ciook soon.
The Journal says that
8100,000 of the bonds
ot

Thomaston has had thirty-five snow storms
the past winter.
The skunk hunters of Thomaston are on the
war path
Last Thursday the v took six skunks
from one hole
The following town officers were
elected in
Thomaston March 2d:
Moderator, Atwood
Town Clerk, Thomas A. Carr; Se-

In

to

SPECIAL NOTICES.

engiue.

Hub-

tho bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens,
and 10 let the oppres.-ed go free, and that ye break
br*ad to tho hunevery yoke? Is it not to deal thy
the poor that aro cast out,
gry, and that thou bring

NEWS.
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Brooklyn City

6’s

Jersey City
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•

Elizabeth City
Canada Southern R. R., 0»M»
B. k Cedar Rapids R. R

7’z

*

Northern Pacific R. R.GoId*
-FOR SA£ BY-
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A.

7’s
7’s
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May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fe; iMiden Bros., Marouis,
Robinson, Brtnell & Co

A'drews.Wentworai,
Glemlenning Moses, Hende
Ct Sllo m
Bros'> on all trains that run out
TieoYty
At
Biddeford, of PiUsbury.
01 L.
Hodgdon.
5 [ |®co
At
Watemlle, ofj.s. Carter.
.: n,1®. Of News Ageut.
AI
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At
of French Bros.
At Kenuebunk. of

Lewiston,

CITY AND VICINITY.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The Board of Mayor and Aldermen meets the firs
Monday evening of each month.
The Common Council meets the second Monday
evening of each month.
The School Committee meet tho third Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Monday; Mt.

Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first
Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in Mav;
O'and Council,
Wednesday 3 i\ m.; Grand Commmdery, Wednesday evening.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED 8COTTI8H RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. of J., second Fri-

day.

Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third

Friday.

Con8I8TORY—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
in

Maich, June, September

and December.

I. O. O. F.

Odd Fellows* Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
It., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments— Macldgonne, first and third Wednesdays ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first aud third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third 'Tuesday in the
At

month.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At

Templars’ Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Monday's in each

month.
Temple—Forest

evening.

City, No.

1

Wednesday

every

Maine Charitable MechanicAssociation—
Corner of Congress and Ca co streets.
First Jhursday in each month.
Young Men’s Christian AssociationCasco streets. Every evening.

Congress and

Portland

Corner

Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street.

Every evening.

Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjov Lodge, No. 6, Wednesd ry evenings. At their Hail. Clapp's Block, Market
Square.
Grand Army of the Republic—Bos worth Post,
No. 2; coiner Congress aid Casco streets, Friday
evenings.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Biown streets. First Tuesday in each
mouth.

Sons

op

Sons’ of

Temperance—Portland Division, No. 05;

Temperance

Hall.

part nor parcel therein.
Now's the time and now’s the hour to get out
your Sebago hose for washing the sidewalks,
The axle of a cart loaded with coal broke
down in front of the United States Hotel
yes*,
terday afternoon, and scattered the “black
diamonds” in every direction.
The International Bailway Guido for April

band, published by

Brothers.
Mrs. Maybury’s wallet

Friday evening.

Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;—in Williams’
block, Congiess street. Mystic, Thursday; Atlantic,

Saturday;—at Sons* ol Tcmpeiance Hall,Congress
street. Iron Clad, Thurpday, at West End; Pocahontas, Thursday, at Arcana Hall.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—Corner Congiess and Carco streets. Second Saturday in
each mouth.

at the usual hours.

b a. m.

Prayer meeting

First Second Advent Church, 353* Congress
Elder B. S. Emery, of Kennebunk, will
to-morrow at the usual hours.
Seats free.
High Street Chubch.—Prof. J. B. Sewall of

preach

will preach to-morrow
usual hours.

ning at the
St. Paul’s CiiURcn,
cust street.—Services
and 3p. m.

of

corner

Sunday at

morning

and

Congress

and

10.30

o’clock

eve-

Lo-

a.m.

Bethel Church.—Sabbath 10*a. m., 3 and 7* p.
Prayer meetings on Monday and Thursday evenings
at 7* p. m. All from sea and laud are invited.
Newbury* St., Church.—Prayer meeting at 10* a.
m.;

preaching

in the afternoon at 3 p.

m.

Spiritual Fraternity*, Army and Navy* Union
H vLl—Children’8 Progressive Lyceum at 10* A. M.
Conference at 3 P. M.
Williston Church.—S. S. 10* a. m. PreachiDg
service at 3 p. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at 7
P. M.

Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor.—Preaching at 10* a. m. by Rev. Mr. Pierce,
of West End Chapel. No service in the afternoon.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach to-morrow morning and administer the
St.

Rite of Confirmation. Communion service at 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. A. Mechanics* Building, Oongress St.—
Elde G. K. Kimoall, will preach Sunday at 3. p. m.
Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
■treets. Sunday School at 2 p. m; preaching at 3 p.
m.
A Temperence meeting at 7*. Free to all.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching in the
m ruing at 10* o’clock by the pastor, Rev. A. K. P.
Small. Sabbath School at close of morning service.
Communion service at 3 o’clock. Missionary Concert
in the evening at 7.

St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell. pastor.—Pre? thingsei vice to-morrow at 10*
A. M. Sunday School Concert at 7 P. M.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Rev. D.
H. Hannahurgk, of Pine street, will preach in the
evenirS at 7*.
India

Superior Court.
TERM, SYMONDS. J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—Simeon McDonald vs. Michael Lynch.
Assumpsit on an account annexed amouming to
$105.50. The larger part of the items, both in number and amount were properly tbe subject of an action of trespass—for Instance, one item was for entering my bouse, using abusive language and making
a disturbance, $50.
Verdict for the defendant.
E. S. Brown for plff.
Ingraham for deft.
John Atkinson and wife vs. John Malcy. Assumpsit on an account annexed for money lent and services of the wife in defendant’s family, amounting to
APRIL

The field and staff officers
ment Maine Volunteer

made.
preliminary arrangements
There is a report current to the effect that
Francis Chase, Esq., Superintendantof the P.
S. & P. B. E., will resign his position in a few
the

were

weeks.
There will be a Temperance Meeting at
Preble Chapel Sunday evening at 7J o’clock.
All are invited.
Three seizures were made by the county deputies yesterday.
The India Street Universalist

give

entertainment

Society

will

soon.

on

Saturday, April 5th, at 3

City Building,
Every mem-

p. m.

ber is earnestly desired to attend, as this will
be the last general meeting for the present.
NAMES OF GENERAL COMMITTEE.
Mrs George Barstow,
Mrs James B Feraald,
Mrs J B Matthews,
MrB J J Gilbert,
Miss Anna Evana.
Mrs Geo H Cushman.
MrB E T Elden,
Mrs F A Smith,
Mrs A K Shurtleft,
Mrs Wm G Davis,
Mrs Hanson Hart,
Mrs Wm Davis,
Mrs Lewis B Smith,
Mrs Alford Dyer,
Mrs Samuel Hoife,
Mrs B A Perkins,
M rs Geo F Talbot,
M rs L O Short,
Mrs G W Bickneli,
Miss Minnie B Howe,
Mrs J Mountfort,
Miss L J Hutchinson,
Mrs S B Lurkin,
Mrs Edw Cliamherlain,
Mrs Wm Allen,
Mrs Horatio Jose,
Mrs Willard Woodbury,
Mrs Henry P Merrill,
Mrs Geo W Beal,
Mrs Samuel Fi.gg
Mrs Edw Hall,
Mrs W W Thomas,
Mrs G E B Jackson,
Mrs James McDowell,
Mrs C E Cross,
Mrs|Steplien
Berry,
Mrs Geo F Sliepley,
Mrs H Kotzschmar,
Mrs L T Brown,
Mrs James Connor,
Mrs Chas Holden,
Mrs L D Sheplev,
Mrs Wm Deering,
MrsH Talbot,
Mrs M J Nichols,
Mrs R Donovan,
Mrs Eliphalet Clark,
Mrs W Dyer,
Mrs Chas A Lord,
Mrs Edm nnd Pliinney.
Mrs D b Ricker,
Mrs Albion Little,
Miss Imogene Marr,
Mrs Edw Fox,
Miss Alice S Fairfield,
Mrs Jas D Fessenden,
Mrs Newell A Foster,
Mrs Frank Allen,
Mrs H F Furbish,
Mrs W F Phillips,
Mrs Chas F Libby,
Miss Marcia Woodbury,!
Miss Sophia Richards,
Miss Lizzie Carter.
Mrs T B Frothingbani,
Mrs Wn- G Twomblv,
Mrs Alex Longfellow,
Mrs W F Bailey,
Mis Gilman Daveis,
Mrs J W Waterhouse,
Mrs Geo F French,
Mrs Joseph Thompson.
Mrs W T Phelan,
Mrs Mattieson,
Mrs I PFarrington,
Mrs T S Jack,
Mrs Robert I Hull,
Mrs A F, Webb,
Mrs F B Telford,
Miss Margie Maxwell,
Mrs Wm Ruby,
Miss Carrie Lyman,
Mrs Tims GLoring,
Mrs J E Prindle,
Mrs H P Bacon,
Mrs Wm Boyd,
Mrs P McGiinchy,
Mrs Saiu’I Anderson,
Mrs Jas McGiinchy,
Mrs Clias W Barrett,
Miss Lizzie Cummings,
Mrs Edwin Marrett
Mi- Geo Chadwick,
Mrs R Shackford,
MrB James Marrett,
Mrs C W Goddard,
Mrs Geo H Knight,
Mrs M L Stevens,
Miss Rachael Symonds,
Mrs Geo Deering,
Mrs Geo H Starr,
Mrs N F Deering,
Mrs T J Scannell,
MrB PAS Dearborn,
Mrs John Rand,
Mrs Edw Gould,
Mrs DOC O'Donohue,
Mrs M Brannegan,
Mrs Edw Rand,
Mrs Natli’l Deering,
Mrs Chas Fayson,
Mrs J L Farmer,
M rs Anna T Jones,
Mrs G F Noyes,
Mrs Wm C Bradley,
Mies Louise Tit omb,
Mrs H N Wetlieibee,
Miss J Mi Lellan,
Mrs W H
Miss Minnie Fitch,
Mrs Dan’l Fessenden,
Miss Currier,
Mrs Geo Hopkins.

Dennett,

HAYDNS AND St. Peter.—The Haydns are about to undertake a somewhat ambitions enterprise which they will
1HK

undoubtedly
carry through in the creditable style customary
to them and in which they should have th°
hearty and earnest support of our citizens generally. They propose to present to the public

Mr. J. K. Paine’s oratorio “St. Peter.” This
in the first oratorio composed by an
American,
and the Haydns will give its first presentation.

These facts of themselves would attract
attention to the undertaking, but when to these
the fact is added that Mr. Paine was a Portlaud boy and a pupil of our own Kotzschmar,
there is abundaut cause for lively interest in
this musical eveut. The Haydns will spare
neither labor nor expense to make the affair
successful and deserve the cordial co-operation
of all who have either love of music or local

pride. We shall next week publish some of
the criticisms of Mr. Paine's work from the
musical journals.
Pushing on the Good Work.—The Executive Committee asknowledge the following
articles; as having been presented to the Maine
General Hospital Fair:
The Westbrook Manufacturing Co., through
Rufus E. Wood, Treasurer, one bale oi sheeting; Walter Corey & Co., valuable rest chair,
modern improvement: H. H. McDuffee, ladies’
gold hunting watch, chased work, 18 carats; E.
H. Dunn, single harness of superior workmanship; J. & J, B. Jordan, single harness of superior workmanship;rad Evans, a valuable
drawing-room table; J. L. Brackett, a fine
traveling trunk; Wheeler & Wilson, through J.
L. Hayden, General Agent for Maine, a valuable sewing machine; Dr. Gilman Davies, an
elegant sporing gun, highly finished, together
with apparatus, cost in England $250; Augustus Gilman, U. 8. Navy, Japanese sword, stiletto and sash, sword of exquisite
workmanship,
scabbard mounted with gold and bronze; D.
W. Clark, iee for all purposes connected with
and during the Fair.
I. O. O. F.—The Independent Order of Odd
Fellows in this city contemplate celebrating
the fifty-fourth anniversary
which occurs April 26tb, in

his wife for board; that the services never were’ performed nor the money lent. Jury out when Court

adjourned.

expected

$90.

to offset

an

Defence, that account was trumped up
Maley has against Atkinson and

account

E. S. Brown for plff.

A.

W. Bradbury for deft.

Municipal
BEFORE JUDGE

Court.

tached to

MORRIS.

Friday*.—The Municipal Court room was crowded all day to-day with persons anxious to hear the
trial of Nelson Leighton, his wife and Martin Conljy, on the charge of resisting an officer while makju [ an arrest and facilitating the escape of the pris.
oner.
At nine o’clock the accused parties put In an
appearance, accompanied by their counsel, M. P,
Frank, esq. Leighton, with his iron gray hair and
moustache, locked like a grenadier of the Old Guard
and but for tbe Allying devil in bis
eyes would be»
considered a good looking man.
Annie, his wife,
looked decidedly bright, and
brilliantly defiant with
her good clothes on,-said clothes
consisting of a
handsome green silk, a black velvet
sacqne, a decidedly stylish hat, and any quantity of trimmiugs.
Time seemed to drag heavy on Annie’s handB, and
she frequently consulted a handsome gold watch
which she wore at her belt. Conley looked like the
broth of a bov that he is.
Tlie testimony of the officers was substantially tbe
same as that already
given in the newspapers. The
testimony of tbe defence consisted iu a general denial of the material alleg itions made
by the prosecution. Leighton asserted that it was a rule of his,
and indeed an object very dear to bis heart, to assist
policemen whenever they fell into trouble: then he
looked ahour. and smiled benevolently upon the members of the Force that were present in the Court
room.

The arguments for the defence and for the prose
cution were both very fine. Indeed, the attorney for
the defence waxed particularly eloquent, exclaiming,
“You may call the accused a hard man; you may say
that he kept a hard place; but no man ever yet accused Nelson Leighton of telling a lie!”
Judge Morris considered the case aud bound over
each of the respondents in the sum of SSOO for appearance at the May term of the Superior Court.
Leighton and his wife furnished bail, and Conley waB
committed.
Brief Joltings
There is but one patient at the Greely Hospital who is confined to the bed. The five others are

convalescent.

We learn from Dr. Lamb, that Mr. John

waS completely prostrated by a severe shock of paralysis, a few
week ago, has
entirely recovered his health and

Foley

of this

city,

who

is now a>. work
again in Messrs. Hall
ris shoj

&

Nor-

factory.

The Lewiston officer
arrived in town yesterand took
away tbe man Flood, to meet a

day,

banaidlycbar*, p-re*ern*1
8trl named Murphy.

bim by*

to

participate.

Railroad Accident.—The locomotive

at-

freight

train on the P. 8. & P.,
leaped the track about one mile west of E'.iot
early yesterday morning. The rails were torn
up for some lengths, and almost a half dozen
a

damaged.

The accident occurred in a cut,
so it was found uecessary to put the locomotive
and cars upon the track, before a passage could
be made for the other trains.
Consequently
the succeeding trains from Boston were delayed
cars

soin"

four hours.

No man

on

the train

was

in

fured.
_

Accident.—A

man

named

Aaron

Wilkin-

son, met with a severe accident Wednesday afternoon, while engaged as a switchman in the
the yard of the P. S. & P., at Turner’s Island.
As he was attempting to block some slow moving freight cars with a stake, the stake flew up
and struck him in the stomach and tenrnle.
bas been
blood at intervals ever

.e

vomiting

since, and it is
prove fatal.

feared that the injury may

They’e Goi to
Come.-So says Harry Bloodgood, and so say the members of bis minstrel
burlesque troupe, who will open a three nights'
engagement in this city, which begins this evening. The very general satisfaction which
this company gave when last here is a
warrant
that this trip will he a highly successful and

satisfactory one. They promise
elties this evening.

us

many nov-

Floral Committee.—The Executive Committee on the Maine General Hospital Fair
have appointed the following ladies and gentlemen as a floral committee: T. C. Hersey, Esq.,
Wm. R. Wood, Esq., 'John A. Emery, Esq.,
Mrs. S. E. Bragdon, Mrs, Philip H. Brown,
Mrs. M. W. Osgood.
Sons of Tkmpebance.—Mrs. Green having
declined the post of Worthy Patriarch of Portland Division No. 95, Sons of Temperance, to
which she had been elected, Mr. Loriug Lombard was last evening elected to the place and,
w'ith the other officers elected, was duly installed.
_

Tempebance

Meeting.—Rev. G. W. Bicknell of India Street Church will deliver a temperance address, at the Allen Mission Chapel
next Monday evening. The services will commence at 7.45 The public are cordially invitv
>—•
ed.
--

hand, eagerly

her arrival. There were present reporters from the New York Herald, World and
Times, the Boston Advertiser, Traveller and
Transcript. During the long hours of waiting,
they amused themselves by sending imagina-

conjectural despatches

tive and

to

their respect-

ive papers.

|

Some ran out to the Maine Central Station
when the Eastern Pullman arrived, in hopes
on
that some of the cabin passengers might be
the
board. At 1.30 this morning the whistle of
Falmouth sounded, and at 1.40 she touched

There was a rush immediately
the gaDg-way but the officers of the boat
warned them back.
Very soon the passengers
It was a pitiful sight to see
filed off the boat.
the poor fellows as they stepped shudderingly
upon the plank, their faces wearing a look of
inexpressible horror as they glanced shuddingthe wharf.
to

Iy down

into the

water.

They

were

dressed

in all sorts of garments, some of which looked
like a patchwork combination of all countries

under the

sun.

The general appearance of the steerage passengeis was much above the average, and they
were a cleanly, temperate looking set of men.
Indeed many of them are mechanics in the
States, who have been over to Europe after relatives and friends.

Some

started on their re-

families, and lost them on
night off the rock-hound northeastern coast. Their joy at touching land was

turn

Maine General Hospital Fair.
There will be a meeting of the Ladies’ General Committee on Maine General
Hospital Fair
at the hall of the Bossini Club,

pencils

in

awaiting

first regiInfantry will he elected

SHOO have been collected towards
erecting a
monument to the late Father De Bose.
The
monumeut will be erected in the Cathedral.
A new vane adorns the Nova Scotia Steamship warehouse on Galt’s wharf.
The Bossini Club will give a concert in aid
of the Maine Hospital Fair.
At a meeting of Bosworth Post, G. A. B.,
held last evening, the subject of a fitting observance of Memorial Day was taken up, and

an

with note books and

of the

of the order,
the following
manner. The Encampments with the several
lodges in full uniform accompanied by the
Portland Band will parade the streets early in
the afternoon and then the procession will
march to City Hall and listen to a lecture by
P. G. Sire Win. Ellison. In the evening there
will be a grand promenade concsrt in City Hall
in which all Odd Fellows and their ladies are

about

Expeetation was on tiptoe last niglit,regarding

the arrival of the Falmouth from Halifax, with
the survivors of the Atlantic wreck on hoard.
As early as eleven o’clock small knots of newspaper men were gathered at Bailroad Wharf

Yesterday showed what April can do when
The snow, which
she is in a melting mood.
refused
all
hitherto
bad
invitations to
move, yielded to her persuasive ways, and vanished rapidly.
Bev. Dr. Hill enters upon his
pastorate at
the First Parish to-morrow.

Augusta next week.

Developments.

way out of my bunk.

Got up and

was

dress-

ing when I heard a terrible crash. Tried to
g ‘i on deck, but was knocked back by one of
the crew, who nearly knocked
my brains out.

hammer out of my sack and stove out
glass in the porthole. Ju9t as I was getting
out some one said, “let’s take the
boy out first.”
A little boy, the
only child saved, was then
put out. I followed. The man who slept next
to me got out, and was
swept away by the sea.
I clung t&ere two hours.
Others fell off. It
was enough to make a man swoon to see them
Got

trip

with their

that fearful

childish even

Some of them fell down

drowned in less than five minutes after the vessel struck. The captain was asleep in his room

The watch were asleep too.
The women were fastened into the steerage by
the crew, so they wouldu’t be in the way.

when she struck.

A

seems to be
Mr B B. Richmond of Detroit,
He seems perfectly
man.
very remarkable
aud speaks of the
ealm and unimpassioned,
he would of any
events of that cruel night as
of
He was
incidwut
history.
conmiouplaee
awakened by the dull tliud of the vessel as she
a

struck; says he got right up without waiting to
be called. Went on deck, and finding things

each of whom was furnished with a loaf of
bread and a large piece of meat by the officers
of the Falmouth, were hurried on the special
traiu of nine cars which was to take them to
Boston. Meantime the reporters jumped on

exceedingly uncomfortable

so

stepped into

available

an

and

damp,

he

spot in the rigging

aud remained there eight hours, and saw the
show for nothing and it never cost him a cent.
He says he did not lose a single wife or child or

relative during the whole disturbance.
WHAT HEXBY HIBZIL SAYS.

I am

old;

native of Switzerland,

a

20 years
where I have

going

am

to New Jersey
On the night of the disaster turned
into uxy berth in the cabin as usual. The first
I knew of the catastrophe was the officers firing rockets. I leaped from my birth to the
am

friends.

deck,

where

everything

was

in coufnssion.

The officers did their best to lower the boats,
but hefora they could be launched, the ship
turned over when Capt. Williams gave orders
for every man to take care of themselves. I
rushed for the rigging where I remained niue
hours, until 1 was rescued by the fishermen. It
was fearfully cold, and many women who had
climbed to the rigging were so benumbed that

they actually fell from the rigging into the sea
and were swallowed up by the hungry waves.

and

kissed the ground, while others swung their
hats and hurrahed. The steerage passengers,

COOL HAN.

The most heart

rending

scene

of all was that

lady who hung by my side and was actually frozen to death. The lady’s fingers with
which she grasped the cordage, aud which
were frozen to it, was covered with costly
of

a

rings.

board the steamer to interview the officers and
cabin passengers. One Press reporter secured
the following statistics, while others obtained
the statements from passengers which are pub-

At the time of my rescue I could not have
held fifteen minutes longer, Several times I
was ready to give up, but thoughts of home
encouraged me to hold out uutil rescued. This
gentleman, in con won with others, is very
warm in his
expressions to the Pros-

lished below:

pect islanders.
CABIN PASSENGERS-

William Boberts, Detroit; Thomas Dunn,
S. Camacho, S. W. Vick, B. B. Bichmond, Detroit; H. Hirzel, J. Brown.
STEERAGE PASSENGERS.

41 Germans; 191 English andlrish;72 Swedes
and Norwegians.
The shipwrecked passengers expressed themselves as being very grateful to the officers of
the Falmouth for the great kindness showed
them during the trip. The thauks of the public journals arc also due to Capt. Colby, purser
Hackley and other officers, for the facilities

furnished to reporters. We of the Press, are
indebted to Mr. John Brewer, Jr., of our Custom House, who came from Halifax in the Falmouth, for much valuable assistance and information.
The special train for Boston left at 2.20. At
Boston Faneuil Hall will be thrown open to
the sufferers, and ample provisions be made for
their comfort. Similar provision will be made
at New York. Some of the passengers still remain in the hospitals at Halifax, being so badand frost-bitten as not to he able to
Many of those who came thro’ this

ly injured
be moved.

frost-bitten and injured, but

morning
still persisted in coming thro’. The man, whoso
feet were frozen, had to be carried from the
were

boat to the cars
mouth men.

on

the shoulders of

the

Fal-

We append statements of passengers which
have collected:

we

EXPERIENCE OF S. W. VICK.

S. W. Vick of
tllR

Wilmington,

v! rrrrl n rr

o

Iiaii

N.

C.,

nirrlif

said he

hnnva

iirn a

awakened by the shock. The ship struck at
about three o'clock a. m. At least three huud
red perished within five minutes after she
struck th1 second time. The officers were cool
and competent, and behaved admirably in this
trying emergency. The crew acted with great
inhumanity and tried to save no one but themselves. After the crew got ashore they begun
wrecking anu stealing.
I was assisted into the rigging by a gentle-

just as a heavy sea swept
taking all that were left there.

man

over

the deck

Among

those

swept away at this time was Mrs. Davidson
and daughter of London, going to San Francisco to live with a brother.
They were lost in
about ten minutes after she struck. Mr. Brin-

ley of England was also lost. I had on only a
shirt, pants and stockings—was nearly frozen.
Couldn’t have stood it more than half an hour
longer. The weather was extremely cold and
a great many died on the rigging
and deck
from the cold, after suffering hours.
The sights were most heart-rending. Strong
men fell on the deck and died.
I went ashore
in the boat entirely exhausted—remained on
the shore from 11 a. m., until tbe middle of tbe
next day. The islanders were very kind, and
furnished shelter, food and clothing, so far as
they were able. The whole disaster was very
sudden. The ship struck twice and immediately turned over. There was a heavy sea, which
drenched everybody in the rigging, except in
tbe highest parts. There were not many lost
after daybreak. Vick has sustained some internal

injury.
SIMON CAMACHO.

The story told by Simon Camacho, one of
the cabin passengers, was most pitiable. He is
an Italian by birth, but is a naturalized citizen
of the United States, having been a resident of
New York for twenty years. Two years ago, h
left his wife and children, and went to Venezuela, South America, and was on his way home
when the ship struck. He was in his state
room and did not realize tbe cause of the shock
until some one cried “the ship has struck a
rock!” He seized some of his clothes and his
money, and rushed on deck. The vessel was
careening rapidly, and he made for tbe rigging;
but he did not stay there long, the position was
so dangerous, both on account of the
rushing
waves and the fiendish conduct of a part of the
crew.
He got down to the deck again, and secured a hold on the side of the ship, where for
seven long hours he hung until at last he was
rescued. The waves were continually beating
against him, and both feet were frozen. He
fears that one of them will have to be amputated. He acknowledges the best of attention
siuce his rescue, and his only desire is to reach
his family as soon as possible.
WILLIAM ROBERTS.

Second Purser declares that tbe credit of taking the rope ashore from the Atlantic, which
was a most perilous
deed, is entirely due to
Quartermasters Speekman and Owens, and
that Officer Brady is uot entitled to any part
of the great praise that he devided among these
two gallent seamen after reserving a good porMr. Vick corroborates this
tion for himself.
statement.
STATEMENT OF JOHN

TAYLOR.

John Taylor, one of the steerage passengers,
Last winter, Wilsaid: “I am an Irishman.
liam M’Kee. an old mate of mine, came over
to Ireland and wanted me to go back to the
He had been in York State
Tarrytowu was the name of the

States with him.

five years.
place. So we took passage on the Atlantic.
When she struck on the rock, me and my mate
were

in the bunk.

dragging, grating

I beard a

sound, and thought she had let down her anThen
I got up and got my clothes on.
Me and my male
there came an awful crash.

chors.

rushed

on

deck.

Men were

crowding

for the

rails, and were tramping each other down.
My mate was pushed off and drowned. Pretty
soon a sailor swam to the land and
g-H a small
rope.

I

clung to

the

rigging

until a relief boat
There were many others in the rigging
w ose
hands got
frozen, an(j wjj0 dropped off
o t ie
water. Some of them screamed and
8™re- °t,lers kind
of moaned like.

came.

U

Was

by
k ?
she ten dead
band,1 but
with fright and cold almost as soon as she
struck the deck. Crowds
brouRbt on

deck

her hus-

°off r £ hu;re vszzsir* zr
anything.

When I reached
the

ehmeTfifun

zizzTcoZzursr. r-

get into Halifax because the coal was
gone. They had begun to use the ballast.
to

WILLIAM W.

HAYMAN’s

tne<!

m°S

STATEMENT
I am au Englishman. Have lived for
six
years in Milwaukee. Went to England on a
visit last winter, and came back to the States
by the-Atlantic. When she struck I heard a
sort‘of dragging sound. Was knocked part

grateful

A!f INCIDBXT.

Among the conspicuous examples of presence

of mind was the case of Simon

who, when he found that the vessel

Gamachs

must

sink,

ran back to his room, took his purse and jewels
and went joyfully aloft. The ruling passion was
strongest with the Jew, even in the midst of
the dangers of that cruel night.
The steerage passengers evidently belong to
the better class or emigrants, but they are at

bast,

a

sad, stricken, soulless looking set of men

to have left their hopes and the best
part of their lives that cruel night, on the fated
ship in the devowering waves.
Oit account of the late hour at which the
Falmouth, bringing the survivors of the ill-fatwho

seem

ed Atlantic, arrived this morning, we are obliged to gw to press very late. We trust our patrons vJll excuse the delay, in consideration of
the inffirest and importance of the news which
furnish.

we

Frycbnrg
Despite the bad traveling, a good audience
turned out to hear W W. Thomas, Jr.’slecture
upon “A ramble in Norway.” His lecture so
admirably interwoven with “historic facts and
story” giving a gorgeous description of that

country whose chief characteristics

are

snow

capped mountains, lofty peaks, deep ravines
leaping cascades, was a real treat and one
which was truly appreciated by his attentive
The hour spent with Thomas Thursday evening iD his “ramble through Norway” so
interesting and instructive,will long be rememS.
bered by his friends at Fryeburg.
hearers.

NEW YORK.
Break Jail.
New York, April 4.—Four prisoners in jail
in Brooklyn, awai ing trial on charges of forgery and check raising, were detected yesterday
in attempting to make their escape.
A keeper
heard the sound of hammering in the cell occupied by the prisoners, and on an investigation it was found
that'they had loosened the
stones of the prison walls by means of chisels,
and
hammers.
jackscrews
A confederate was
subsequently seen outside with ropes and hooks
but got off.
The Bank of Eaglnnd Forger*.
A writ of habeas corpus was granted to-day,
returnable ou Monday next, iu favor of McDouald, the alleged Bank of England forger,
ou the ground that conspiracy to defraud is not
covered by the extradition treaty.
It is stated that several other packages of
notes sent here to the care of Jay Cooke and
others by Bidwell, have been seized.
A Hard Casr.
Mary Thomas, aged nineteen, who left her
husband because of his abuse, died yesterday
in Bellevue Hospital, where she was sent the
day before from the police station, where she
had given birth to a child.
After leaving her
husband she found work and entered a girls’
house
in
St.
Mark’s
boarding
Place, but the
matron obliged her to leave, learning that she
was

near

1II8CKLLANEOII8 NOTICES.
New England Mutual Life Iasurance C*.
“Let another man praise thee and not thine
mouth.—Solomon.
Very recently, a gentleman of our city who
has large insurauce on his life, and who proposes to take more, having had the features of
one of the large companies presented to him as
own

possessing special

merits and claims, wroto to
the President of the company in which he had
most of his insurance, and which is oue of the
oldest and largest companies in the couutry,
asking his opinion of that company whose nier
its had been so urgently pressed upon him; to
which he received the following reply:
My Dear Sir:—If you wish for additional insurance, we will add to your $10,000 Policy
$5,000 more. If you do not wish to take it in
our company, 1 would recommend to you the
New England Mutual Life of Boston.”
No referenee or allusion was made to the

Company concerning

which the inquiry was
made and for which the letter was written.
This simple incident, which came to my

knowledge accidentally, I cite as sufficient
commendation of the merits of the New England, without auy flourish of trumpets or figures or

confinement.

The Murderer Nixon.
The condemned murderer Nixon is completely broken down, and the prison officers say
from present indications that if he does not die
of fright he will have to he carried to the gallows. Last night he was found utterly unconscious. His wife was refused permission to
see him.
Hare About Nixon.
The prisoner Nixon remains completely pros
trated in his cell in the tombs, and is only kept
up by stimulents. He neither eats nor sleeps,
hut lies on the bed weeping bitterly constantly,
and seems deaf to all the consolations offered
by his friends. His wife was with him this
afternoon and the scene in the ceil was the
most painful that can be imagined.
Unless
some change takes place it is belived he cannot
live until the time fixed for his execution.
The Atlantic’s Crew.
It is reported that the officers of one of the
Liverpool steamers lately arrived, severely condemn the crew shipped from Liverpool.
Most
of the men are said to come from the work
house, and only a fifth of those shipped as able
bodied seamen know the difference between the
bow and stern of the ship. The officers had to
do the greater part of the ship's work, and they
will refuse to go to sea again with same crew.
Harbor Improvement.
At the session of the Board of U. S. Engia new
line of pier
neers in this city to-day,
heads was drawn from Fulton Ferry to the Atlantic docks on the Brooklyn side, winch, if
adopted, alio >s the extension of several piers.
The docks will be inspected and proposals for
the extension of piers on both the New York
and Brooklyn shores be considered.
The Recent I,ork-up in Honey.
It may he remarked that while the gradual
lock-up of money was lieing perfected,the same
clique (according to public rumor) were extensively; engaged in gold speculation sending the
premium up to 18.
A reporter called unon several prominent
cap talists and Wall street men, to gain information in regard to the lock-up scheme.
The Hon. Bichard Schell said: “It is my intention to commence suits against these men
as soon as possible for conspiracy to defraud,
aud I shall claim heavy damages. At the same
time I shall invite every man who has lost
’hreugh their manipulations to co-operate with
me, and then we’ll leave it to a jury of twelve
men whether these people have not been guilty
of a conspiracy.”
Beporter—You were interested in a case similar to this some two years ago, were you not,
Mr. Schell?
Mr. Schell—Yes, and procured the indictment of several of the usurers; but to coutinue,
New York has been swindled by these men
out of at least $20,000,000. Her commerce has
been paralyzed and her bu.iiness stagnated.
Beporter—Will you give me the names of the
conspirators, Mr. Schell?
Mr. Schell—No, sir, I cannot do that; yet I
think I know every one of them; but T wil
not make any charge or mention any names
until I have the men in court.
I think a contest with them will destroy them.
I shall
claim heavy damages at the outset, and as
others come into the suit we shall roll up dam
ages to such an extent that if we gain the suit
it will take all their property to satisfy the

judgments.

Various Hatters.
On the complaint of Georgiaua Alden yes-

tarrlow flint, liol* tinuhan.l

iroj

nKnnt to Ionro

tlm

order of arrest was granted, but the
affair was settled by his paying her $50,000 in
cash.
Ten thousand dollars’ worth of silks and
laces were found smuggled in passenger’s
trunks on the steamship Algeria yesterday, by
the customs officers.
J. G. Mortimer was arrested here as he was
about sailing for Europe, and held on the
charge of swindling insurance companies in
Canada.
It is stated that several prominent men propose taking legal steps agninst speculators in
Wall street, on the ground that they have violated the usury laws.

State,
TnE Portland Shirt is well liked.

to

an

The bill to regulate the quality of gass, and
providing inspectors of gas, passed the Assembly at Albany to-day almost unanimously.
The trial of Bleak ley, for the murder of
Maud Merrill, his neice, takes place here next
week.
The Goodrich murder inqutst will be resumed
this evening.
Gen. Burnside, Peter Cooper, Gov. Jewell of
Conn., and a large number of other distinguished citizens, called on the President this
morning. He leaves for Washington to-morrow

evening.

Hudson Ice Frcshcl.
4 —The flood in the river has
The ice remains
fallen a few inches to-day.
The
tracks
of the Reussaller &
stationary.
Saratoga railroad just above the city are inundated, delaying the trains.
The

Albany, April

WASHINGTON.

self-laudations.

James M. Palmer,
General Agent of “The New England Mutual Life of Boston,” 74 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
F. O. Bailey & Co. sell te-day at 10 a. in.
and 3 p. m., the stock of sporting and fancy
goods in store No. 51 Exchange street. This
will he a flue opportunity to obtain useful and
ornamental articles.
To-night you will meet scores of men going
home with a supply of those fine oysters which
are always to be bought at Timmons & Hawes,
Market Square, a fresh invoice of which have
just been received,
Loring’s Vegetable Specific for Constipation aud Dyspepsia, ha3 performed some
truly wonderful cures in this city. It is without doubt the best known remedy for those

distressing complaints. Trade supplied by
Phillips & Co., Perkins & Co., and Whipple
Bros.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald, the wonderful clairvoyphysician and surgeon, will visit Portland
again, Friday and Saturday, April 4th and 5th,
at the Preble House, remaing two oays only.
Don’t fail to see him, his cures are truly wonderful.
aprltf
ant

_

Job Printing.—Every description of Jos
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowee.
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, ir
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.
Advertisers

naturally seek the means for
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Press

The Payment of Coupons and Interest
of Registered Stock.
Washington, April 4.—The Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized to pay, and often does
pay, coupons and interest on registered stock
in advance of maturity, when the term of
payment is only a few days in advance.
The whole
amount is paid without a rebate, but for long
periods of time a proportionate rebate has been
made. No interest is subject to rebate which
is not properly applied for before maturity.
Previous public notice is always given in each
case of the intention of the government to make
advance payments at any designated time.
There is a standing order of the Treasury Department that coupons be paid on presentation
sixty days before maturity, upon a rebate of interest at the rate of six per cent, per annum in

gold.

Indian Hatters.
The interior department was to-day officially
advised by telegraph of the murder of a surveyor bv a party of 40 or 50 Indians calling
themselves Cheyennes, while in camp twenty
miles east of Camp Supply.
One man was
wounded and the camp destroyed.
On the 19th of March four surveyors of another carty were murdered fifty miles further
north where the Cimaron river crosses the KanRobert Martin, a messenger
sas boundary.
has been missing since March 7th.
Surveyor
Barrett who sen s the telegram asks: “Will the
government protect us.”
Mr. Kisbo, agent for the Indians at Whitestone agency reports under date of 3d inst.,
from Fori Laramie that D. R. Rogers, U. S.
mail carrier was killed by Indians on the 31st
ult., while carrying tne mail from said ageucy
to Laramie.
Treasury Balances.
Currency $2,033,288; special deposits of legal
tenders for redemption certificates of depi 3it
$24,035,000; coin $08,8159,897. including $231,293,500 in coin certificates; legal tenders out-

Ge.i. John W. Wooley, formerly Governor oi
the National Military Asylum at Milwaukee,
*
died Friday.
The case of Leander Orient against Laura D.
Fair, to recover 88000 for professional services
in defending Mrs. Fair on her trial for the murder of Col. Crittenden, was tried at San Francisco Thursday but the verdict is not yet renderA bill to remove the 'apital to Wheeliug wa<
tabled in the West Virginia Legislatnro Thurs

Regulations were issued to-day from the
Treasury department for the withdrawal of
alconoljrom bond for scientificpurposes.

Steel Knives and every description of Table
Ware Plated, or Replated in the very best manner at short notice and at a reasonable
at
Atwood’s New

Rooms,

27 Market

price,
Square.

feb25-eodtf
TELEGKAJIS.
There was a fire Thursday night at Jacksonville,Oregon,and property to the value of 850,00c
was destroyed.
No insurance.
A decision by Judge McKeon in Utah that
there is no officer in the territory who can
legally impanel a jury, causes great excitement.
Three post offices have already been established on the territory awarded to the Uuited
States by the San Juan tribunal,
Discoveries of extensive deposits of borax ic
Colorado desert are reported.
lll.XIK

ed.

day.

..

day.
Friday, Herr Darius who has charge of s
cage of lions at Woahtagtoo was severely bit
teohyoae.

ond officer Metcalf, have been recovered and
As
are now in boxes awaiting metalic coffins.
it is hoped to
soon as the divers can get at work,
the
cabin
of
recover the bodies of the remainder
senpassengers. The bodies of the steerage paf
for.
Tbe^r
gers and of the crew are provided
will receive burial here. The body of Mrs. C.
M. Fisher has not yet been fouud.
The Nupplfjof Coal on the Atlantic.
It is now stated that a false report of the
amount of coal on board the Atlantic, must
have been made to her cap a:n.
One Hundred and Sixty-Five
Bodies
Recovered.
*ias 3ust arrived from the wreck of
t le AtianUc.
The ship is still almost intact.
a
l)af*kages of the cargo have come
asnoie.
The swell continues so
heavy that the
ivers cannot work.
If the weather continues
fine, moat ot the cargo can be saved. One hun- j
dred and sixty-five ,s the exact
number of bodies found up to this morning. The work of burying them has commenced.
A gan<* of men
will bo sent down this
afternoon, to helpF the
fishermen in that work.
More Bodies Found.
Oapt. Williams and assistants searched the
islands around the wreck thoroughly last
night
and picked up many bodies that had washed
ashore.
Those reported this morning, have
been dresseJ and placed in metalic coffins, and
await the arrival of friends and relatives to take
them in charge. As it was thought that the
bodies would hardlv remain in a condition to he
examined, the coffins have been sealed and
made tight. Another trip will be made to the
wreck to-morrow. The stewards and men acquainted with the passengers have been left in
charge of the wreck to take charge of the bodies as they are washed ashore, ft is now
proposed to bring all bodies to this city, and bury
them together in the public cemetery, and erect
a monument over them.
The city council, on
application of the Provincial Government, resolved this afternoon, to place a lot in the cemccry at the disposal of thefrends of the dead.

n^A8i?ai?.er

f,pJ*

Investigation.

Abandoned.
The best evidence that the civil service system is not to be abandoned i3 found in the fact
that two members of the advisory board for the
Treasury department start for the southern
cities tc-night to examine the condition jf tne
custom houses, including all branches or tne
service in the customs districts and make tne
necessary preparations to carry the provisions
of the civil service rules into effect. One object
obof this visit is aiso to determine from
cer
servation of affairs in each district
of the
tain

proposed modifications

swJtual
^etjjer
regulations

will not increase the efficiency
It is fully expected that the president will
nominate successors to those
ed from the ousumiaatop-

soon

w*#> havy tmgur

an

in-

vestigation to-morrow.

Morning—Many of the fishermen’s families
at Prospect have expended all the provisions
they had to feed the ship-wrecked passengers
and crew, and are now in want themselves. The
propriety of bringing the bodies to the city for
burial was discussed in the legislature and city
council to-day. The White Star Agent having
reported that there was a difficulty in finding
a burial place at
Prospect, or men to perform
the work, the government sent down an agent
to ascertain thd facts, and if the bodies have not
been buried, they will be likely to be brought to
this city.
Farther Criticism of the Construction of
the

Steamship.

New York, April 4.—The Bulletin of to-day.
iu discussing the causes and c'rcumstauces attending the loss of the Atlantic, says that the
most notable fact couuected with the construction of the vessel is that she should have careened over so soon af.er striking the rocks. Had
she been of ordinary breadth of
beam, even
though unusually long, she would have doubtless kept her balance and upr.ght position long
enough for many more, possibly all the passengers, to have safely landed. A short time since,
the Oceanic, sitter
ship to the Atlantic, was
found to have astroug-‘list”tostarboard.aud the
officer on deck, discerned to his surprise, that
by merely changing from one side to the other
2500 pounds of freight, the vessel, though drawing twenty-one feet of water, was given equally
strong list in the opposite direction.

iy p"[yarueut
*■“£*

Lively Scene in the New Jersey House—
Representatives Indulge in n Free Fight.
Trenton, April 4.—The remarks made by
Mr. Carse in the House yesterday, calling Scovil a perjured man and a scoundrel, culminated
this morning in a fight in the lobby. Cole and
John Hood had some warm words, when Scovil came up and a a violent talk took place between Scovil and Cole. Cole passed the lie,
and Scovil struck him a heavy blow and sent
him reeling to the floor.
The excitement grew
intense. The Speaker directed the sergeant-atarms to close all the doors.
Carse, hearing the
noise outside, rushed from his seat to the lobby
and mixed iD the fight.
Scovil seized Carse
and punished him' severely,
knocking him
down, and it is said he was kicked while down.
Cole’s eyes were blacked.
The Mayor, who
happened to be present, induced Scovil to go
out of the State House. The affair grew out
of the opposition of Scovil to a bill in the
House, which it was alleged affected the disposition of some property in Camden said to be in
the courts,

A

A Sold Senator.

Some excitement was created to-day in consequence of the arrest of one of the Senators.
Immediately after the adjourment sine die, an
officer walked up to C E. Shepard, Senator
from Cuuilierland, and arrested him on a warrant issued on complaint of one Jos. ShafferJ
one of the contractors of the National railway,
charging the Senator with corruptly receiving
$2,500 in consideration or his vote in the interest of said National railway.
It is stated that
Shephard received the money, but did not vote
as expected or as he
had agreed upon.
It is
said he intended to return the money.
The
affidavits charge him with having takeu the
money and keeping it. Shephard gave bail for
his appearance before the Mercer county Court
of Oyer and Terminer in May next to answer
to the charge.
Not
St.

a

Visitation of Providence.

Louis, April

3.—Coroner Ryau held an
inquest upon bodies of three of the persons
killed on the St. Louie & Southern R. R., and
the jury after examining many of the employees of the train and several
passengers and officers of the road, returned a verdict that Conductor Michael Ward and engineer, John
Fanning of the construction train, were grossly aud culpably negligent in starting ahead of
time, and running at too great a speed, They
also censure the conductor of the passenger
train for not flagging the construction train,
aud the officers of the road for not informing
the conductor of the freight train of the discontinuance of certain trains thereby detaining his
train which was the cause of the accident.
Railroad Legislation in Arkansas.
Little Rock, April 3.—A bill introduced in
the House releasing railroads to which State
aid was awarded from the payment of interest
or principal of bonds, was passed this
evening
after a stormy session.
The amouut of bonds
already issued is $5,200,000. The amount to he
issued is $0,200,000.
The bill does not repeal
the law in reference to the latter.
It levies an
additional tax of $3,000,000 United States money to pay the interest on the bonds. The greatest excitement has prevailed over this measure
The Democrats
ever since its introduction.
announce that they unitedly advocate the repudiation of the bonds.
The

Apaches.

San Francisco, April!.—Private despatches from Arizona state the Apaches are fully
subdued by Gen. Crook’s policy. The paj master and other officers travel with smaller escorts
and there are no fears of trouble with the IndiThe Mexican
ans on any of the lines of travel.
m a rauders however, are troublesome, and robberies and murders are a daily occurrence.
An ■

nnvlant

AiiAaliAn

Philadelphia, Pa., April 4.—In the case of
Daniel Scull vs. Kensington National bank in
which the jury iendered a verdict allowing $37,000 for plaintiff for loss of bouds by the robbery of the bank in February. 1869.
Judge Williams this morning set aside the verdict and
ordered a new trial.
METE OROLOG1CAL
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY'-FOUR

and pr,:pos'

*•

°^e

ness

ls

rec°vering from

financial

his recent ill-

Foreign Exporu.
HAVANA. Brig Carrie E Plckering-eony box
shooks, 285 hhd do, 411 prs headings, 6126 hoops.
ST JOHN, NB. Steamer Glendon—250 cases boots
and shoes, 10 tons feed, 5u0 gals liquors, 14.U0O lbs tobacco, 2500 do leather, 08 sewing machines, lot nur
chandise.
Schr J Iv Howard—690 bbls flour, 75 do corn meal
25 do oatmeal, 10 do seed, 1300 busb oats.
MATANZAS. Brig Bride—1000 shooks and heat!?

EOKE1GN

Saturday, Monday

CIENFUEGOS. Brig George B Barrett—407 lihda
molasses to E Churchill & Co.
HALIFAX. NS.
Steamer Carlotta—5 crafes, 4
casks skins, 7 pkgs mdse to John Porteous.
(Boston Stock ftjist.
(Sales at the Broker's Board, April

Tuesday

7lb nntl

Nth.

Bloodgood’s

Harry

T1INSTHKI, AND Bl’BLE'QlE

combination

,

Including the

Monarch!, IVnllrr, n lit I .Horton
H’l.lr Brllr Celeste
the F^,r'uS-lin* Aerial Flights and Terrific Feats
ylnK trapese.
KE’ MANNINO.
RIDDELL, BLOODGOOD

hMhri!'*
on
_,

HIMSELF,

With

HU
Fri

a

£ BANn * OBiBEHTBA

For i>artlc,il-.r«

usual, Reserved Ini ,>roeraninie.
Ptac*» "«“>? »t Box Offlee Friday,
April
ies as

4lb.

C' U'

mar29td

53 tes

JAR'ls- Bu»lr,(w, Agent.

I>IRW AUGER’S
Second Annual Exhibition.
I shall open my Green liwusc
foot of Dow, lo the public from

CongrtHH

on

strivot

Monday, April 7th, until Friday, April
11th, inclusive,

4.]

Boston & Maine Railroad.1194

do
do
.1194
Eastern Railroad.
Eastern Railroad..
lot

for the exhibition oi ray stock of beautiful and

lOgj

many

of which have heretofore been unknown In this

Vork stock anil floury market.

New York. April.
\~Morninn.—Money at 4 per
cent. Gold 117}.
Sterling Exchange 107 (3) 1074.—
Stocks firm. State stocks dull and

steady.
April 4—Eoenina.—London telegrams
reporting a large outflow of specie from the Bank of
Eu gland and a probable rise in the rate of discount
had considerable influence here causing a rise in Gold
and Exchange.
Money easier but still tight. The
bulk of business was at 3-16 @ } per diem, with closing loans at 1-16 @ 4. Currency is coming from the
West quite
rapidly. Sterling Exchange firm and in
better demand at 1074 @ 107| for 60
days, and 108 @
108} for sight. Gold .was active and higher under
purchases by prominent bankers ranging from 117ft
to 118§, closing at II84 @ 118}; loans at 7 per cent, to
New York.

1-16 per cent, per day. The clearings were $58,000
000. Treasury disbursements $61,400. Of $1,500,OiJOGoid sold by Government
$l,25u,0(K)
w.8 taken up to-day and paid for with $400,000 national bank notes and a little over $1,000,000 in legal
tenders. Imports of dry goods for the week $2,27H,850. Customs receipts $603,000. Governments are
strong with a moderate demand; $1,500,000 were taken for export
and to-day. buyer 60 days,
for which there musi be exchange in the future.—
State bonds dull and steady. The Stock market was
quiet and the interest was centered in a few shares.
The dealings up to 1 o’clock weie at an advance of }
to 14 per cent., but unfavorable advices from London
imparted a weak tone to the market and a considerable portion of the advance was lost. After 3 o'clock
a steadier feeling
The leading feature of
the day was Pacific Mail, which advanced from 56}
to 584, reacted to 56}, recovered to 57gi
closing at f7;
Western Union was next in importance,
ranging
fr-m 84 to 81}, closing at nearly the lowest; otherwise the m^st acilve stocks were N Y Central, Lake
Shore, Erie and Rock Island.
The following were the quotations of Government
se -.unties:
U dted States coupon 6’s, 1881...119a
G lited States5-2U’b 1862.Ho
G lited States 5-20’s 1864.116
G lited States 5-20’s 1865, old.11a
G lited States 5-20’s 1865, new. 1164
G.lited States 5-20’s 1867..

yesterday

yesterday

prevailed.

ADnmiO.Y J5 CENTS,
ticket to

which will entitle the holder of each
mium valued irom 25 cents to $1.0

10-40’s.,coupois..112*
....1134
following were the opening quotations f

Erie.63|
Erie
preferred.
714
Pacific stock. 344

Union

The following were the quotations for Pacino Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
102}
Uuion Pacitic
$6
Union Pacitic laud
grants.74}
Gnion Pacitic income bonds.
73

ONE NIGHT OMLY,

Excelling

Detroit, April 4.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
Wheat is dull and a shade lower; extra White at 1 93;
No 1 White at 1 83 @ 1 84: Amber Michigan at 1 f4.
Otru steady; No 142c. Oats quiet and unchanged at
3Gc.
Ueceipts—0,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 9,000
bush com, 1,000 bush oats.
CisoiKN ati. April 4.—Pork
at 16 50 on spot.
Lard is steady; steam at 8c freely bid, held $ @ $c
higher; kettle at 8$@8}c. Bulk Meats quiet and
firm; buyers demand a reduction: shoulders hel 1 at
6$c; clear rib sides at 8$c; clear sides 8$c. Bacon is
easier and in light demand; shoulders at 6$ @ 7c;
clear rib sides 8$ @ 9c; sides at 9$c. Whiskey steady
at 86c.

Gigantic
Now

their 21st Annual Tour.

on

The largest and most powerful con pany In existegee. Everywhere pronounced by press and public
as the superiors nf the
Minstrel Stage. The Immense suceess attending the
perfoimance* of this famous tronpe have been universal.
For lull particulars see Programmes. Admission as usual.
CHAS. H. DUPREZ, Business Manager.
CHAS. H. KEESHIN. General Agent.
apr2dot

Grand

Presentation Concert.
FARWELL & AMES’ HALL,
ROCKLAND.

Thursday Eve., Apr.
For particulars
mis don.

see

Small Bills

J. A. LORI.\G, ol Portland,

AUCTION SALE3.
at Auction.
SATURDAY, April 5th, and MONDAY, April
7th, at 10 o’clock A. M.aud 3 P. M. each day, we

Sporting

and

Fancy Goods

ON

ahull Bell at store of J. B.

Exchange

No. 51

Groceries and Store Fixtures at
Auction.
MONDAY, April 7th, at 2J o’clock P. M.. we
shall sell at olficc. Confectionery, Coffee, Tea,
Sugar, Spic a, Pickles, Hard Bread, Cream Tartar
Salera’us, Sage. Tapioca, Canary Seen, Sauce and
Canned Goods, Starch, Tubs, Palls. Brooms Washboards, C othc< Pins, Fancy Goods, Scales, Showcases, Measures, Ac.
F O. Bailey dc Co., Auctioneers.

ON

meb26

dt<l

Real Estate at Auction.
8th, at 12* o’clock P. M.,
ON TUESDAY, Apnl
-istoiy wooden House and Lot

we shall sell the
No. 24 Adam** street.

Said House coutains 9 rooms,

failing aqueduct in cellar. Fine property for
investment. Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO,, Auctioneer*.
d6t
ap2
never

__

__

Manufacturers’ Sale of Crockery
Ware to the Trade by Auction.
O. BAILEY Ac CO., Anctloaecn.

F.

TUESDAY, April 8th, at 2* P. M., at
ON
shad sell
salesroom, 18 Exc ange street,
the trade
line of White
Paris

our

we

large

to

Granite,

White,
C C, Rockingham and Yell w Ware. Catalogue#
ready and goods on exhibition Monday, April 7th.
mch26
did
a

AUCTION.
and Attractive Sale of

Large

BARE AND BEAUTIFUL

Italian

Marble

Statuary.

Rich Vases, Alabaster Groups A Figures
RECKNTI.Y IMPORTED.

J. S. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer^.WILL SELL OS

—

—

Wednesday, Thursday .Friday A Saturday
April 9tb,

lOth

Commencing

Salesroom,
recent

22

11th and 19th,

10 1-9 A. M.,

at

—

Orleans, April 4.—Cotton in moderate deMiddling uplands 19$c.

94$;

Lucas,

street, Sporting Goods of all kinds, Musical Instruments, Guitar and Violin Strings, Pocket Cutlery,
Razors, Mitrors, Balls. Bats, Books, Stationery,
Toys. Dolls, Silver Plated Ware. Games, &e.
By F. O. BAILEE A CO., Auctioneers.
5t
ap2

a

money and for account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1865, old, at
do 1867, 93}; do 10-40s, 89: new 5s, 90}. Erie Railway at 50}.
London, Anril 4—3.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 93
for money and account.

24.

and Cards of Ad-

General Agent fnr Cumberland County.
!3^"There will be E cursian tickets issued from
Portland for the accomodation o those wishing to ateud the concert. Fare for the round tiip, $3.50.
mar27
eodtf

18$c.

European .Tlarkrli.
London, April 4—11.30.—Consols opened at 93 for

Minstrels.

FROM THEIR GREAT SOUTHERN TOUR,
Crowned with Brilliant Success.

lands 18}

Mobile, April 4.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands

Competition*

and

the World-Renowned

DUPREZ & BENEDICT’S

steady

Charleston, April4.—Cotton dull; Middling up@ 18}c.
Savan.xah, April 4.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands at I8}e.

Bivals

all

Return of

New

cloar sides 9$c.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 24,000 bush wheat, 41,000 bush corn, 28,000 bnsb oats, 1,000 bush rye, 6,000
bnsb barley, 00,00u hogs.
Shipments—12,000 ou»s flour, 27,000 bush wheat, 7,000 bush corn, 12.000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 8,000
bash barley, 0300 hogs.
xolxik). April 4.—Flour dull. Wheat in good demand;'No 2 White Wabash at 1 90; extra Svbite
Michigan 1 30; No 1 do 178$; Amber Michigan on
spot 1 63}; seller May at 1 67$; seller June 1 70; No 2
Red Winter 1 64; No 3 do 1 54; rejected 1 35. Corn
steady; hteh Mixed on spot at 39$ @ 39}c; seller July
44c; low Nlixed 39c; Yellow 40c; no grade37Jc. Oats
—No 2 quiet at 33c.
Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 6,000
bush corn, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 5,000
bush com, 3,000 bush oaas.

EVENING, APRIL 7th.

MONDAY

do.’

DouaeMtic Market*.
York, April 4—Evening—Cotton dull and
sales
1139 bales; Middling uplands 19}c.
unchanged;
Flour dull and heavy; sales 7850 bbls: State 6 15 &
8 25; Round lioop Oliio 7 20 @ 10 50; Western 6 15 @
10 50;
Southern 6 10 @ 12 75. W heat is dull and in
buyers' favor; sales 5000; No 1 Spring 1 724 @ 1 774;
do at 1 53 @ 1 67; Winter Red Western 1 70 (31 874;
White Michigan 1 85 @ 2 25.
Corn dull, heavy ana
easier; sales 52.000 bush; new Mixed Western 65 @
65}c; old 654 (a> 66c afloat and 6:4c in store. Oats lc
higher and in good demand; sales 58,000 busb; new
Bbck 50 @ 514c; new Western Mixed 50 @ 524c.—
Beef firm at 9 00 (3) 13 00. Pork quiet and easv; new
raes? 17 00.
Lard firmer at 8 1-16 @ 94c. Butter is
quiet and steady; State 32 @ 48c. whiskey is firmer
at 914c.
Rice is quiet at 7} @ 84c Sugar quiet and
steady; refining 8 @ 84c. Coftee quiet and firm; Rio at
16} (a) 19c in Gold. Molasses is firm and in good demand ; New Orleans 67 @ 75c; Porto Rico 60 @ 65c,
new crop.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine heavy;
offered at 55c with no buyers; Rosin weak at 3 00 (aj
3 15 for strained. Petroleum steady; crude 9c; refined
at 19}c. Tallow steady at 8} @ 9c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet and firm: Cotton, ner
steam 9-16 @ f«i; graiu per tio 7$ @ 8d.
Chicago, April 4.—Flour unchanged; extra Spring
5 50 @ 7 25.
Wheat opened firm and closed dull ana
unsettled; sales No 2 Spring at 114$ @ 114} cash;
seller May 119$; rejected 93c. Com steady; No2
Mixed 30} @ 30}c for cash; 33@ 33$c for strictly fresh;
34}c seller May; rejected 28c. Oats quiet; No 2 at
23}; regular 26 @ 26$c for fresh; rejected 22$c. Rve
firm; No 2 at 64c. Barley dull; N.» 2 Spring at 7Cc.
Pork firmer at 15 35 @ 15 40 cash; seller May dull at
15 60 @ 15 65. Lard at 8 23 @ 8 25 on spot and 8 35$
@ 8 40 seller May. Bulk meats irregular. Hams in
pickle steady at 10$ @13; dry salted meats—shoulders firm at 6 @ 6*c for loose; 6i@6$c for boxed.—
Bacon—sales shoulders at 7$c; clear rib sides at 9c;

HALL,

CITY

Stocks:
Western Gnion Telegraph Co. 844

Pacitic Mail. 57
N. Y. Centra' and Hudson River consolidated....
1014

Pre

a

J A. BIBWAIVGEB.

ap3dlw

G lited States 5-20’s 1868.. .II74
G lited States 5’s. new.1 j: 4

G dted States
Currency 6’s

rare

PLAINTS AMD FLOWERS,

4

New
mand ;

and

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY

to order.

AT

—

Exchange Street,

importation of magnificent

STATUARY,
Figures of Pure Marble and Alabaster, elaborately carved. VASES of great variety
styte and design, including the Tuscan, Roman,
Hebe, Gothic, Egyptian, Florentine, Grecian, &c.
Elegant Card Receiver-, Mantel O naments, and
other cho ce articles for decorating Parlors, Drawing
Rooms, Ac.
B3T*Thi8 elegant stock will be on exhibition on
Tuesday afternoon and evening previous to sale.
mch29dtd

by Corrello Benzie.

of

J.

BAILEY A CO.,

Frankfort, April 4.—United States bonds clos95$ for the issue of 1862.
Liverpool, A-ril 4—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
dull and depressed; sales 10,000 bales, 2000 of which
were for speculation and export.

Commission Merchants,

Freights

AUCTIONEERS

ed at

March 28.—Freights—Liverpool rates are
and ample room on berth for present
wants.
Coastwise is very steady, and so little tonnage that quotations may be considered almost nominj3. We quote: To Liverpool }d; and coastwise
ports 3 cent. Lumber to Cuba $9 @ 10 P’ M; to nonhGreat Southern Freight Line
ern ports $11 @ 13.
via Charleston or Savannah, ^ 100 lbs —To Boston
93c; New York 80c; Philadelphia 85c; Providence 95c;
Fall River 95c. Rates 00 Cotton compressed to the
following cities by Mobile & Ohio Railroad, via Corinth
and Norfolk. Va., (and sea from thence,)
i0u lbs:—
Boston 95c: Providence 95c; Fall Ri er 95c; Balti-

—AND—

Mobile.

unchanged,

85c; Philadelphia 85c; New York 80c; Molll &
Ohio Railroad and Star Line and Little Miami Railroad & 100 lbs—To Providenc and Fall Rive* $1 26;
Boston $1 20; New York $110; Philadelphia $1 05;
Baltimore $1.
more

FOR SALE.
valuable and well known Farm of the late
Charles Elliott, said farm is situated in the town
of Buxton two miles from West Gorham, near the
road that leads from West Go bam to West Buxton
convenient to Mteeting-House School and Stores.
Said farm consists of 80 acres of land, well divided
into tillagh and pasture land. The soil is well

THE

Plenty of woo l, and $500.00 worth of
Pine Timber. The buildings consists of 1} story
House, containing nine well finished rooms, an Ell
and Shed attached. Bam 60 X 40 feet with good
cellar. Three wells of never failing water.
Also a building in the city of Portland, situated In
on Spring St.
Said building is on leased land, and
contains a house and store.
All of the above will be sold low, as the owner it
going West. Or exchanged for property in the state
of Illinois.

for market.

particulars enquire of
E. H. NORTON,
sepll-dlw&Wtf69} Spring St.

WO. 33 EXCHANGE HTREEf.
Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
References—Messrs. H. J. Libby & co., and Hon
Charles P. Kimb.il » ••rl.inl, Me.; Messrs. Lemard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard. Boston.
split

Executors Sale.
tc a license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate for the County of Cumbei land, we shall
sell at pub’ic auction—unless previously disno-ed of
at private sa e—en the premises, cn Wednesa y Mar
7th, A. D. 1873, at 9 o’clock a. m., the homestead
Farm of Francis Blackstone, late of Pownal, deceased
Said farm is situated in said Pi.wnal. about la
miles from Pownal station on the G. T. R. R., and
contains about 130actes of land; about 30 aert-s of
which is in wood; said farm is well fenced, mostly
with stone wall. There are on ii ab *ut 360apple trees,
mostly young ones. It cuts tiom 36 to 40 tons of hay
annually. The building**are nearly new. in good repair, consisting of a 1* stoty hou«e. Ell, wood-house,

PURSUANT

stable, and barn connected, work-shop and granary
connected.
Also about 30

not

To

Speculate Successfully

RANDAL D. FOOTE & C0-,

»

Kvccutors

Pownal, April 2d,

ot

70

BROADWAY, N. T.

Member of Stock Exchange and Qold Board.

VI. ..

DA VII) GROSE,
SAMUEL L. TKYON.
Francis Wackstone’s Will.

1873._w3w»*

DBSOUJTioMO^DOPABTNEB.
SHI
P•

copartnership

uuder

the firm name of Sheri-

Brackett, having been dissolved
dan, Griffiths
The
the death of Mr. John Griffiths, 1
ould
,v

by

a

nees

of

respect-

the public that l will continue the boei-

Plastering Stucco Work & Mastic
in all its branches at the old stand No.6 South Street.
All orders for

Whitening Whitewashing
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

"-

The whole of said premise* being subject

said farm.
W Dower.

fully inform

now

,.
of land situated in said Pownal
,,

acres

UUIUK UWUIIICU ttliu uumincu

For further

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
*
April 5. (1 A. M. 1

for the Middle aud Eastern States and lower
likes northeasterly winds aud partially cloudy
w-eather; for the upper lakes northerly winds
and elou’dy weather.

Again!

FOR THREE NIGHTS ONLY.

Poreign Import*.
CARDENAS. Brig Chief—435 hhds 80 boxes sugai

New

(ThaTl.

RETURN OF THE
FAVORITES 1
They’ve “Got to Come”

empty casks, 45,000 hoops.

War

Probabilities-For Saturday in the Gulf
States southerly winds, partially cloudy and
clear weather with rising barometer; for the
South Atlantic States aud Ohio Valley southwesterly winds and partially cloudy weather;

must

andcommercial.
utof^str
{’ Jdu0hb"ir?B,-

97

ENTERTAINMENTS.

=

Evening*, April 5th'

Receipt. by Rail„Ml
Grand Trcnk Raii-way-i-. ™ **»*»mboi,t«.
fi»r Boston, 1 do hay, 2 do pitatoos 2* JWdS?» 12 do
2 do laths, 1 do headings, to
a'QVT-Ro
*{
do for Halifax, 11 do for Allan Line.
J
“ark. t do
slabs, 67 do lumber.

The

A Careless Conductor.
St. Louts, April 4.— It appears that the accident on the St. Louis and Southeastern Railroad, which occurred at French Village, yesterday afternoon, was occasioned by the culpable
carelessness of the conductor of the construction train. The passenger train was just about
to take the side track, to let a freight train
pass,
when the construction train, which had been
passed by the passenger train but a few minutes before, and the conductor must have known
of its proximity, came thundering arouud a
curve at high speed, aud
plunged into the rear
of the passenger coach. The conductor of the
passegger train saw the construction train coming,and cried out for the passengers to jump
for their lives. Many did so, but the engine of
the co'sttuction train had entered'he passenThe latter was immediately filled
ger coach.
with steam, and a number of passengers were
more or less scalded.
Mrs. John B. Luck, (or
Luke), while in the act of jumping from the
was
train,
caught between the cars and crushed
to death.
Her husband, with their infant in
his arms, succeeded in reaching the platform.
A gentleman, suDposed to be James H. Watts
a member of the Illinois Legislature,was
caught
between the platform of the rear car and the
engine of a dirt train, and literally torn to pieces.
A daughter of Mrs. Griffin, received a jet
stream full iu her face, and was horribly scalded
about the head and upper part of the body, and
her eyes were put out. It is thought that she
cannot recover.
Mrs. Stehbins of Milwaukee,
was severely cut and bruised about the head
several otner passeugers were more or less injured. The engineer of the dirt train. Michael
Planning, fled as soon as he saw the result of
his carelessness.

The

Secretary

Not

Prince Charles of Roumania has assured the
Sublime Porte of Turkey that he will not appoint a diplomatic agent at Washington.
The Parliament of New South Wales has
voted 8200,000 to aid emigration to that colony,
Rev. J. Erskine Edwards, great graudson of
President Edwards, died at Longwood, Mass.
Thursday, of paralysis of the brain. The dei
ceased was a gradnate of Yale College in 1828.
Isaac W. Milliker, president of the Ameri
can Watch Company, died at Waltham Thurs.c

Halifax, April 4.—The bodies of j„im H
Price, of New York, H. S Hewitt of New York
Mr. Merritt of New York, Albert Sumner, son
of Increase Sumner, of Massachusetts, and sec-

standing $358,350,514.

Treasury Policy.
Richardson will carry out his programme for the sale of gold and purchase of
bonds, regardless of the Wall street brokers,
and he is prepared to meet any energy that
may arise to require prompt measures to protect the public credit.
Protest From Red Hen.
Wm. Ross and other Cherokee chiefs, have
sent a memorial here against establishing a territorial government in the reservation occupied
by the Cherokees aim creeks, unaer solemn
treaty obligations. They claim to have attained
a creditable degree of civilization, and they assert that the whole measure is a movement to
break down their governments and destroy their
organization as a people, so that their property
and lands may be seized by railroad companies
and land speculators.
The Naval Academy
Cadet Midshipmen who are nominated in
time can appear at the Navy Academy for examination between the 5th and 15th of June.
Those who pre not will be examined between
20th and 30th of September.
Candidates must
have a good moral character, possess good
health and pass a fair exrmination, and must
be between the ages of fourteen and eighteen.
The Civil Service.
The Treasury clerks have started for various
of
the
parts
couLtry to apply the rules of the
civ.lserv.ee in the Custom Houses and Treasury offices.
Scientific Alcohol.

fills the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.

p„

The Collector of Customs commences

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Clews has obtained a verdict of 810,000 against ex-Senator Pooieroy.
The Pall Mall Gazette insists that much of
™ agitation in
Ireland is a species of noisy
display, and maintains that certain members
“>-• a‘ the disposal of the priest-

Henry

Halifax."I,eu*<*r*

Acquitted.
SPRixoFrELD, April 4.—In the police court
this al ternoon, the trial otE. A. Hall on
charge
of setting four fires in this
city was concluded
and Mr. Hall acquited.

Atiampt

ATLANTIC.

The Bodies of the Hierrnsr
to be Buried at

MASSACHUSETTS.

drop

into the water. I was nearly froze when
the boat came. I only saved the clothes I bad
on. The people on shore treated me very kindmeu were swept off and
ly. A great

THE

BY TEIEGRAPH.

a

many

WQO An

street.

Brunswick,

New

was

fielijrioua VolirpN.

Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
NVilmot. Rev. Wm. H. Sbailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1}; Social Meeting at 7 p. m.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Elder S. S. Brewer, of Ashburnham, Mass., will
First

preach Sunday

and Crew.

fonnd by a lady
who returned it promptly and declined any reward.
Everybody will be glad to know that
Mrs.
lias escaped this, to her, very se-

at

Falmouth.

Statements ol Officers, Passengers

B. Chisholm &

C.

THE ATLANTIC.

Arrival of the

Washington street had neither

rious loss.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Room Papers—Hall L. Davis.
Diasoluti nof Copartnership—R. & E. N. Greeley
Removal—D. E. Hall.
Store Key Found.
D ss ilntion of
Copartnership—Rounds & Sous.
Portland, Bangor & Machias Steamboat Co.
Want d—Small House.
Scribner & Jordan—Patent Agents.
Farm in Saco—Geo. R. Davis & Co.
For Biltimore—J. Nickerson.
Daucy’s Announcements—$.
Lost—Pocket Book.
MISCELLANEOUS NQTICES.
Lonng’s Vegetable Specific.
American House—Boston.
Oysters—Timmons & Hawes.
Ne v England Mutual Ins. Co.—J. M. Palmer.

Chapters—Greenleaf It. A. C\, first
Veruon, R. A. C., third Monday.

SURVIVORS OF

Maybury

New Advertisement* T«*Oay.

Friday

land street, and

is at

C. E. Mhler.

At

f

In justice to tlie residents of Washington
street it should be said that the matrimonial
infelicity which culminated in blows, recorded
in our Thursdays issue, took place on Cumber-

and Coloring

will also bo promptly and faitlilnlly attended to.

1AKIE8 C. SHEKIOAN.
Portland March 10 1873.

marl 1dood3wffiwl all

Notice.
from Fictuu ran off the track west of Truro.
Soon afterwards the Intercolonial express train
from St. John, N. B., came along, and there
was a collision.
Cameron, an engineer, and
Blunt, baggage master were killed. No passenh'
rt.
gers were
Among the passengers were
the agents of the White Star Line, who were
coming to Halifax to look after the Atlantic.

M Louis Joseph Buffet was elected President

of the French AssemWy yesOejdo*,
301 votes to 286 for M. AlortoL

pooeiviag
^

sonL^
basinet'jJauS

power of attorney heretofore given;my

Collision on the Intercolonial Kailroad.
Haeifax, April 4.—Last night a coal train

THE
B. Cole,

to manage the Lumber
Fi
and draw money Iron) the
in my name, is hereby * it°d
giyjojr

Drafts,
Bank

pasturing!

Portland, March 28,1873.

Co •' *.
To Owners of Jersey
subscriber offers Manure blooded Jersey Bull
the
of Cow.

rwvHE

T* &
subscriber having lately added to hit posset*
siont the t-plendid
feeding lands ot the Ute John
uaojesco, is prepared to furnish excellent potturin*
tor horses and cattle, on the most rea^onahe term*
Ji. ©. PUtffc cton^tt'VUJaee.

THE

COLE.

_apgdkw

Woodford’* Comer,
Q&U0*
JOS

durfirg

April 3,1873.

P= ,.uoj.

aptdla*

T***TW*« mo** «s**h*»d

» “***

She’s the queerest
I wonder it she wi'
“Take him.

POETRY.
_

The Cradle.
BY

in my life.
t|jm ?»
course sj,e will,” said
nfuUy. ..that i9) it- „i,c can
„i,i

pri

And so the years went on.

r ever saw

lived her

life in her broth
°* petty carea’ and ful1
of
“
CSS ot
dePendeuce. She was by
in
tbe housekeeper, the facto♦MmS<nleiUU?e’
the
tum,
drudge of the family. She did more
than a servant’s
work; she never had a servant s wages.
Had she been a servant indeed, Mrs. John would have regarded her as
most invuluable, and would have spared neither effort nor money to retain her services.
But, since she was “only Eleanor,” her sister-in-law really though! herself very generous
in giving her a home, aud providing for her
support. The veiy clothing, which she so laboriously earned, was given to her as if a favor was conferred upon her.
Money of her
own, she had literally none. The cook in the
kitchen was infinitely her superior, so far as

as

John.
“Accept bun! she 11 jump a the chance.”
said tier husband.
“I’m not so sure of that,” retorted
Mrs.
John.
And Mrs. John waa
The senator
right.
elect did propose to
Eleanor, who quietlv rejected bun as she had so many others. Both
.John aud his wife were wroth
at this.
What do you expect in a man?” cried
Mrs. Collins.
“I expect him to make me love
him, that's
all.”
“And why can’t you love Judge Carter?”
“1 am &ur I can't tell why.”
“Then I can,” retorted her sister-in-law.
“It all comes hom your reading poetry and
novel
You are e? pccting to love as people
oes
do in books.
Let me tell you nobody
that in real life. In the first place, the men,
who are so noble and heroic in books, are not
to be found outside ot them; aud, in the second if they were, I'm not so sure that the
love them as the
women could be iound to
ideal ones do. But whether they could or
would love in this tremendous way isn’t the
question. They don't and that’s all there is
The only romaniic loveto be said about it.
match I ever knew was a runaway one, and
it turned out miserably; before a yeai they
bated each other as heartily as they had loved
each oteer at tirst. You are a sensible girl,
Look aiouud you, among our acquaintances,

low and dim and old,

The ham was
13ro id <.n tlio floor the nuns une slept,
h and tlio u
And through lie v ind
swept.
Swift In and out the .wallow*
Anti breezes from tl*e

*ummerM»^

«*!«*'wherein

Drew through, and
the
Down-dropping from net
toy
A gray oil file flsh

Heaped in

a

,

bay

>

®“°KS
among,
the winds

earner.

Him*

“Swii'l fro,

and swung.

children brought
I Iijere one day Ihe
to play;
pet of all tbo house
three
of
years
old,
boy
baby
tile
dawn
of day.
And sweeter than

tiie

A

They laid him in the dropping loop,
An I softly swung him, till at last
Over his beauty b.ilmy sleou
Its delicate enchantment cast.
And then they ran to call us all;
“Come, see where Utile Bob i«! Cluess'"
And brought ns where the
darling la\,
A heap of rosy loveliness
Curled in ti e net: the dim old place
He bright, ned, like a star he shone
v-r idled in tlr: wa sod as
>nc3
Thy shepherds of Judea had done.
An l

while adoring him we gazed.
With eves that g u he red tender dew,
Wrathful upon ibe gentle scene
His Celtic nurse indignant flew.

“Ia this a fit plice for the child!”
Ami out of liis delicious sleep
She clutched him. muttering, as she went.
Her scorn and wonder, low and deep.
A grave, sweet look was in nis
“For One who in a manger lay
It was not found

toopouraplaco^^^^^^

Woman’s Life.

One
A

6XOBY OF TO-DAY.

a

guuui) a.ray

ui

children.”

a

the

I.

C

at.

_.i

granuiamers,

Ln..

..

...

~

J

~-*-J

such a

“No.

really unkind, Eleanor,”

llift frnp hasiis t’nr hnnnir»ftQ<5 in

matrinoro

Your society is pleasyou and like you.
ant to me, and if you are content with
such affection as I can give you, that which
a sister gives to a brother, I will
marry you.”
“Do you love any one else? or have you
ever felt the sort ot love you allude to for
any
other man?”
“Never,” replied Eleanor.
“Then I am satified. I will teach you to
love me, dear Eleanor,” said her wooer.
Great were the rejoicings in the Collins
family when it was announced that Eleanor
was to marry Judge Carter.
To her sister’s
congratulations she only replied, “I hope I
have done right.”

“Eight—of course you have,” returned
Moliy; but, alas, Eleanor was not sure of

As the days passed on, her feelings underwent a curious change. Before her engagement, she enjoyed Judge Carter’s society;
now she dreaded his coming, and she shrank
from the thought of her approaching marriage almost with horror. She put aside all
her lover’s plans for a speeuy wedding by one
objection alter another. But the Judge, aid
ed by Mrs. Collins, overruled them all.
Eleanor grew pale; she lost her
appetite;
she could noi sleep. She hinted to her sister
her de.-ire to break the engagement, but she
was met with such scornful rebukes for having allowed the betrothal to be made public,
and such infectives against a selfishuess that
would subject Judge Carter to the mortification of having been jilted by her, that she
dared say no more, and Mrs. Collins pressed
forward all the preparations for the marriage
more rapidly than ever.
The wedding day
was fixed, and as the lime sped by, the girl
halt
frantic.
At
last
she
could bear it no
grew

longer.

“judge

Carter,” she said on one of his visits to her, “X think I have done a
great
wrong. I ought never to have promised to
man-y you, but I will not do you the greater
wrong of keeping that promise: for I do not
love you, and alas, X love you less and
less,
instead of more and more. My very friendship for you seems changing into aversion,
You are too good a man to be treated in so
dishonorable a way as to have a woman marry you who does not love you.
I, a' least,
will not be that base woman.
Can you forme
for
the
mortification
of
this
give
rapture
at the eleventh hour?
Do not despise me for
my conduct toward you.
Indeed, I have
meant to do right.”
“I believe you, Eleanor, and so far from
despising you, I honor you for your frankness, if ind;ed it is impossible for you to love

ever^d’yet,”
in'the

El—has

sister-in-law,

a

notion's^”
“No, Molly; I only speak

high-flown, story-book

a

natures are
is
lor me to

pies

r0II’antlc>

for nivself

TVr.

different, andwh*
do, perhaps wrong for aiothe^
Don’t to aiw-with me. -.Indeed, X
“e*n „:
reflection

|

sou.”

Thol'sasdh.
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HUNT’S REMEDY
Is Sold

a>

Druggists.

by all

PORTLAND

HUNT’S REMEDY
Curb

Only Known

Dropsy.

for

HUNT’S REMEDY
Curb

Clyde’s

Suppressed Urinp.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Used

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

and

HUNT’S REMEDY
Cure Dropsy

Will

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
Portland and all other points In Maine, with
Philadelphia andbe'ond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached iy the Penn.
Central and tne Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
me pnuuipui uiijtjs in me aoum and soutxiwest.
No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A.
PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE

Scrotum.

of

mm

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will Keep

Climate.

in any

HUNT’S REMEDY
Prepared

William E. Clarke.

by

»Jr., Portland.

HUNTS REMEDY

WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

janll ly

Will Cyre Female Complaints.

HUNT’S REMEDY

Ask

Take

I

for

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Other.

so

Eastport, Calais

and
Windsor and

HUNTS REMEDY

SPRING

Ccres Inflamed Kidneys.

HUNTS REMEDY
Never Fails

in

Pais

that

Your

in

Loins.

^HB^^M^^v'Pike,

HUNT'S REMEDY
Will Save

days.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinstou, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.

same

Voir Lift:.

Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windson, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,Shediac, Am- !
I
herst.
££r“Freiplit received on days of sailiug until 4
o’clock P. M.
mar!8islwtc
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

mar22t4w

65,229 24
5,676 74— 5,031,807 31

It contains over 250 fine Scripture Illustrations and
1105 pages. Agents are selling from 15 to 20 copies per
day, and we send a canvassing book tree to any book
agent. Address, stating ex erience, etc., NATIONAL
PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
mar22t4w

AS

HAIL

THINGS WORTH KNOWING.—
A 64 page book, full of good things, valuable
secrets, and important information, mailed for two
stamps. Address
ap2f4w LEE Sc CO., 524 Sixth Av., New York.

SOME

n rnr'Send ,orourUnrated Catalogue
KII11 11 Us vuew books on building.

mill

A.

ap2f4w

of

J. BICKNELL & CO.,
27 Warren-si New York.

SAMPLES sent by mail for 50c. that retail
A quick for S10. R. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham-square, N. Y.
apr2d4wf
ad-

of heStat of New York

Stocks of other StatesCash on hand, in Bank
and other Depositories
on interest
(including

1,031,576

59

mar22

Everybody

0<AGENTS WANTED

Deferred Semi-Annual and Onarterlv
Premiums for the year.
Safes, Fixtures, Furniture, etc.

upon you, or upon any other

tier

Maps,
C Pictures,
ing Silk and Linen

f^'g

aud Charts. Also, for our SewThread. $100 to $200 cleared
month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
to D. L. GUERNSEY, Concord, N. H. mar22|4w

(or

726,410
107,858

Total Assets Jan. 1,1873.$19,695,053 20

WORKING

mHE
■

a

....

..

Making
Railway,

close connections wnh the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New
Glasgow and
and
Pictou.
steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape B-eion

jy RETURNING leaves Halifax on THURSDAYS, at 9 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
mariiSdtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
P. S. Until further notice the favorite steamship
CARLO] TA, will leave Pori land
every Saturday,

at 5.30 P.

ASSETS ARE THUS APPROPRIATED.

Total Liabilities, including reserve for
rcinsnrance of existing Policies.$17,074,963 03
Capital Stock.
100.000 00
Total Surplus, including Surplus on
Tontine Policies. 2,520,090 17

$19,695,053

all kinds of work, heavy

light, and

or

popular.

the most

The cash value of such reversion may be used on settlement of premium, when the same becomes due.

OF

THE

SOCIETY,

will leave Railroad Whajf, every
Thursday evening,
at 10 o’clock commencing Thursday March 20th for
Rockland, OaBtino, Deer Isle,
So. West
•arbor (Mt. Desert,)
Jonosport and
Macbiasport, as the ice will permit.
Returning wi 1 leave Machlasport every Monday

d*T

KA —THE

CONSUMPTIVE

A

a

of

the

Muscles.

Address

CRADDOCK & CO.,
1,032 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
giving
eod3w&wlt

[Incorporated

in

CO.,

the

name

of this paper.

This practical and easily managed machine has now
stood the test of time and thorough experimont; and
the thousands who iave fortunately used ours, frankly give if the preference, as tbe very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now with

J. H.Chadwick & Co., Ag’ts,
Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,
BOSTON,

Dry

and

^

M

j
M

^

BOSTON

White

Q

00

Lead!

u

—

COMPTON’S 8URPBISE. 8*6
A litile Liter
Bushel* t • the Acre.
than Early Rose. Equal in Quality.
83 per pound, by mail, postpaid.

^
W

8500 will be awarded as PREMIUMS
to those who produce the Largest Quanti*y
from one pound. Descriptive Circulars of
the above, with list of 300 varieties of Potat ©s» free to all.
Illustrated Seed Catalogue, 200
pages with Colored Chromo. 2 * cents.
A New Tomato, the “A BLINGTON”
Early, roIM and productive. Pri«e 25 cts.
per packet. Five packet# for $1.

M

O

^
w

**
^

Ground in Oil,

DRY AND GROUND ZINC,
LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE *D, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c„ &c.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and g-ound in oil,
be utrictly pore. and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, It i- not surpassed by any Lead in tlio market, either foreign or
American.
E3f“In oroe to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our t ado-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This Is on every package of our Dare Lend. Hone genuine witnout It.

B. K, BLISS & SONS,

Phillips

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.
6mTT&S

febl6

NEW YORK.
t4w

23 PARK PLACE,
mar24

never”

we warrant to

W. F.

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.
Ten Days Earlier Ilian Early Rose. Enormon*ly productive and of EXCEL
LENT FLAVOR. 8■ per pound; 4
pounds by mail, postpaid, for $3 50.

W

QC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure

TWO NEW POTATOES!

Neglect

lay the

a

Couqh.

is more certain to
consequonces.

Nothing

foundation I nr future evil

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

TABLETS.

are a sure cure for all diseases of the
Respiratorv Organs, Sore Throat., Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Astbma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of ihe Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the
Longs.
In all cases of sudden cold, however takeu these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely
they
equalize the circulation of the blood mitigate tbe seventy of the attack, and will, in a very shorttime restore healthy action to the affected organs.

useci.

Well*’ Carbolic Tablet* are pot up only Ih
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. If they can’t be
found at your druggists stead at oace to thc Agent
i a New York, who will forward than by return

Don’t ho deceived by Imitation*.
Sold by all d ruggists. Price 28 cent saber.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St. New York,
Sole Agent fur United States.
Send for circular.
For Sale in Portland by HALLL. DAVIS, LOR
IGN, SHORT & HARMON. R. K. H UNT & CO.
90dly
aug29

For Sale.
CSECOND-hand Jig erB and Dump Carts. Apply
^
BEN J. SHAW, Ag’t for J. B. Brown,
«nar28-2w*
No. 217 Commercial St.

4wt

ntar25

WARD BEECHSRT Paper

wi lt the larges circulation in the world, grows
HENRY
because it is the best paper, gives subwonderfu

ly

scribers the most beautifw premiums, and Otiers Canvassers the mos* UIBEItAL TERMS. Send for Circular. J. B. FORD & CO., New York, Boston, Chiap2t4w
cago, or San Francisco.

At

Warren for Jetterson and Whiten eld, Mondays.

Wednesdays and Fridays.

Wa.doboro* for North Waldoboro,> Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquld, daily.
Freight Trains dally and freight taken at low rates.
Jv29dtfC. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.
At

u.lmeu

CITY

and

ROIfTREAti,

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

ATLANTIC WHARF,
DAILY,
-A.'T' 7

Portland,

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

ALTERATION
WINTER

Steamships

of this Line sail from
Central Wharf, boston,
p. m. for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Needed in

Family

done upon It with greater rapidity and ease of execution to beginners than
can be accomplished on any other.
It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all—as a Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.
can

be

Those who want the best, should obtain

WHEELER & WILSON’S
SILENT FEED

Family Sewing Machine,
AND

TAKE NO OTHER.

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
All kinds ot Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk, Thread
Needles. &c.
Machine Stitching in all its branches done in the
best manner.

J.

w

Steamships:—

William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"Blackstone," Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
William Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
"McClellan,"Capt. F. M* Howos.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. Jt Tenn.
Air Line to all
(joints in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and
Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and all
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
"

Fine

Montieal,
stations.

Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Qnebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M.

Passenger and Freight
282 CONGRESS
AXD

Offices,

ST.,

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates J
To Canada, Detrot*. Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, Ml. l,ouia, Omaha,
Maginaw, Mt Panl, Salt Lake City,

Denver, San Franciaoo,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well
equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of an> route from Portland to the West.
83F“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
THE

condition,

tialns.
B ggage

checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, March 5, 1873.tf

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

MARCH 17, 1873.
For Boston t6.10, t9.40 A. M., t3.10 P. M.

Returning, 18.30 A. M., tl2.30 aud t3.00 P. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay t6.10 A. M. and t3.10

M.
For Manchester and Concord via C. & P. R. R.
Junction t6.10 A, M., (3.10 P. M.
For Miltou and Union 19.40 A. M. and 13.10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco. Biddcfoid asd Kennebnnk at t-i.00 P. M. Returning, leave Kcnnebnnk
at t7.30 A. M.

P.

E.

SAMPSON, Agent.

L.

HAYDEN, Union Ticket
Office.
for
Gen’l
Maine,

St., Portland, Me.

163 Middle

d3m

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
of the City
notice to all
THEgive that
persons
will
Assessors

of Portland hereby

liable to taxation in
session every secular
from
the
first
to
he
fifteenth
day
day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, arid from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all suah persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists ot
all their polls and e>tates, real and personal, held by
them ats guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1873, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed ban Is
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such mange; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and

city,

they

be in

paid

over.

any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to ihe County Commissioners tor any abatement of his tax -s. unless h shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby apAnd

pointed.

Barin no case
bonds be allowed

v ill
as a

possession of Government
plea tn mitigation ol a doom.

j

Portland, March 28,1873.

d3w

Notice*
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from

and his iuterest and
trom this date.

responsibility

our

ceases

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond Vt.
e7tt
Island Poud. Sept. 5,1872.

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
In exchange for
Locomotive Boilers, Horizontal Engines,

Pumps
Address,

Feed

RATES

GIVEN.

We have made arrangements and can now ticket
passengers to
111 Points West, North-West, South and
Mouth-West, Man Francisco. Kansas
City, Mt. Paul, New Orleans,
and all

points in Florida, via all the first-class
Rail-Roads—Penn. Central, Lake Shore and Michigan
uthern, Baltimore and Ohio, Erie, Great Western
and Michigan Central.

S

36 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Cars on all Through Trains.

tFast Express.
Note.—The t6.10 A. M. train connects at C. & P.
R. R. Junction for Manchester and Concord, and arrives in Boston in time to conntct with the Shore
Line at 11.10 for New York. The $3.10 P. M. train
connects with the 9 P. M. train for New York via
Shore or Springfield line.
Pass ngers ticketed through by either route.
Trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes tor refreshments
at first class Dining Rooms.
Freight trains between Portland and Boston dalld.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.
Freight station until 4 P. M.
PAYSON TUCKER. Agent, Portland
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
Boston, March 13, 1873.
rochl4dtf

CENTRAL

MAINE

RAILROAD.

Winter Arrangement, Commencing Dec.
9,18».

mrl3-tf

ROLLINS Sc ADAMS. Agents,
No. 1 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

and Other

Machinery.

ANDREWS,
febldtf178 Pearl St.. New York.
G. II.

A Fine Business Opening
"ENOR » young or mi Idle aged man of onexceptionaA ble character Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollar, capital. Investigation Is invited

Address Box 2016 Portland Me.

navtitf

NEW

LAUNDRY!

undersigned having assumed charge of a new
and spacious Laundry' would
respectfully announce that he is prepared to do
washing for Steam
ers, Hotels, Families, Ac., with special Hem w
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts.
ShlrU
™
and
ion of fine

THE

THE

selves from im{K>aition examine the bottle and see
that tbe words “*•, W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta
Me., are blown in tbe glass of the bottle.
Having examined tbe formula from which Adamson’s Botanic Congb Balsam Is prepared, we recom-

mend it

as a

reliable medicine for the cureol

safe and

coughs, colds, whooping cough, asthma, lung diseases
GEO. W. MARTIN. M. D.f

&c.

Augusta, Me.
S. H. STEARNS, M. D.
Price 35 and 75 cents. Large bottles the cheapest
$5000 Reward for a Belter Article!
$1000 for a case it will not Care!
FRANK W. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
No. 142 Water St., Augusta, Maine.
For sale by all Druggists.
nov21eodtf

Iron in wo Blood

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.
The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of{
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s Otvn Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “athousand ills,”simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar,

rlioea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills
anti Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys anti
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not fallowed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; ami
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU*
VI AN SYRUP blown in the glass,
Pamphlets Free.
SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors,
1 Hilton Place, Hoslon.

IVo.

Ail

DULU

UL.'lLUAi.LV.

nol5

dond&w

Choirs, Musical Classes, C onven
tions, Academies.

ATTENTION!
to

the followiug Cboiee List ot

NEW CANTATAS! ORATORIOS ! ANTHEMS
New and attractive Cantatas.
FORTY-SIXTH PSALM.Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA.Eugene Thayer. 1.23
GOUNOD’S CHORAL MUSIC..
30
Well worthy ot careful study.
MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST.Hewitt. SO
An amusing and very melodious musical
extravaganza

NE1V ORATORIOS.

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:46 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at

3:12p.

m.

From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:35 p. m.
From St. John. Bangor. *c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov 30. 1872.
dec3tf

1.73
1.00

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST... .Emerson & Morey. 1.60
BUCK’S NEW MoTETTE C ELECTION.2A0
BAUMBACH’S SACRED QUARTETTES,[Now]2.SC
IN PREIM —NEARLY READY.
STRAUSS’S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00

EASTERS AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Tho hove books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER D1TSON * CO., Boston
O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

WINTER

■tanl8__

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday,

Dec. 2d,

_S&W&wlvrwI
BAXTERS

18T9.

Passenger trains

PORTABLE

leave Portland dais', for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.30 A. W. t7.00 A.
M., 9.55 A. M., 13.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.

days

STEAIV

ENGINE!

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M„18.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., 13.15P. M.,*8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. »1, iIO.
35 A.

M.,t3.li0

P.

M., t5.40 P.M.,

*10.05 P. M.

The Safest and Best in the
world. No extra insurance
to pay. Send for Circular.

Leave Blddeford for Portland at 8.00A. M., return-

ing

at 4.35 P. M.

•Pullman sleeping

train

runs

morning.

car

This
express train. N. B.
not run Mon*lay

Sunday Morning, does

t Accommodation

train.

iFast Express.
t^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Dei»t of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. 15. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections
to New

BOSTON.

J»20___3m
ELIAS HOWE

York by one or other of the
Passengers ticketed through by

routes from Boston.
either route.
F. CHASE,
8upt. Portland Division.

no30tf
INVALIDS

AND

GOIXG

Sewing Machines
ANDBUTTEKICIv'S

OTHERS

SOUTH,

Faltenis of (iarmenis

may procure

Through

Hours.

Tickets to New York via Sound Lines (State Rooms
secured at this office). Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich. All Rail Routes—Shore Line (via Providence), and Boston and Albany. Tickets to Boston
via Eastern, Boston and Maine, Portland and Rochest r, and Boston Boats.
Merchants going to Boston and New York, will
save the time usually experienced at th#» depots by
purebsising their tickets at tbis office. Call and examine our time tatdes, maps, etc., and be convinced
that we represent all the best roads running West.

high reputation gained by Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam for the cure of Coughs, Cold*
Asthma, and Consumption, has given rise to spurious
compounds which are noddled out through the country called the same. The gen ine Adam sun’s Botanic
Cough Balsam is prepared only by F. W. Kinsman*
the inventor and sole proprietor, To protect your-

ST. PETER..J. K. Paine.
PRODIGAL SON. Arthur Sullivan.
Flue eflective compositions.

5^* Passengers who wish to travel without detention, and with ease and comfort, will find the above
routes very desirable.
Continuous 7 rains, No Changes, Courteous Employees, Unusual Facilities for Meals at Seasonable

the

S. B. BECKETT,)
WM. C. HOW,
Aasessors.
WM. O. FOX,
)
will
bo
schedules
tumised
at the room
j^-Blank
ot the Assessors.

CHAS.
firm,

LOWEST

NOTICE.
“BEWARE OF
COUNTERFEITS
AND IMITATIONS

t A

Passenger aocomraocatlons.

Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk 815.00
hne 48 hours; to Baltimore 815, time 05 hours.
For further information apply to
june2tf33 Central Wharf. Boston.

Agent

said

of

$1,000 REWARD

SPECIAL

wU1 riin as follows:
Passenger train for South Paris at
4.30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
end

REWARD J

ARRANGEMENT.

O’CLOCK 3?. M.

Semi-Weekly, 2.30

$5,000

<na.T»fi._^=ggw_Qp and after Monday, Nov. 4th

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
(lays at 5 P. M. Fare #1.50. Freight taken
low rates.
W. Id. BILLINGS. Agent

ANY KIND OF SEWING

At all the Drug Store*.

OF TRAINS.

J. B. COITIjK JR.. General Agent.mch30tf

present “‘Lock-Stich” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S is reliable. economical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and

SAMPLES FREE TO ALE.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA*

our

mch24d4wt

$500 IN PREMIUMS
r.

1829.]

uuovo

-.air—a.the SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

mch31

BOSTON LEAD

uic

FOR BOSTON.

a

cure
Indies, a
Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, and General Debility, when his only child,
a daughter was
to die.
His child was curup
given
ed, and i<* now alive and well. Desirous of bt netitting humanity, he will send the recipe, containing
full directions for making this remedy, free, on receipt of two stampR to pay expenees. There is not a
single symptom of Consumption that it does not at
once take hold of and dissipate.
Night Sweat, Peevishness. Irritation ofthe Nerves, Failure of Memory,
Difficult Expectoration, Sharp Pains, in the Lungs,
Sore Throat,
Chilly sensations, Nausea at the
Stomach, Inaction of the Bowels, and Wanting

AGENT,

AUGUSTA, mu.

CURED.

JAMES, retired Physician, (and by
DR.nature
ehemist,; discovered, while in the East
certain
for

away

mch27

at

_marStf

NURSERY. A Monthly

ple
JOHN L. SHORE*, 30 Brt>mfl«M Ml.,
mar24t4w
Boston.

JOSHUA NYE,
GENERAL

viuva, luuLimig

Having commotiious Cahin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

tpX*tfl/*Mngaziue for Yaongest Reader*.
Send stamp for a samSuperbly Illustrate
number. ArO W is the time to subscribe.

_

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machine, Mount Desert Vinai Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A.
m., and 1.00
^
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
dally. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tuomaston tor St. George daily.

aud

Passenger trains leave Portland from the temporstation. Walker House, Commercial street.

STEAMERS

Breach-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Rifles.
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c., bou ht
or traded for. Goods sent by express C. O. D. to be
examined before paid for.
mar?4t4w

J::::s:s:'citffit£a8tle« Damariscotta, Waldoboro,
tW ~tB^Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

ary

LEWISTON

FOREST

H.

PORTLAND, ME.

at 4 P. M.

The favorite Steamer

Write for La: ge Illu strated Price List. Address

ROBERTS & CLARK

Office, 65 Exchange Street,

Tuesday

,.

A MAN OF A THOUSAND.

MANAGERS FOR MAINE,

every

lan Hugs.
For further particulars inquire ot Ross & Sturdivand, 179 Commerdlal Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
General Agent.
Portland March 8th 1873

mar22-4wt

•.

120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Halifax,

Sed'gewiek,
Millbridge,

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

20

Burplus of $2,520,090.17 the Society
reversionary dividend available on
settlement of next annual premium to participating
poll ies proportioned to tlielr contribution to surplus.

OFFICES

and

CAPT. CHAS. DEERING,
For

(fc A From 35 ct*.—Eight samples mailed free for
* 25 cts. that
sell at sight for four dollars, to any
person in Portland who will act as agent.
mar22Mw RANDALL
CO., 76. ftroad’y, N. Y.

a

Direc t rail route to Wiscasset. New

nimacttM-u

of the New ExDesert and Machias. Opening
tension !

Mt.

From the above

declared

M.,

SEWING MACHINE

ployment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ol goods to
start with sent free by mail. Addiess with 6 cent
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..

York._

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Spring Arangeinent.

male
or
CLASS,
1
IJ__

1-

TO

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

FAMILY

Cper

New

has

on

at 5.30 P. M.,
arrival of train leaving Boston at noon.)

“t- « w

00
20

Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagl«

FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON TO

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

FREEJSMM
agent.
light

who will act as our
Business
and
honorable $300.00 made in 5 days. Saleable as Hour.
buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have it.
No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug. KENNEDY & CO.,
raar22t4w
Pittsburg, Pa.
man

Actual Cash Investments.$18,405,953 16
Interest and Rents due and accrued_
135,820 70
Premiums in hands of Agents and in
course of collection, supplies
and
other property.
319,311 05

THE

ap2flw

Every Tuesday,

t4w

A WATCH

ed). 1,354,189 81
Temporary Loans secured
by Collaterals. 687,661 00

I

Liberty St., N. Y.

51

62,263 84

cash in transmission due
prior to Jan. 1, 1873, anil
since received at New
Yoik Office and invest-

!

Agents

“unquestionably

rsewimr Machine
IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
Agent* Wanted. Send for circular. Address:
“DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., N. Y.

free.

station, at

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

On and after April 1st the new
side
wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W. A. Colby, will
pleave Railroad wharf, Portland,
FOB HALIFAX DIBECT.

8wt

apr2

I1TI

Bonds and Mortgages-$12,226,572 50
Real Estate unencumber-

under foreclosure. 2,334,359 05
Stocks created by the
Laws of the United
States.
709,330 37
Stocks created by the Laws

TO

With connection* to Prince Edward Is*
land and Cape Breton.

Magazine
Pliny F, Smith,

ed, includiug purchases

LINE

DIRECT!

DU LULNO

“dw^

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Pargonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfield.

Halifax Nova Scotia,

JIEOIATKIilT.—50,000
dre>s«
to widch specimen copies of Smith’s
WANTED
will be sent
wanted. Write.

FOLLOWS:

At Buxton

—

our

HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila.

Discovery!

Great

Conway

Limington, daily.

_

On and after Monday March
24th the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steamier New Brunswick,
Capt. S. H.
will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at C P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastrfbrt on the

Delay.

Don't

lor

1>°rtla“d

the 12 o’clock train
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.JO and 8.30, A. M>, via Boston & Maine, and at
8 30 A. a«l. via Eastern Railroads.
I^eave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

John, Dixby.
Halifax.

ARRANGEMENT.

•

HUNT’S REMEDY
Take It.

Conway Railroad

p0^a,a?««v&iffln.S3
making direct

St.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Dropsy.

HUNT’S REMEDY
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“You must be
patient with me, Molly,” said
Eleanor; “I’ll do what I can not to be a burden upon you. Ask me
anything buttocommit a sill, like

lived with
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mailed free.

Ex-
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respect and friendship, had their influence on
the girl. She was too honorable a woman,
however, to pretend an emotion which she
did not feel.
“I do not love you as I have always
thought a woman should love her husband,”
she said to her suitor; “but I do respect

know her
retorted Mrs.

Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., anti leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dlrigo anti Franconia are fitted np with line
accommodations for {tassen^ers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York anti Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to sent! their
freight to the Steamers as
©any as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or
Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J-.F. AMES, Pier 38, E.R., New York.
ilt
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Will Restore
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Net Assets (exclusive of Future Premiums).$1 ,405,958 18

said

Eleanor’s baud, urged thereto by his own
real affection for her, and emboldened to
make this second essay by a few hints from
Mrs. Collins.
In the meantime Eleanor’s
sensitiveness as to her dependent position,
and her si ter-in-law’s constant iteration that

,0

Tais

moIhoodT^h’

eauj«s

over

of

that

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
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for
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ter on **nereal infection, and tbe means of
most
work
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comprehensive
ing the
yet polished, comprising 150 pages. Mailed
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any address for 25 cents. A.ldress,
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THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 |>ercent.
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and
will garantee tbe collection of all loans made through
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, ind mil particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 1G7 Des Moi-

CANVASSING BOOKS SENT FREE for
DR. WJI. SMITH'S ILLUSTRATED

press age, etc.).
Profit and Loss.

“But he won t.”
Mrs. Collins said no more, yet, a few weeks
la’er. Judge Carter did renew his proposal for

to

tVTven
ti

change. Postage,

again.”
“But, if he did?”

band,
quiet
“Somehow these old "iris ,i,, own^
r.uom”ns do 1,'
well.”
remarkably
“I shouldn’t think of eallmir
girl,” said her brother. CaU,nS Eleanor an old

dare?

Office Expenses.
Taxes and Legal Charges..
Medical Examiners’ Fees..
Sundry Expenses (Ex-

ask me

'Vhy_'

idea of it. Ihavn t
for (ear she d turn the cold shoulder

Printing, Stationery and
Agency Expenses.
Advertising, Salaries aud

Molly. “When did John or I ever give you
the least hint of your being a burden to us ?
No, indi ed, you’re a help. I shouldu’t know
how to do without you, and you are like a
second mother to the children. It is only fcr
your own sake I urge you to marry Judge
Carter”
“But I have refuse! him. I can’t go now
and request him to marry me, and he won't

tacle.
“Eleanor is so queer!” was Mrs. John Collins s oft repeated comment, but even she
now gave up all hopes of matrimony for her

25 if „h.

96
09
43
15
84
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For Cornish, Kezar Fall*, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connect* with
afternoon train* for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R’s., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrive* in
Portland in season 10 connect with Steamers for Bos-
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“That is

Eleanor.1 'li<1 mean marry him,” said poor
Colins?* "lly didn't you?” asked Mrs. John

gill,

$23,437,760

Cash Dividends and Surrender Values. 1,963,608 18
Annuties Paid,.
4,010 41

thing!”

me.”
“It is,” she murmured.
“Then there is no more to be said.
We
withdraw our engagement by mutual consent
and we will be once more, as ve used te be,
the best of friends.”
“You are a noble mau ! why cannot I love
you! ’cried Eleanor. “You deserve a woman’s whole heart, and you will b&ve it yet, I
And so Collinsville lost the exciteam sure,”
ment of theseuator-elect’s great weddmg, but
excitement of the brogained in its stead the of
speculations as to its
ken engagement and
Great was the surprise of all at the
cause.
warn) friendship which continued between the
severed lovers; and when, a year or two after,
was actJudge Carter did marry, and Eleanor
ually a bridesmaid at the wedding, where she
had been expected to take the role ot bride,
Collinsville was fairly struck dumb at the spec-

her'lua1
d?,?tarUeahz<eUhe??e
she

86

PolicyHolders.$3,646,289
Dividend on Capital.
7,852

Inflammation

THE IMPROVED ($12) BECKWITH SEWING
MACUINK. WITH NEW Braiding L’OOT, and
many
other important improvements, all complete, with
Hemmer, Guide, Four Needles, &e., warranted two
care it will do your family sewing for a
life-time.
Nearly ten thousand of these machines
have been sold the past season, which without the
above improvements, are giving universalsatisfacti >n.
We will show letters to any who may all, from disinterested purchasers, in which they state that they
would not exchange ours for the best high-priced
machine in the market. It mikes the popular Elastic Loop Stich, and closes its seam secuiely, which
renders it the strongest and best: yet when desired
it can he unlo ke 1 at pleasuie. Fasined to any table
Easily worked by hand. This is the machine which
Messrs Orange Judd & Co„ of the American Agriculturist, &c use so many thousands for premiums.
Full directions go with every machine. If afrer havthe machine 30 days, it does not give perfect satisfaction, we will refund the §12, on return of machine,
less the Express charges, and take the risk of its being injured. All orders promptly filled on receipt of
Post Office order f >r §12, or if §3*are sent with your
order to us, the balance can be paid to the Express
Co., when you rece ve the machine. Terms to agents
liberal, but cash invariably for all machines when
received. If any doubt our honor or responsibility,
we will cheerfully _ive the best city reference.
Bring
or send sample of any goods with which to test the
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,
machine
26 West Broadway, N. Y. (After May 1st, 862 Broa’y.
mar22
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THE LAW of MUNICIPAL BONDS

70

993,183 16—8.420,044

Claims by death and additions thereto.$1,653,988 47
Matured Endowments and

steady it.

Each in turn she had tried to like—she was
really anxious to love some one of them.
She read and understood the pleased smile of
hope that brightened her sister-in-law’s faces
at e ch tresh appearance of a suitor, and their
blank and disappointed air at the disappearof the rejected lover. It stung her pride that
they should be so ready to get rid ot her, and
more than once she had resolved toacc ptone
ot her
wooer*, but at the very moment of his
declaration 01 love to her, she had found berselt
positively unable to do so. Once or twice
reProa<thed her with having encour-

Carter fell

receipts :
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HUNT’S REMEDY
Disease.
Cures Kidney

York.

New

a. m.
°ne half

CURE3

7 to 12 PER CENT.

Net Cash Assets January lt 1872.$15,017,715 63

ippose I shouldn’t have moral
courage enough to do it,” said Eleanor, warily. “There is only one thing for me to do,
and that is—to marry. Perhaps I ought to.
You and John are very kind, but of course, I
can’t be a burden upon you forever,” here
her voice trembled, in spite of all efforts to

as merely a temporary one.
They naturally
expected her to marry and have a home of her
suitors
At intervals, eligible
liai preown.
sented themselves, but bad been refused.

when

JANUARY 1, 1873.

I do a grod deal of the last gratis,
and my hats are the prettiest in

I

KELLOciCi, No. 17 Cedar-st.,
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HUNTS REMEDY
DROPSY.

of manufacturers who have become dis justed with the
odors of Paraffine Oils and their ill ett'ects upon ma-

Manufactured only by

Wliarfage.
delphia, at

CO.,

chinery is Invited to
E. H. Kellogg’s Sperm Engine Oil @81.20 ^
E. H.Kellogg’8 Npcrm Spindle OtJ.a§ 1.15
E. H. Kellogg’s Tallow Engine 0iL@8l,1O
E. H. Kellogg’s Tallow Spindle Oil.@1.05

Wetl’s’y & Sat’d’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street
Wharf, Phila-

ATTENTION

nes, Iowa.

church. I look round, Sundays wicked as
it is, and I see how stylish mine are. I fairly
long to get hold of the ugly o :es and remodel
them. Why shouldn’t I open a shop, and
make and trim hats and bonnets for money?”
“Eleanor Collins, you are joking! The idea
of Judge Collins’s daughter and John’s sister,
turning milliner I You could really never do

but to ask it of her brothers was
simply
intolerable. They were both
struggling to achieve independence, but as yet neither of
them was rich, and each bad quite as much
as be could well do to support his own
family,
without an additional butden. Not one word
was spoken.
She was treated with the greatest kindness by both lier brothers and their
wives, and she did her part toward lesseuiug
the burden of her pecuniary support by her
diligent and skillful needle. She sewed for
the children, she made dresses lor her sisters,
which fitted exquisitely; she made hats as
dainty and tasteful as ever entered the fancy,
or left, the hands of a French milliner; she
tended babies, whom she idolized; she took
her part in the lig c household duties, in
which the ladies of every New England family do not scorn to busy themselves, and yet
she felt, rather than knew, that her stay in
her brothers’ homes was considered by tbeui

John, severely.
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for it is immense. Ageuts making early
application
will secure choice territory. Send for circular, and
sec our terms and a full description of the work.
Address, CONTINENTAL BUBLISHIN CO., 4

ANNUAL REPORT OP THE

Interest and Kents.

PHILADELPHIA

County, Town, City, and School District Bonds of
Lwa, Illinois, and Kansas for sale below par. Coupon bonds registered with State Auditor. Interest
collected and paid by State 'J'reasu ers. They are
more secure thau State Bond-, for States may repudiate, while Municipalities cannot. Write for circulars and information. Any marketable securities
taken in exchange.
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Railroads.
PORTLAND &

BOSTON

We will pav all Agents $40 tier week mi cash, who
will engage witn us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
mlil2t4w A. COULTER & CO.. Charlotte. Mich.
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STEAMERS.

CHANCE

the great Credit Mobilier Scandal, Senatorial
Briberies, Congressmen, Bings, Lobby, ami the wot
derful,Sights of ihe National Caoital. Tbe demand

INSURANCE.

“Don’t be alarmed, Molly I have no idea of
attempting this, but, seriously, I do think I
might earn a good living by dress-making aud

millinery.
you know,

RARE

A

about

ejaculation.

ural,

*‘A woman of
your a-»e
mind better than that>,

tell?—Laura Curtis

AGENTSl

uuun

Eleanor was silent.
“Do you ever mean to marry ? What do
you mean to do?” persisted Mrs. John.
“What I d like to do, I’ll tell you. Molly,
though I know you'll stare. I’d like to earu
my own living.'’
“Aud how could you do it?”
“I sometimes think I could by lecturing.
You know they tell ths stery of Hairiet Hosmer, that the first time she ever saw a sculptor modeling she said she lelt in her fingers
that she too could do it. So, when I sit in
church, and hear dear Parson Moody prose
and prose, I feel in my tongue that I could do
it—only better.”
“Good heavens!” was Mrs. John’s startled

household.
Toask herfatherforthe money she had needed for her expenses had seemed
easy and nat-

own

can

teuths of the women do love their children

home in their lamilies, but, although she
liked her sister-in-law very well, she who had
been used to the independence ot an only
daughter in her father’s bouse, could not,
without an internal struggle, t ke the new
place of a supernumerary in her sister's

hoi7could0tnith^t,m"mint°^

Is, indeed? Who

T>,. n_A_

best, aud they would tell you so, if they
should tell the truth about it. I never spoke
so candidly to any one before, but you have a
xomautic, impracticable notion of love and
marriage. I tell you the truth, because I am
foud of you, aud can’t bear to see you throw
away such a chance lor happiness as so good
a man as Judge Carter offers you, aud all for
a mistaken idea.”

a

geutle.nan only

laughingly.

a

miscellanenous.

MISCELLANEOUS.

-*

husband the second.”
“As to tne ideal state, I have nothing to
say. I only speak of the real one, aud uine-

children, Eleanor’s portion was a mere pittance. The change was bitter to her.
Her
brothers, who were both married, offered her

of some

these occupations, you know, though I’m sure
I could have been successful in either. Society has been hal’d on me, but I'm glad I didn’t
revenge myself on the conventionalities that
fettered me, by doing the injustice to any man
of marrying him when I didn't love him.
Dear children, it's an awful thing to do, both
for yourselves and the man you marry; and it
will be a good thing for all concerned, when
you girls are brought up like your brothers, to
ea ii your own living, and to marry—not for
a home—but for love.
That good cime is coming, my darlings, though I may not live to see
it.”
“Is it, Aunt Eleanor?” asked her nieces,

an! children of her own.
“But. Mary, I cauno. think that is the true
ideal of marriage, in which the children have

among their forefathers and near relatives
doctors of divinity, professors in Yale college,
attorney-generals, one senator, and one governor, the old judge was eve:y whit as good a
man, in his own and his townsmen s esteem,
as the best of the race, and of his three sous,
the eldest was a lawyer and a rising politician, who bade fair to be a senator himself in
time; the second was a doctor in good practice. and the third had receutly graduated at
We-t Point, and was stationed on the western
frontier.
It was a tradition that the gtrls of the family had always done their part by judicious
marriages to build up the for unes of the Collinses, and there was no reason why Eleanor,
the judge's youngest child, should not raairy
as well as the daughters of her house were
wont to do.
She was a slender New England
girl, whose forehead was too high, whose
nose was too large, and whose mouth was
too wide f .r the striet canons of beauty; but
she bad a trail-parent and blooming complexion, large, soft, gray eyes, such a wealth of
bright, auburn hair; and, above all, so v.vacious and changing an expression, which illumined and transformed her face when she
spoke, that if her claim to real beamy might
be justly disputed, that she was most ait active a d charming was indisputable. She was
intelligent and tolerably well educated; she
eoud read a little Virgil; she had been
through algebra, though she never exactly
knew how she did it, she bad parsed Milton’s
Paradise Lost: she had studied chemistry and
natural philosophy, and “knew enough ab jut
them for all practical purposes,” her father
was wont to say, and did not dispute the
statement, since she could not, by the widest
stretch of imagination, conceive of an emergency in her every day lire, where she should
be forced to apply these sciences to actual
use.
She played the piano tolerably well,
and sang the old songs her father loved, to
please him, and a few of the new to please
herself, in a sweet though unstrained voice.
She was skilled in all matters pertaining to
household. She could bake cake, sweep,
dust, iron, and, as to sewing, with her that
was a fine ail.
Needle work was her delight,
and her deft fingers went equally at home in
the shaping of the commonest ot garments,
or the daintiest arrangements of fine laces and
ribbons. She was a cheery, sunuy-temper d
girl, the idol of the household, and a favorite
with all who knew her. Everybody predicted
a great inalcli for iter, and, in fact, wooers
were not lacking. Before she was 18 she had
refiispri t WO Of lipr hmf.hpr’s naflotolaaemafnti
by the time she was 20, the list of her rejected
suitors was increased by a clergyman, a doctor, and two merchants. In true New England lasbion, her father and mother had
looked on quietly at this piocession of aspirants for the post of their son-in-law,
neither interfering with the wooing as it
went on, nor with the summary rejection of
each suitor in his turn. There was time
enough for Eleanor to settle by and by, was
their nnspoken thought, and surely
they
were iu no haste to lose her
bright presence
from her childhood’s home. At 23 Eleanor
was still unmarried, but that year
brought
a great cha: ge into her life.
Her father and
mother died within three mouths of each
other, and at the same time she lo*t parents
and home.
Tue judge had lived generously, though
His income had never
not extravagantly.
been large, and the education and establishment of his sons had absorbed the greater
part of his small economies. When the estate was settled ami divided between the

resses

say,
Auntie, aren’t you
marry the senator?”
“Xo dear children,” she would reply. “Society did me the injustice of not allowing me
to earn my own
living in any way in which I
could have done so. I could not do the great
things in this world. I could not teach, for I
did not know enough for that profession; I
had not genius enough to paint, or to model,
or to write, or to sing, or to act.
I could have
done some useful and bumble work that would
have enabled me to support myself, only, as
society is now arranged, I should have lost
caste by the atte opt.
I could have been a
good milliner or dressmaker, but you wouldn’t
have liked to have your aunt engaged in one of

only things that make matrimony
tolerable. But O, wbat happiness the children do biing to a woman! Eleanor, e.ery
wo nan o -ght to have a home of her own,

are

great-graudfathers, and great-great-grandfathers. Not only did ttaef ded pages of the
family record, in several old Bibles, prove this
genealogical point, but sundry ancient family
heir-looms, to wit., a dozen or two of battered old tea-spoous, a bruised and longsutiering tea-pot, an ugly-shaped little sugarbowl, and a queer old tankard, all of silver,
though rather thin and quite decrepit from
age, still existed as tangible proofs that the
Collinses of the past had been respectable,
that is, well-to-do folks in their time.
But the Collins family did not need to look
back altogether to prove their claims to consideration. If they could biast of having

rejecl

the girls would
sorry you didn’t

Her voice soitened as she
spoke. “Eleanor,” she continued, “there i!
no truth in the talk in books about the
way
W'onieu love men; but there never has been
tin re never can be put into
words, the emotion that a mother feels for her
baby. Sc
as
Cod
woman
long
gives
mother-love, Eleanor, they needn’t ask anything more. I tel
you. t y dear, marriage is very disappointinj
to m st women.
I sometimes think children

our

Eleanor Collins was the youngest child and
only daughter of Judge Collins of Collinsville, Mass. The Collins family belonged to
the genuine New England aristocracy; that
is, they boasted that they could trace their
pedigree in a direct line from one of the passengers who crossed the Atlantic in the Mayflower, on her first trip to America. It might
have been a task attended with some difficulty for the present generation ot Collinses to
produce documentary evidence to support
this assertion, but they could at least lay
just
v,iaim

Sometimes, half-jes’ingly,

myself am concerned, I loved John wel
enough when I married him, but I had nom
ot those wild
ecstasies, or any idea that 1
couidn’t live without him, and all that sort ol
nonsense.
But we get along well
together
we are fond of each
other, and then we have

lace,

lU"

her position in the family was concerned
She had, at least, her regular work, fixed wages, and some time she could call her own
Eleanor had neither.
Unconsciously the
old maid came »o be the bond slave of
all the
and
had not love for the
fami'v,
children,
whom she had brought
up. sweetened the service, hers would have been a ,ot almost too
hard for endurance. Her nieces
and nephews
loved her while,
they tyrannized over her, and
to none of the
family did it occur that the debt
° obligation was on
their side, not that of the
old maid aunt.

and tell ne wbeie do you see two
people whe
are in love as they are in books.
As far as ]

His father smiled and drew a*idc,

6

thp°bitera

A^kI only “0Pe y°u’y* riSUt
mql im
to marry her.
h u he wants
••"r wish I were as sure she would accept.nm,
will ask her to,” replied Mis.
I am sure lie

CELIA 1HAXTEK.

Eleanor Collins

busy, commonplace

VIA THE
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ALL RAIL
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VIA WASHINGTON
T« Chari.toe.
Savannah, St, Anga.tiae,
New Orlenn*, Galveston, and all
pnrta af the Snath, via Weldon,
Wilmington and Colnmbia
at the Old Tleket Agency, No. 49J Exchange Street

W. D. LITTLE A CO. Agents.
0r*lnvallds and others going Soath, will find this
route most desirable for comfort and expedition. Ask
tor

tickets via the Atlantic Coast Lime,

BA

PL

Tickets

febltf

WILDER
1

s-airs

STEAMSHIP WHIRLWIND.
3-10 feet, Hold 17 3-10
of Connecticut Oak
deck.*, schooner rig.
chestnut in 1*63, has
Direct acting vertical engine; cyH® er 32 x 30. I>ra t,
oi^
13 feet. Bolier and Engiue in good

feet, Beam 24
LENGTH
feet, Tonnage 374. Built
130

aBd

two

deep loaded,

der.
For further particulars apply to
WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Boston, Maw.,
Or HENRY WINSOR & CO.,

_mcl.Hdtf_Phlla.ldi.hla,
of

Dissolution
is
&

Pa.

Copartnership.

hereby given that

the firm

of GREEN.

CO, is herebv dissolved bv mutual
FOGG
NOTICE
The Old Union
Laces? Gents*
consent. Unsettled accounts will he adjusted bv
old stand. All
every descripi
of
the firm at the
member
washing
either
tequested to settle without dejrjs^SaiBssass&strit ^ Passenger Ticket Agency! jttrties indebted
in the wholeW.
r

are

Is

Location,

Bradbnry’s Court, Entrance on Fore near India
St.

Late Steward

J^towardotstr

??EILCER’ Superintendant.

John Brooks, Boston ndPort-

now as

heretofore at

NO. 491-2 EXCHANOE STREET,
—

WHERE

TRAVELERS FOR

—

CALIFORNIA

And the West. South and Northwe.t

msv

P™"™

FINE driving, well broke and stylish four year
old COLT, with Sleigh, Hamms and Robes tor

sale at

a bargain.
Apuly at
PLUM STREET STABLES,

dec!3

No.

I© Plum Street.

Ship

Timber and Knees.
and beat stock ot

the largest
I HAVE
In the State. Also best .mallty
furnish
Oak Treenails, nnd

Horsc and Sleigh for Sale
A

GEORGE
GREEN will continue
sale Grain business.
GEORGE W. GREEN,
JAMES L. FOGG.
mar31dlw
Part land, March 29, t873.

Ship Knees
seasoned White

can

For

Tickets apply to th0 oki A8eBcy

°*

w. D. LITTLE A CO.,
49 |-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

Jan30d3wistostf

Hackmatack. Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plunk
at

the lowest cash prices.

Portland, D«c. 30,1872.

TAYLOB

